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Introduction

-11 oo

D uring the past few years the quest for educational adequacy has become
a central theme in school finance reform. Legislatures, courts, ad-

ministrative agencies, and citizens are exhibiting increasing interest in
the substance of educational offerings They view resource equalization
among school districts within states as a necessary, bia4not a sufficient,
condition to improve public education. They seek assuranCe that
educational programs are adequate as well as equitable.

Some recent legislative and judicial mandates have placed an obliga-
tion on school districts to provide an "adequate.basic education" or "ap
propnate programs" to prepare students for future adult roles. Yet the
precise meanings of these terms remain somewhat elusive. Delineating
what, legally, constitutes an i`dequate education and translating stan
dards of program adequacy into school funding schemes involve com
plicated political:technical issues. We undertook the project reported
here because of-ti4 need for a systematic analysis of legal mandates per
tawung to these issues.

Scope of the Study

More specifically, the purpose of this study was to identify and
analyze legislative, judicial, and administrative directives pertaining to
I) the legal basis for asserting a right to an adequate public education,
2) definitions of an adequate education, and 3) standards by which to
assess educational adequacy. This purpose entailed investigating
federal and state constitutions, statutes, regulations, and court rulings
as to the nature and targets of the legal mandates. The dimensions of

4the study are depieted in Figure 1.

Research Questions

The following questions guided this investigati&n:
1. What inipict have courts had on 1) establishing a person's right to a

minimum level of education and 2) identifying the components of an ade
quate education?

2 How have states defined educational adequacy through legislation and
administrative regulations?

3. What types of standards have the states established to assess educational
adequacy (e.g., fiscal input standards, programmatic input standards, pupil
outcome standards)?



Figure 1

LEGAL MANDATES PERTAINING TO EDUCATIONAL
ADEQUACY. DIMENSIONS OF THE STUDY

Source of Mandates

Federal Requirements (constitutional, statutory,
administrative)

Nature of
Mandates

State Requirements (constitutional, Resource Input
statutory. administrative) Specifications

Judicial Rulings,
Interpreting Programmatic

Federal and Specifications

State
Requirements Output)

SpeciKations

Target General Special
of School Need
Mandates Population Students

4. What role has the federal government played in defining and
establishing standards of educational adequacy?

5. Are there conflicts among the various definitiOns and standards of
educational adequacy (e.g., input, output, special population defini-

tions/standards) that are currently being applied to public schools?

Procedures

The search for data sources involved two phases. Initially, we conducted a
secondary source stUdy to identify 1) related research studies, 2.) leads to per
orient state statutory and regulatory material, and 3) individualg with whom
to conduct telephone interviews. We located secondary data sources through
a systematic review (using key words and phrases) of various library card
catalogues (e.g., Government Publications, Law, Education) and educa-
tional and legal references sVstems (e.g., CIJE, ERIC, Index of Legal
Periodicals). In addition, our review of Education Daily from September
1980 to January 1982 identified recent (possibly unpublished) sources. Also,
we interviewed by telephone approximately 10 individuals, identi d

4



through the secondary soune study as knowledgeable in the area, to ascer
tam whether we had located all pertinent state statutory and regulatory
materials and in-progress studies.

The second phase of the search strategy involved obtaining, review
Ingo and screening primary source material updn which most of the
analyses viould be based ,We identified court cases, using the LEXIS
computer system, in which the word's adequate or adequacy were used

in conjunction with educatwn, :nstructwn, or schools Also, our search
of the Amer:can Digest System, advarice sheets of the National Reporter
System, American Law Reports, COrpus funs Secundum, School Law

4

News, and the NOLPE School Law Reporter located cases pertaining to
school finance, special need students, compulsory school attendance,
instructional negligence, and competency testing. Initial screening of
about 600 cases identified as potential data sources resulted in ,the
elimination of approximately half of them, we reviewed the remaining
,cases in detail After locating federal educatiOn laws and regulations if
the United States Code and Code of Federal Regulations, we read th se
laws and regulatioril, as well as the United States Constitution and eve
state constitution, in order to identify provisions germane lo the topic
educational adequacy. We also obtained and reviewed all state schciol
funding laws and other pertinent state statutes and administrative
regulations identified through the secondary source study.

In the analysis phase, we examined all pertinent constitutional provi
sions, cases, statutes, and regulations to identify 1) grounds for a right
to an adequate education, 2) definitiOns of educa6ona1 adequacy for
normal range and special need students, 3) standards for assessing
educational adequacy, and 4) translation of program requirements into
school funding schemes. Based on this analysis, we drew conclusions
about how educational adequacy is being defined and assessed and
about the strength of various legal bases for asserting a right to an ade
quate education under federal or state constitutional and statutory pro
visions.

Context: :Definitional Issues:-
It is necessary at the outset to provide an operational definition of

the term adequacy and to explain how this concept is distinct from, but
intersects with, the notion of equity. The dictionary 'definition of ade
quacy is "the.state of being sufficient for a specific requiiement, lawful J

ly and reasonably sufficient." In court rulings, adequaty has been
similarly defined as sufficient, suitable to an occasion, proporlionate
and satisfactory. Hence, to give substance to the notion of adequacy,
there must be a specified threshold level, above which an entity is con

ered ficient for the particular purpose iq mind.

9
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In contrast to adequacy, equity connotes fair, unbiased, impartial
treatment.' . The terms equity and equality are often used inter-
changeably, but equity does not always imply identical or even substan
tially equal treatment. For example, it generally is considered fair to
treat similarly situated persons equally (horizontal equity); however:
persons who are not similarly situated may require unequal treatment
for It to be fair (vertical equ,ity).4 Some would assert that equal educa
tional opportunities 'Can be assured only through an unequal distribu
tion of educational resources.'

Educational equity can be viewed from several different perspectives,
(e.g.. taxpayer equity, equity in the availability of resources, equity in
programs offered, or equity in educational attainment). The concept of
equity is easier to grasp when one'is dealing with resource inputs (such
as reventi and expenditures) or physical resources (such as teachers
and mat i ls). This may account for the fact that so much of the ac-
tivity to attain educational equity has focused on the inputs of school
ing. Equity in outputs (suth as behaviors, knowledge, and skills
developed through the schooling process) or the broader societal out
comes (such as earning potential) are more difficult to assess hnd relate

b.to specific school detehninants.'
It is possitle to define the threshold standard of adequacy as embrac

ing the notion of equity; that is, an adequate,education might be con
sidered one that is provided equitably to all students. However, equity
is not necessarily a prerequisite to adequacy. An adequate education
mrght be defined as a mmimum level of education necessary to satisfy
specified state objectives. Using this approhch, a school could.be con
sidered Minimally adequate as to program offerings, even though the
program is inferior or superior to that offered 4n neighboring schools.
Similarly, several schools migh't offer equal educational opportunities
but.not provide the minimum education necessary to satisfy the ade-
quacy standard. I

the ,concept of educational adequacy can- connote other threshold
iriteria in various configurations. For example, an adequate education

. might be defined as one that is appropriate to Meet the needs of in
,dividual learnprs, suggesting that more than a minimum level is re
quired. Or it might be defined as a minimum level of education for
normal range students and an appropnate education for students with
identified deficiericies It might embrace the notion of equity up to a
certain quantum Of education, but allow inequities beyond that
amount..

Many sets of actors at stave and federal levels are currently involved in
establishing the threshold criteria of adequacy for public schools. In-

deed, because of the various vantage poin6 from which one can view
educatidnal adequacy, different and at times competing definitions

-4-



andstandards of adequacy are currently being imsed on schools.
This report is Intended to illuminate how and by whom educational

adequacy is being defined and %Olaf standards t urrently are being used
to assess whether educational programs are legally adequate. Since
many of the terms used throughout this monograph are subject to
multiple interpretations, we offer the following definitions, which apPly

unless otherwise noted
I adequacy the state of being sufficient for a specific purpose
? appropriate especially suitable for a particular use
3 %vial educational opportunity equitalt distribution of educa

tional benefits and burdens
4 equalityf puity, equal treatment
5 equity - fair, unbiased treatment
The remainder of the monograph is organized as follows Chapter 2

focuses on litigation in which courts have interpreted state and federal
constitutional and statutory mandates as they establish a legal right to
an adequate rduc atio-n or definitions and standards of educational ade
quacy Chapter 3 analyzes state statutory and regulatory activity that
directly or indirectly addirses educational adequacy concerns
Chapter 4 explores the federal role in establishing definitions and stan
dards of adequacy for public schools The concluding chapter includes
a summary of the legal mandates and some observations on future legal

activity related to educational adequacy.

d.

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary. (1973). s v "adequacy

2 See State'v Davis, 469 S W 2d I, 41(Mo 1971). State Clark. 66 S E 2d 669. 671

(NC 1951) Nissen v Miller 105 P 2d 324, 326 (N M 1940) Vanderrnade v Ap

pert, 5 A 2d 868. 871 (N J 1939), Commonwealth v Mathues, 59 A 961.970 (Pa

1904). State v Bulling 15 S W 367, 371 .(Mo 1891)

5 See John Augenblick, School Finance Reform in the States 1979 (Denver, Colo

Education Commission of the States. (979), pp 18 20. Norman Thomas,
',Equalizing Educational Opportunity 1 hrough School Finance Reform A Review
Assessment," University of Cincinnati Law Review 48. no 2 (1979) 265

4 pe Robert Berne anti Leanna Stiefel. 'Concepts of Equity and Their Relationship to

State> School Finance Plans, Journal of Education Finance, 5, no 2 (1979)

I I 1 20

5 See Thomas, Equalizing Educational Opportunity," pp 263 67, Allan Oddeo,
Robert Berne, and Leanna Stiefel, Equity in School Finance (Denver, Colo
Education Commission of the (979). pp 7 13

6 Thomas, id it 264
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2

Litigation Pertaining to Educational
Adequacy: Rights, Definitions,

and Standards

A
,. .

lexis de Tocqueville observed in 1835 that all significant political
. issues itr America eventually become judicial issues.' This observa-

tion has been verified in the field of education, most school reform
eiforts have been linked either directly pr indirectly to judicial activity.
Thus it seems appropriate to look initially at litigation for principles of

. law pertaMing to the issue of what, legally, constitutes an adequate
education. \ ,

We have reviewed overi300 cases that pertain to somegacet of,l) the
grounds for asserting a right to an equitable, adequate, or appropriate
education, and 2) the judicial role in defining and establishing stan
dards of educational adequacy. All cases reviewed, including those not
warranting discussion in the text of this monograph, are listed by topic
in Appendix A Some of these cases, which span diverse issues from civil
riglIts to educational malpractice, are covered, in subsequent chapters.
The analysis in this chapter is confined to litigation invuhing challenges
to state Ichool.finance systems, the rights of special need students, and
coinpulsory attendance mandates, because these cases have addressed
educational adequacy concern; most directly. In a concluding section,
we 'summarize legal principles from thevveases and offer some observa
tions as to the future role of the judiciary in establishing a right to an
adequate education and in defining and assessing edutational adequacy.

Challenges to State School Finance Schemes
Wm of the challenges to state school funding schemes have focused t

primarily on equity concerns (fn't taxpayeles, students, and, or school-,
districts) and have been based ot federal or state equal protection
guarantees 2 However, in deciding these cases spme courts have made
judgmenis regarding the, adequacy of educational programs and have
provided standards for assessing whether a state educational system is
minimally adequate Moreover, in a growing body of cases, courts have
addressed the state's 'obligation, under education provisions in state con

" stitutions, to provide a "basic" or. "th6rough and efficient's system of
education throughout the state In these cases, judicial, interest has
focused more sharply on the substance of educational programs and the

12
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sufficiency of tate funding schemes in relation tb specified outcomes of

-schooling
-s.

.

i Your distinct judi'cial"approaches have emergea in these cases. Some,

'V courts have assumed a posture of judicial resdaint, deferring to
, legislatures to determine what edu.saticrnal services will be iirovided and

how they'will ,e funded. Basically, courts adopting this approach have
asserted that' ol finance problems should be resolved in the political

arena' rather than by the judiciary. These cOurts have reasoned that
edueation is nt ; fundamentl right deserving of ,strict judicial protec
tion under federal or state equal protection guarantees. Thus they have

concluded that as long as the legislature makes reasonable proviSion for
a minimum ecluc anon throughout the state, the judiciary should not in-
terfere in judging the adequacy or equity of the program or its funding,
even if wide interdistrict disparities exist in available revenues, educa-

tional opRiirtunities, or taxpayer burdens among school,districts within
a state -

A second group of courts has viewed, education as a fundamental state
right that is entitkd to prefetred judicial protection under state equal

- protection provisions. Applying strict judicial scrainy to' challenged
,.

school finance schemes, these courts have invalidated schemes that
create wide interdistrict disparities due to their heavy reliance on local

, property taxes. MOst'of the courts following this approach have focused

mainly on impermissible revenue inequities-among school districts an
have adopted a. standard -of fiscal neutrality (i.e., funds. for educatio
cannot be a function of wealth other than the wealth of the entire state).

These courts have not addresseci the adequacy of the educational pro
grams provided other than to conclude that educatiAl adequacy is.
related to the amount of money spent. They also' have implied that
equity amons districts in fiscal resources is a prerequisite to educational

adequacy. A few of the courts in tAis secorid group have looked beyond

revenue and tax burden disparities and have addressed other inequities

'in school finance schemes,such as those resulting from special program-.

matic, student, and school district needs.
A third judicial approach, mkdway betWeen the two described above,

,

has been idopted by a' New York court.' Concluding that education is,

not a fundamental right, the court reasoned that it is a very substantial
right, deserving of smile special judicial protection. Applying this
"middle level- review to the state's educational finance tysteM, the court

invalidated the funding-scheme ak not accomplishing thi state's objec

tive of providing equal educational opportunities in as non-

.
discriniinatory a manner as feasible.

The fourtil judicial approach differs from the three above in that the
courts in this clEk t ego r y have sought groupds, other than equal protection

guarantees, upon which to focus their apessment of state school funding

1 3
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systems These courts have avoided the issue ?f education's fundarnen-
tality under state equal protection clattses and have based their deci-
sions on explicit state constitutional provisions pertaining to education,
thereby not implicating other governmental services in their rulings. By
focusing specifically on the state's constitutional obligation with regard
to education, these courts have assessed the adequacy of resources, pro-
grams, and services !(:) attain desired educational otacomes, Thus ther
have no; been confined tO fiscal equity concerns'.

In the remainder of thissection,^ these' four judicial approaches Ire il-
_lustratea in cases involving challenges to state school finance systems.
Each appioach offers a dilfereni perspective on the right toan adequate
education.

Judicial Restraint: No Ftindaniental Right toIducation

In the landmark San Antonio Independent School District .v.
Rodnguez decision, the United States Supreme Court majo;ity concluded
that the Texas school finance scheme, with its wide interdistrict revenue
disparities resulting from a heavy reliance on local property taxes, did
noi violate federal equal protection guarantees.' Concluding.thatts

-education is not a Tundamental right and that a classification scheme
based on property wealth is not "suspect," the Court declined to apply
'strict judicial scrutiny to the school finance system. Instead, the Court
reasoned that' bevuse the state school support system was ratiOnally
related to a legitiatate governmenral goal, it satisfied constitutional re-

-quirements. The Court held that the. Texas state minimum foundation
program provided an acceptable means to achieve the goal of assuring
"an adequate minimuln educationa.lo offering in every school in the
state."'

Despite Justice Marshall's contention that the .issue raised in
Rodriguez involved equity rather than adequacy,' the majority con-
cluded that as long as the state has some system for providing a basic
education for all children, such as a foundation program, the state can
satisfy its federal constitutional obligation regardless of interdisnict
disparities in school revenues. Conceding that "some identifiable quan-
tum of education" may be a constitutionally protected prerequisite to
the exercise of free speech rights and full participation in the political
process,' the Court de'clined to elaborate on what this "quantum" might
entail. The Court accepted the state's use of minimum school approval
standaits as evidence that,educational offerings were minimally ade-
quate throughout the state.

Regarding the fiscal disparities among districts, the Court majoriiy
stated that relative disparities are a legitimate .price to pay in order to
provide for local control )::ff eHucation. It emphasized that Texas and
other states traditionally have made local control an essential part of the

1 1 -8.
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provision of educational services. The majority concluded that "in part,
local contfol means the freedom to aevote more money to the
education of one's chilciren. Equally important, how:ever, is the opPor
tunny it offers for participation in the decisiOn making process that
determines how those local tax dollars will be spent."! Assuming a
posture of deference to legislative bodies, the Majority cautior;ed that
judicial interference in this arena might,esult in a complete overhaul oft

state governments, including their reliance on property`taxes to support
local public services.

Following the rationale espoused in Rodrtguez, several challenges to
inequities in school finance schemes, grounded in state constitutional
equal protection provisions, have been resolved on the basis of whether
courts have concluded thl sufficient fiscal resources have been
availabfe for all students to receive a minimum rather than an equitable

..

education These 'courts have revoned that there Is po funcjamental
.

state, right.,to an education, anti thereipre the school finance scheme
must only be rationally related to a legitimate state purpose to satisfy
equal protection guarantees rloling that the objective of preserving
local control oVer educational decisions is, a legium ate*st are purpose and
that relitince on local property taxes is reasonably related to that objec
nie, several courts have, uplield school finance systerhs despite their
resulting inequities. Applying this rationale, the Oregon Suprcrne
Court ruled that the state constittltion was satisfied if the state provided
for "a minimum of educational opportunities" in all school districts and
permitted "the districts to exercise local control, over What they desire
and can furnish, over the minimum."' .

The Ohio Supreme Court similarl upheld the state scheme for fund
ing schools, concluding that edue1ion is riot a fundamental right.'°
The trial court had ruled that the state finance system violated equal
protection guarantees by impairing the right of children within the state
to attend school in a "thorough and efficient sYstem of common schools"
guaranteed by the state constitution." The appeals court affirmed the
trial court's ruhng regarding the equal protection cym,, reasoning that
local control was not a sufficiently compelling state interest to justify im
pairing the fundamental right of students to benefit equally from the
state's system for funding et ools." Reversing the loWtr courts, the
Ohio Supreme Court he that Ohio's finance formula provided ade
quate funds: for each district to meet the state's, minimum education
standards The court found no evidence that any school district received
so little state and local' revenue that its students were effectively deprived
of an education.

The Pennsylvania, Idaho, Montana, Michigan, and Georgia
Supreme Courts have taken. a similar view in finding no fundamental

.state right to education and concluding that a minimum, but not :



necessarily equitable, education mutt be provided- for all students.' In
rejecting the contention that the l'ennsylvania Constitution requires
equity in the distribution of school resources, the stato supreme court/
reasoned that the educational product "is dependent upon many fac-
tors, including the wisdom of the expenditures as well as the efficiency
and economy with which available resources are-utilized."( Also, the
Idaho Supreme Court noted that scholars and practitioners cannot
agree on whether the amount of dollars available per child is significant
in determining the quality of ,the child's education) " In upholding
Montana's foundation program, despite its imperfections, the state
supreine court quoted from Rodnguei to support its position of judiciik
restraint:

The very complexity of thc problems of financing and managmg a
statewide public school system suggest that 'there will'be more than
one constitutionally permissible method of solving them,' and that,.
within the limits of rationality, 'the legfislature's efforts to tackle the
problems' should be entitletl to respect I.

The Michigan case is unusual in Oat the governor in 1972 sought and
received a state supreme courts-ruling that thIscherol finance, system
violated the equal protection clause of the state 7onstitution." However,
one year laic following thc,Rodriguez decision and modest legislative
felorm to pr ide a somewhat more equitable distribution in school
revenues, the ame court vacated its previotts order and dismissed the
case ' In the tter decision, the court reasoned,that its previous inter-
retation of el al educational opportunities Xs requiring fiscal neutrality

been t. narrow. The court further noted that significant dif-
ferences in educational programs between h,igh- and low revenue
districts had not been substantiated.
---T'ne most recent state high court decision based on the Rodriguez
rationale was rendered by the Georgia Supreme Court in November
1981)' Recognizing the direct relationship hetween a school district's
levehof funding and the educational opportunities provided for
students, the court found "unassailable" the trial court's conclusion that
the Georgia school finance scheme is inequitable. Nonetheless, the
Georgia Supreme Court reversed the trial court's holding that education
is a fundamental right in Georgia and rifled that the fiscal disparities
among school districts created by the dependence on local property
taxes do not violate the state equal protection clause. Noting that no
taxation scheme is withoat discriminatory irnract,,the court reasoned
that the school fundmg program is rationally related to the legitimate
goals of providing basic educational funding throughout the state and
preserving local control. While not condoning the disparities among
Georgia districts, the court concluded that there is no express constitu

6 -10



tional obligation for the state to equalize educational opportunities. In
deed, the court emphasized that since a separate constitutional provi
sion is devoted to education, if tht framers had intended to require
resource equalization, they would* have so specified. Acknowledging
that deorgca is uniqiie in constitutionally assuring students an "ade-
quate education," the court fourrd no evidence that the state school
funding scheme deprives students in any district of basic educational
opportunities. It deferred to the legislature to determine the amount of
education that must be state assured to satisfy the adequacy mandate.

,.
Courts in thepecases have concluded that the heavy reliance on local

property taxe to fund schools, with the' resulting interdistrict
disparities, is a reasontable means to ensure local control of education as
long as the state guarantees that all ptudents receive at least a minimum
education. However, the courts have stopped short of defining the
"identifiable quantum of education" that may be constitutionally pro
tected petermination of the components of a minimum, basic, or ade
quate program has been considersd a policy matter that is best left tu
legislative bodies. These courts Kaye concluded that suits that demand
more than a minimal entitlement to educational programs are not ap
,propriate for resolution under equal protection guarantees.

Strict Judicial Scrutiny: A Fundamental Right to Education

In contrast to the judicial Oosture in the preceding cases, some °Anis
have not espoused such deference to legislative bodies. Emphasizing
their duty to protect significant societal rights and vulnerable minority
groups from the overreach of the majority, they have scrutinized in-
equities in the allocation of governmental benefits and burdens. Con
eluding that education is a fuddamental right and that a classification
_scheme_based_on_property_ wealth is "suspet ," these eourts have applied
strict judicial scrutiny to slate school funding schemes The significance
of this judicial approach is that when state action affects the exercise of
a fundamental right or employs a discriminatory classification that is)
suspect, the state must prove that it is attempting to achieve a compel
lmg state purpose (i.e., one so important as to justify limiting constitu
tional rights)Allo, the state must show that the methods it uses to ac
complish titak,cornyeklling purpose are necessary, in that there are no
other equally effecti and efficient, but less intrusive and-sburdensome,
ways to achieve the purpose."

Using this stringent equal protection test., several courts have in-
validated state school support systems because of their disparities in tax
burdens and educational revenues. These courts have accepted the con
cept, at least in part, that there is a relationship between the amount of
.money spent Q n education and the quality of educational opportunities
provided, and they have inferreid that ecfpity in the distribution of fiscal

4
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resources is one threshold standard of educational adequacy. Elckwever,
they have not prescribed what lundsof educational opportunities should
be provided or what minimum Wvel of educaiion must be assured by the
st ate.

The California Supreme Court in Serrano v. Przest has made the most
definitive pronouncement that ,the state sytem of financing public
schools must be fiscally neutral, in that the revenues aVailable fok
education cannot be a function of local property wealth." While not
assessing whether all school districts had sufficient resources to Attain
the state's educational purposes, the,California Supreme Court concluded
in 1971 that ,the gross du/mint:es in revenues among districts violated
both federal and state equal protection rights. The court required the
legislature to devise a new school finance scheme that would nOt tie the
availability of educational funds to local property wtalth. .

In reviewing the state finance scheme again in 1976, the California
Supreme Court relied solely on the state equal prote kin clause because
the use of strict judici*scrutiny in such casei un er federal equal pro-
tection guarantees had been rejected by the Rodifiguez majority." The
California high court reiterated the fiscal neutrality mandate and con
cluded that the state system still was not in compliance with this stan-
dard." Accepting a "distinct" cost quality relationship, the court held
that "equality of educational opportunity requires that all school
districts possess an equal ability in terms of revenue to provide students
With substantially equal opportunities for learning."

In both Serrano I and II the judicial focus'was on achieving equity in
available school revenues, not expenditures. The court recognized that
special needs of students and school districts should be considered in
devising allocation formulas." VVhile alluding to the apparent deficien
cies in educational programs in property-poor districts, the court em-
phasized that educational adequacy was not the issue before the court.
The court's choice to focus on revenue disparities follows a traditional
judicial preference to address equity concerns rather than to evaluate
whether the programs provided are sufficient for the envisioned 6ut
comes of schooling to be attained. Possibly, the California Supreme
Court reasoned that its ruling not only would address interdistrict
resource disparities but also would assure educatianal adequacy in that
property poor school districts would gain the "protection" of the more
affluent in terms of their ability to fund sufficient programs. This ap-
proach has the adtantage of judicial deference to the legislature and/or
local community for specification of how equitable funding will be
translated into an adequate education.

Other courts have followed the Serrano logic in striki
It:

g down state
finance schemes because of their resulting fiscal inequities among
districts. For example, the Connecticut Supreme Court ruled that the
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state school enance system with its dependence on local property taxes
failed to comply with equal protection guarantees as well as the state
constitutional tiroviision requiring "appropriate" legislation regarding
the provision of education.2,9 The court acknowledged that evidence is
inconclusive as to whether increased expenditure per pupil produces
bettei educated students, but reasoned that evidence.is "highly per-
suasive that dispari 'es in exTientliture per pupil tend to result in
disparities in education opportunity "" The court concluded that
property rich districts can pro mare diversity and higher quality in
teaching personnel. collirse offerings, sPecial education services, support
staff and services, guic4rice . programs, library resources, and television
teaching. It also noted that state standards for evaluating the quality of
educational offerings, which pertain to items, such as class size,

courses, etc are satisfied more often by property rich than
by property poor districts." While suggesting that educational pro-
grams and secvices in property poor districts might be inadequate
(measured against state input requirements), the cOurt based its ruling
on an assessment of equity not educational adequacy among the
districts within the state.

In 1980 (he Wyom. ing Supreme Court relied heavily on the Serrano
l'ogic in striking down the state school finance system as violating equal
'protection guarantees The court majacity' declared that "it is nothing
more than an illusion to believe that the extensive disparity in financial
resgurces does gilt relate directly to the quality of education."29 Also,
the Wes't Virginia high court (although going beyond the fiscal neutral
ity standard) reasoned that interdistrict resource inequities, which af
fed educational offerings_and outcomes, violate state equal,protection
requirements."

Several,other cases are pending appeal to state supreme eotrrts:in
wh'ich trial courts have followed, at least in part, the fiscal neutrality
logic. Foi- example, in 1979 a state circuit court struck down Mdryland's
school finance plan due to its funding disparities caused by reliance on
local property taxes and insufficient state equalization aid for property
poor districts." Concluding that the scheme violated the state constitu
tion's equal protection clause and the provision mandating the'.
establishment of a "thorough and efficient" system of public,schools, the
coart held that the only practical and realistic way of determining and
'aXieving,equality is with nespect to the distribution of educational
funds. More reCently, an Arkansas trial court invalidated the state
school finance scheme as impairing the fundamental right to equal
educational opportunities." The trial, judge noted that the funding
disparities among districts led to inequities in the caliber of instruc-
tional personnel, class size, course offerings, fnaterials, equipment, and
facilities. Concluding that the state school finance laws and ad-
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`ministrative regulations for funding vocational schools violated the state
,Constittnion's eduyation, provision and equal protection clause, the
court required the legislature to devise ,a school finance scheme that
does not tie resource allocation to local property wealth.

A Colorado Thal court has also invalidated the state's heavy reliance
on local property taxes to fund pliblic education, concluding thair
Colorado's equalization aid did not., compensate for the wide inter-
district revenue disparities." Unlike courts in the preceding casts, the.,
Colorado court reasoned that the finance scheme violateQ.the federal
equal protection clause as well as the.,state constitution's equal protec
non and education provisions, While applying strict judicial scru&iny
only to the state clim <in light of the Rodnguez holding), the court /.ruled that the' financ,scheme could not be justified even under the ra
tional basis test. It held that the system was not rationally related tO t'he
legitimate goal of ensuring local control, as there was no local control in
property poor districts where options for raising additional school funds
were efftctively foreclosed. Thus the'court conçluded that federal as
well as state equal protection requiremen. ts were not met. The Col-. -
orado, Arkansas, and Marylind cases are all currently on appeal to the
state supreme courts. .

Courts applying the Serrano rationale have not dictated a particular
school finance scheme that the state must adopt. Courts have merely ,
declaredthat one among many means of financing public sctools is im
permissible. The fiscal neutrality standard does not restrict state
legislatures in selecting from a variety of taxation and distribution
schemes so long as the 'plan chonn is not tied to local property wealth.
The judiciary in these cases has deferred to legislative bodies to deter
mine the details of the plans and the level of funds necessary to ensure .

the provision cif a suffkient educationaLprogram to all children wittp .. ....... _ ..

the state.

J

Middle Level Scrutiny4A Substantial Right to Education
.

A New York school finance case is somewhat unique in its treatment
of education under both federal and state equal protection guarantees.
Although recognizing that education is not a fundamental right, the
trial court reasoned that, with regard to the state equal protection
clause, it was not cOnfined to use of the rational basis test in reviewing
state action that affects a substannal interest such as education." Ap
plying a middle ltvel test to New York's school finance scheme, the
court noted tIpat the classification system used must serve important

\governmental objectives and must be substantially relatedto the
achievement of those objectives " The court used careful judicial
review, rather than strict scrutiny, and concluded that less

discriminatory school funding methods were available to the state.
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Although using a different standard of review, the New York trial

court, like the California Supreme Court in Serrano, held that t-he state
finance scheme abridged state equal protection guarantees by denying
to students in property poor districts the educational resources available
to students in- wealthier districts within the state. The court also ruled
that the state constitutional mandate requiring the creation of a
statewide system, of free corruhon schools was violated in that ome)s

districts were compelled to offer an education inferior to that pr vided
by other districts possessing greater property Wealth.

.In addition, the court addressed the disparate impact of the state aid
forinula:on school districts with special needs. Thi court held that

.A
urban districts, dependent upon the city in which they are located for
educational funds, were disadvantaged since they had to compete for
fiscal resources from a tax base used to finance a variety of municipal
services. While apPlying the middle levelmast to this claim under the
state constitution, the court held that even the more lenient rational
basis test could not be satisfied. One of the objectives of the state's
fin'ance system ,was w reduce disparities in available resources and
educational opportunities,.and since the scheme perpetuated such in-
ectuurs, it failed the rational basis test under federal as well as state
equal protection guarantees. The state aid formula did not make
allowances for the reduced purtiNsing power of the urban dollar.
Moreover, it did not account for the differences in local revenue raising
ability per student (municipal overburden) and the svcial costs
associated with educating large concentration; of special need students
in urban areas (educational overburden), it provided proportionally less
money for remediation and special need students to the districts with
the highest concentration, highest need, and highest seevice costs. The
court declared "If equal treatment of unequals is discriminatory, then
pray-Ming lesS fair-a-able- trearrnept of onequals- -has to be regarded -a&
even worse discrimination." However, the court did not specify how
the state system should be Changed, and similar to the preceding cases,
it charged the legislature with making thir determination.

In October 1981 a New York appeals court affirmed, the trial court's
ruling on state constitutional grounds." The appellate court agreed
that under the middle level scrutiny test the New York finance scheme
unconstitutionally impaired state equal protection rights, of students in
property-poor districts and in disadvantaged urban districts suffering
from municipal and educational overburden. It also affirmed that the
finance system abridged the state constitution's education provision,
which was interpreted as requiring the legislaturf to provide an educa-
tional system in which all the state's children could be equipped with
basic skills necessary to function effectively in society. However, the ap- \

IN
pellate court rejected the trial court's conclusion that the New York
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school finance Rherne violated the federal equal protection clause. Cur-
rently, this case is on appeal to New York's highest court. 4

,
, Interpretation of State Education Clauses

Several state courts have used state education provisions in lieu of or
in conjunction with equal protection clauses as a basis for assessing the
legality of school finance schemes. In these cases, courts have'inter-
preted the state's constitutional obligations and,have assessed whether
legislatures have fulfilled their duty to define and support the state-

k guaranteed educational program. This use of educational provisions as
a basis for judicial review has some advantages overthe equal protection
approach. For example, it avoids implicating other governmental serv-
ices, which is a danger in decisions couched solely in equal protection
language Also, it does not confine the judiciary to an assessment of
relattve adequacy (e.g., fiscal resource disparities"), but allows inter-
pretation of the level of educatiim required under'state constitutional

-......- mandates. This approach is not contingent on determining whether
education is a preferred right (i.e., fundamental); it is based on inter-
preting an expressed constitutional directive (e.g., the legislature will'
maintain and support a thorough and efficient system of free public
schools). Thus a court can mandate significant educational reform
while staying within its acceptelvoles of interpreting and enfqming
(rather than creating) constitutional rights. Three courts that 'lave
based their decisions regarding the legality of state school support
schemes primarily on state education provisions have looked beyond
fiscal resources to programs and outcomes in defining educational ade-
quac, Since these cases have provided the most explicit judicial man-
dates regarding the state's obligation to support an adequate general
education program, they are discussed in some detail below.

rn Ifie- New Jersey series of cases involving the state school finance A

scheme, a gradual change in judicial interpretatinn of the state educa-
tion clause ha.s been apparent. While the court initially focused on en-
suring fiscal resource equity, it eventually required program adequacy
as measured by pupil performance data. In the original Robinson v.
Cahill Liecision, the state supreme court, affirming the lower court's
decision, declined to base its holding on equal protection guarantees
due to the potential impact such a ruling could have on other govern-
mental services." Instead, the couTt interpreted the constitutional pro-
vision, mandating the establishdrent of a "thorough andiefficient system
of free public schools," as placing an obligation on the state legislature
to provide educational opportunities to equip children for citizenship
and employment in contemporary society. Noting that the legislature
had never defined the content of the educational program necessary to
attain such goals, the court stated that this must be done so that the

' ..`
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scope of the oyigationewould be,made apparent "in some discernible
way."4°

The court.declmed to offer its definition of the nature of the educa-
tional opportunitie's required, but suggested that equalization of exPen
ditures among chool districts was a, prerequisite. The court stated that
it was focasing on 'dollar inputs because fiscal resources are clearly
related to edycational opportunities and becausT the court had been
given no other viable criterion for measuring compliance with the state
constitutional mandate However, the court emphasized that absolute
dollar equality was not required in that ,the state may recognize dif
ferences in area costs or in the specific needsof,students.4)

In subseqverq litigation, the state high court has been called upon
,

several times to assess legislative efforts to comply with its 1973 decision,.
and increasingly the court has addressed the issue of adequacy in educa
tional opportunities rather than equity in resource distribution.° In
1975, upon reviewing the legislative schemefor the fourth time, the
court praised the state department of education's efforts to "establish
the components of a thorough and efficient system of ,education by the
formulation of standards, goals, and guidelines by which the school
districts and the department may in collaboration improve the qua!'
of the edu.cational opportunity offered all children."° The court he
however, that educational guidelines alone, without a redistributio f
funds. would not satisfy the constitutional mandate. Thus the c rt
ordered a redistribution of a substantial amount of state aid i he
legislature did not develop its own plan within five months.

Jame Pashman, in a separate opinion in Robinson /V, asserts that
the court should have gone further in imposing a duty on the statej en
sure educational adequacy'

The education clause requires that the state, having chosen
delegate administration of public schools to local school distric
must prescribe statewide standards for the operation of thorie
schools so as to insure that all children are guaranteed an oppot- /
tunity for an edycation of a certani maumum quahty. It must also
establish a mechanism for compelling local compliance with such
standards, and where, for fin'ancial reasons, a _local school district
cannot comply, It must provide a means for supplementing local
resources " (Emphasis added.)

While this was a minority opinion in the 1975 case, it provided the
framework for the position adopted by the majority in subsequent
litigation.

In, response to Robinson /V, in 1975 the New Jersey legislature
enacted the Public School Education Act with the explicit goal of pro
viding all children within the state "the educational opportunity which
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will prepare them to function politically, economically and scicially in a
democratiC society:4' The law provided for a substantial increase in
state aid, categorical aid for .targeted programs, and equalization aid
through a guaranteed tax yield. However, local districts retained some
leeway in raising educational revenues within prescribed budget caps.

The act specified the major elements of a thorough and efficient
system of free public schools, including adequate instruction in basic
skills and creative arts, support services for special-need students,
qualified professional personnel, adequate facilities, efficient ad
mMistrative procedures, research anCdevelopment activities, and
monitoring and evaluation programs." The statute called for the
development of state aria local pupil achievement standards in basic
skills and a statewide system for evaluat g the performance of cach
school. The state commissioner Of e tion was charged with review
ipg the results of this monitoring a d evaluation system and with direct
ing local boa s of education to prepare remedial plans if sufficient
progress was not eing made toward studenr performance goals." If a
given plan was considered deficient, die ,commissioner and the state
board of education were authorized to direct "budgetary changes" and
other measures to ensure that the local school district satisfied the
thoroUgh and efficient standards.

The state supreme court assessed the constitutionality of this legisla
tion in 1976. Assuming that full funding was fOrthcoming, the court
concluded that the act was constitutional." Within a year, however,
the court .rendered its sixth Robinson decision, in which it enjoined
public officials in New Jersey from expending any funds for the support
of public schools (eXcluding certain fixed costs) due to the legislature's
failure to provide funds for the 1975 act." After being closed for one
week, schools were reopened because of the adoption of a state income
tax to support the act. a ..../

Between 1973 and 1976 the New. Jersey Supreme Court affeared to
shift its major concern from equity in fiscal resources tct. adequacy in
educational programs measured hy student performance in basic skills.
In Rob:n.son V the court applauded the statutorily prescribed system to
monitor school effectiveness in term's of the attainment of pupil achieve
ment objeqeives. The New Jersey Supreme Court indicatecfihat as long
as the state assures that all distritts satisfy the thorough and efficient
standard (i.e., student mastery of basic skills necessary for citizens4ip
and employment), provision for some local leeway in funding additional
programs is constitutionally permissible. Thus equalization of educa
tional expenditures within the state, although the focus of the original
Robinson suit, hal not been judicially required."

Litigation andrlegislation in the state of Washington also is il-

lustrative of a change in faus from concern for equity in the distribu
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tion of resources to adequacy in program Offerings. In 1974 the state's
system for funding public schools was challenged as failing to make ample
provision for a basic education for all children in the state as prescribed,
by,,the Washington Constitution." Further, it was alleged that Children
and taxpayers were denied equal protection due to differences in assessed
property valuation per pupil among school districts. The Washinton
Supreme_Court rejected these allegations and held that there was no
evidence of a violation of equal protection guarantees: The court relied
on Rodnguez in concluding that the Washington system of funaing
schools was a "proper" and "pragmatic" method oL4scharging its duty
t-o educate the children within its borders. The court ncluded that a
general and uniform system (as mandated by the state constitution) is
one in mhkh 'every child in the state hlfree access to certain minimum
and reasonably standardized educational instructional facilities and op
portunities to at least the twelfth grade "" While not elaborating on
the specific components of the guaranteed minimum education, the
ciain-t concluded that there was no evidence presented that any children
were denied such opportunities. Thus the court deferred to the state
legislature to decide whether or not to alter the school finance scheme

Four years later, however, the state's use of excess local levies to
generate educational revenue was contested, and the same court' inter
preted differently the constitutionally mandated "paramount duty"
placed on the legislature to make ample provision for a basic education
for all children within the state. Specifically, the court declared that
students in every school district have a constitutional right to an ade
quately.funded basic educational program " Noting that the legislature
had not defin,ed the components of the constitutionally required basic

education, the court selected three available definitions to use in assess
ing the adequacy of' the state school finance scheme. Under the first
definition, a ba`sic education is one that satisfies state laws and regula
t ions pertaining to minimum school inputs (e g., teacher qualifications,
prescribed courses, instructional time) Another approach is to define
the basic Rrogram in terms,of state school '04creditation standards
Under the tffita 4efinition, a basit-educatim iedefined by the "collec-
tive wisdom" or e'ducators, school boards, and parents throughout the
state in essence, a state norm as to curi-ent practices for the "normal
range" student." Applying each of these definitions, the court con-
cluded Oat the Washington finance scheme did not adequately support
a bpic educational program in all schools.

The court held that the legislature was obligated to identify the
specific components of the basics:program and to assure their full sup
port from "dependable and regular tax sources."" The court stated
that, in defining the program, the legislature was not limited to the
three approaches cited in the decision While plaintiffs asked for
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judicial guidelines as to speufic features of the basic program, such as
deployment of instructional and classified staff, staffing ratios and
salaries, provision of individualized instreision for special-need
students, recognition of unique demographical and geographical
demands, and use of support services," the court concluded that the

/ ,substantive content of the basic program should 'be left to the
legislature. Thus, while mandating that the state must fully support a
basic education for all students, the coqrt deferred to lawmakers for

delineation, of the specifir,cc omponents of the state guaranteed pro
gram. The court did n ., however, that the state's educational, obliga
tion extends beyond ere reading, writing, and ai-ithmetit, it must
prepare children to perticipate effectively and, intelligently in the
political system and compete in a free enterprise economic system.

The West Virginia )upreme Court also has interpreted the Meaning
of the state constitutional mandate pertaining to the legislature's duty to
provide for education 57 This court differed from the New Jersey and
Was'hiugton courts in that it concluded that education is a fundamental.
right under state equal protection guarantees, thus subjecting to strict
judicial scrutiny the state's means of arrying out its constitutional duty
to provide a "thorough arid efficient" system of education." Declaring
that °discriminatory classifications in the state's foundation program
(not justified by a compelling governmental interest) would violate the
equal protection clause, the court went beyond the fiscal neutrality
standard in interprefing West Virginia's constitutional obligations. It
held that provision of a thorough and efficient educational system.re
quires more than equality in funding, it means that schools mustsatisfy
high quality statewide educational standards.

The court defined a "thorough and efficient" system as requiring
equal educational opportunities in terms of surstantive progTins and
results, "no Matter what the expenditures may be."" Such 4 educa--
tional system must develop, "as best the state of education expertise
allows, the minds, bodies and social. morality of its charges to prepare
them for useful and happy occupations, recreation and citizenship,"
and must do so econornitally.4° More specifically, the constitutionally
required system of schooh mUst develop every child to his or her capacity
in basic skill areas, knowledge of government, self-knowledge and
knowledge of his or her total environment, work training and advanced
academic training, recreational pursuits, interests in all creative arts,
and social ethics The court also noted that implicit in this definition of
a thorough and efficient system arc good physical facilities, appropriate

' instructional materials and personnel, and careful state and local super
vision to prevent waste and to monitor pupil, teacher, and ad-
ministrative competency. The court interpreted the state clestitutional
mandate as requiring the legislature to prescribe high educational stan
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dard.s and to evaluate whether such standards are being. satisfied in all
schools within the state.

The court found that in some counties the schools were ';woefully in-
adequate" under its definition bf a "%borough and effkitnt" system and
further noted significant interdistrict disparities in the quality and
breadth-of educational services. Cite4 among exampies of inadequacy
ana disparity in resources, programs, and student performance were.the
(ollowing:

*1

1 The facilities, curricula, and other school services are more extensive,
diverse and of better quality in the property:rich districts ihan in property-
poor districts.

2 Physical plant Inadequacies in property-poor districts constitute potential
threats to the health and welfare of students.

3 Property poor school districts cannot offer the type and quality of educa-
tional program offered by property-wealthy districts because of reliance on
local property wealth as a revenue source. to

4 State aid does not eliminate the disparrty between property-poor districts
and those with greater wealth.

5 The provisions for special education do not meet the statutory requirements
of the West Virginia Code in property-poor school districts

6 The facilities. cUrricula, and other services in the property-poor districts fail
to meet many standards of the West Virginia Comprehensive Program, the
West Virginia Standards for Classification of Sexondary Schools, and/or the
North Central Association Policies and Standards.

7 The education success rate of the property-poor districts, as measured by
test scores or the number of studenti who go on to obtapt additional educa-
tion or training after high school, is much lower than that of students from
districts with greater property wealth.

8 Standardized test scores of students, from property poor districts fall below
the state and national averages in virtually every category.

9 The absenteeism and withdiawal rates in the property-po8r distriCts are
much higher than in nonpoor districts."

The case was remanded for additional evidentiary development to
determine whether the inadequacies in some districts and interdistrict
disparities have resulted from the statutory scheme for funding schools
or from other problems, such as improper property assessment practices
or administrative inefficiency. The lower'court was instructed to review
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the state's foundation program, building fund, property assessment
system, and state and local administrative practices in making this

determination. The West Virgmia high court noted that the founda-
tion program may be able* to withstand constitutional scrutiny if
demonstrated that it makes provisions_for supplernentary aid to flow to
property-poor districts in.such a manner that they can meet the re-
quirements of a thorough and efficient system. The court indicated,
however, that such a conclusion seems unlikely, given the evidence of
glaring deficiencies in stame districts. The court also emphasized that it
is ultimately the responsibility of the state, 'not the local community, to
guarantee that all districts receive adequate funds to ensure "equality in
substantive educational offerings and results.""

These judicial interpretations of state education, provisions are
notable because the courts have addressed the scope of the state's educa-
tional obligations and have required legislatures to carry out constitu-
tional directives by identifying the specific features of and quality stan-
dards fox the constitutionally guaranteed program. Moreover, these.
courts have not foctised only on attaining equity in tax burden or
retource distribution (although this has been considered important),
but have looked beyiOnd fiscal inputs to the adequacy of program offer-
ings and outcomes. 'All three of these courts concluded that the
legislatures have a state constitutional obligation to provide for an
educational system that will at least enable all students to participate in
the pohtical system and compete in a free enterprise economy. The
legislatures have been required not only to specify what suc.h an educa-
tion entails but also to ensure its adequate support.

Even though these courts have been assertive in explicating the states
constitutional duty to provide for an adequate, basic, or thorough and
efficient educational system, they have been reluctant" to prescribe
precise input or output specifications for schools. They have deferred to
legislative bodies to identify the specific components of an adequate
education in settings that presumably are more appropriate for this type
of policy determinatibn. The West Virginia high court emphasized that
"great weight" should be given to legislative standaratn this area,63
Identification of the features of the guaranteed program requires more
technical knowledge than does an assessment of equity among schools
For example. a court ca-n determine if all schpols provide,students
opportunity to take foreign languages, but the decision as to whether

such an opportunity should be a part of the basic education program
requires substannal professional knowledge as well as public endorse

ment."
Yet, where lawmtkers determine the components of the minimum

program using the norm among districts within the state or where such

components -eflte.ct the strength of lobbying efforts, it may be that the
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state guaranteed program is not actually adequate to attain prescribed
goals. This uncertainty may be one reason that some courts recently
have preferred an outcome definitidn of the state's educational obliga
tions. If the state is responsible for assuring specific educational results
and the st+ supported program is not producing these outcomes, a
court cOnceivably _might require the legislature to redefine the com-
ponents of the guaranteed program,

Rights of Special-Need Students
In the latter 1960s courts rejected allegations that the UpitreStates

Constitution requires educational resources to be expended according
'to pupils' needs. In finding such an assertion to be nonjusticable, an
Illinois federal court oncluded that the Constitution offered "no
discoverable and manageable standards" by which a court could assess
whether students' needs wEre being adequately addressed." The court
noted that sive such needs -vary, local communities should make
assessments of needs and devise strategies to meet them. It further
reasoned that there is no 'federal constitutional requirem&t that public
school expendicures must be made only on the basis of pupils' needs,
without regard,to the financial strength of the local district. The court
concluded that the allocation of public revenues is a basic policy deci-
sion that should be handled by the legislature, not the judiciary.

Recently, however, a new wave of educational-needs cases, based on
interpretations of federal and state statutory protections, have been
more successful. In these.cases, courts have assessed whether school
districts are fulfilling their statutory obligations to provide appropriate
programs for children with certain disabilities. This change in judicial
posture over the past decade appears to have occurred imarily
because legislative bodies have prescribed standards for courts to use in
evaluating program adequacy for certain types of pupils. Special in
terest groups have become better organized and more aggressive in
securing legislation outlining the educational rights of children with
unique needs primarily handicapping conditions. Thus the judiciary
no longer is forced to evaluate certain educational needs cases on con
stitutional grounds that offer no "manageable standards" for determin
ing whether or not rights have been violated.

Unlike the litigation reviewed in the preceding section of this chapter,
these cases have not involved challenges to state school support schemes.
Instead, the focus has been on the federal and state statutory rights of
special need students to receive educational services and programs to
address their deficiencies. Actually, the initial wave of litigation per-
taining to pupils with unique characteristics focused on their rights to
equal (not special) treatment and was grounded,in the federal constitu
tional principle announced in Brown v. Board of Educahon.
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Today, education is perhaps the most important function of state
and local governments In these days. n is doubtful that any
child may reasonably be expectcd to succeed in life,if he is denied

, the.opportunity of an education. Such an opportunity, where the
state has undertaken to provide it, is a nght which must be made
available to all on equal terms "

r
x

Courts relied on Brown as precedent in striking clown various
discriminatory school practices and in securing the right of all children,
regardless of their disabilities, to have access to the state's public educa
tional system."

It soon became apparent, however, that the mere right to attend
school was a hollosv victory if some students could not benefit from the
educational programs provided. Courts began recognizing that provi-
sion of the same educational offerings for all students would not ensure
equal educational opportunities. Thus the judiciary became involved in
assessing whether instructional programs were appropriate to address
the deficiencies of special, need students." In response to this judicial
activity, federal and state laws were enacted to clarify the rights of cer-
tain categories of pupils."

Recent htigation has focused primarily on a' n interpretation of these
statutory,provisions as to the state's obligation to assure an appropriate
education for special-need students. Courts have interpreted some of
the statutes broadly, thus placing responsibilities on public schools that
are not prescribed specifically in the legislative enactments These cases
have an impact on school finance schemes, because the provision of
judicially mandated services in some instances has affected the state's
plan for allocating educational funds. Courts have further held that
fiscal constraints cannot be used as a rationale for impairing students'
statutory rights." Thus the judiciary has not been reluctant to exercise
its interpretive powers, even if the court ordered services and programs
have placed substantial new fiscal obligations on the state. A New York
federallistrict court has observed that "only whcn the financial burden
upon the state,becomes prohibitive should the court stay its hand."71 An
Indiana appeals court similarly has declared_that a desire to sonserve
state funds cannot be used as a justification for failing to carry out
statutory obligations to handicapped individuals."

Litigation involving the statutory rights of English-deficient and hand
icappecr children is particularly pertinent to the topic of educational
adequacy because in these cases courts have made some of the most ex-
plicit statements as to the components of the educational program that
must be guaranteed by the State. The judiciary hasiefescribed program
specifications While adhering to its role of interpreting and enforcing
laws developed through the political process. Although there has still
been a rt9g1 in judicial activism, the range has been far more narrow ,

a
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than in the cases challenging state school finance schemes, and judkial
conclusions have tended to be more uniform. This has been particularly
true as legislativ has become more specific in delineating the protected
rights,of certain types of pupils.

Functional Exclusion: English-Deficient Students

Recently, the judiciary has been asked to clarify the scope of the
states responsibility to provide sPecial services for English-deficient
students who might be "functionally excluded" from a meaningful
education without such special assistance. Most of the judicial activity
to date has involved interpretations of federal laws and regulations, but
since nearly half of the states also have established requirements per
taining to bilingual bicultural education," state litigation seems likely
to increase.

In Lku v. N:chols, the United States- Supreme Court held that under
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964," students with language defi-
ciencies are entitled to special instrUctional assistance." This 1974 case
is extremely significant because for the first time the Supreme Court
concluded that there were judicially manageable standards to use in
assessing the adequacy of educationakprograms in meeting the needs of
students. The Court reviewed the substance of the educational offerings
and placed a duty on school officials to provide special assistance to
students with limited English proficiency. However, deterinination of
what constitutes an appropriate program under the Lau ruling has been
subject to multiple judicial interpretations.

Some courts have concluded that bilingual, bicultural programs must
be provided Jr English-deficient stUdents. For example, in 1974 a class
action suit n behalf of Hispanic students in New York City resulted in a
consent 4écee, stipulating that all English deficient students must be
provide bilingual instruction." More recently, a Texas federal judge
ordered the state to upgrad'e bilingual instruction and to submit a six
year bilingual education plan for judicial review." The plan must in
clude proposals for teacher recruitment and inservice education, pupil
assessment, and the development of bilingual programs at all grade
levels. The order stipulates that bilingual instruction must be made
available for every student with limited English proficiency and must be
fully supported by the state."

Other courts, however, have ruled that it is outside the scope of
judicial, authority to order specific bilingual programs to enforce civil
rights guarantees. ,The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals noted that
bilingual instruction is not the only acceptable way to ensure that
English deficient students are provided equal educational oppor
tunnies." The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals also ruled that such
students have a right to special assistance, but not necessarily bilingual
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education." Fhese courts have allowed local school districts some flex-
ibility in des,ising the means to assist pupils with limited English profi-
ciency, and they have concluded that the provision of compensatory,
English instruction can satisfy legal requirements.

It might be argued that the courts requiring bilingual instruction
have taken primarily an input approach to defining educational ade-
quacy. Applying this logic, an English-deficient child's education
would be considered adequate if it entails a bilingual program that
meet( minimum specifications (e.g., teacher qualifications, instruc-
tional time, courses taught, etc.). Conversely, it might be inferred that
those courts that have left specific program details for English-deficient
pupils to local determination have adopted an outcome approach to
defining educational adequacy Under this approach, a non-English-
dominant child's education would be considered adequate if the child
masters the English language, regardless of the sqategy used to achieve
that result. (9 .fr

Although controversy continues over what type of special assistance
must be provided, all courts are in agreement that public schools must
address the needs of English deficient students. A Michigan federal
court has even extended the right to special language assistance beyond
children of foreign origin." The court relied on.the Equal Educational
Opportunities Act of 1974" in concluding that pupils who speak various
English dialects such as Black English are also entitled to special instruc
tional help in mastering standard-English.

Handicapped Students: Riiht to an Appropriate Education

Modeled afteL federal civil rights laws and regulations that protect
the rights of the handicapped, all states have enacted some type of
statute or regulation guaranteeing a free appropriate education to
handicapped children Interpreting such federal and state etovisions,
courts have required school districts to provide a range of services to
meet the special needs of physically and mentally handicapped pupils.
This litigation is particularly noteworthy because the judiciary has not
been reluctant to go beyond the explicit language of the legislation and
regulations 1-11 placing obligations on public education agencies.

For example, courts have interpreted the Education for All Hand-
icapped Children Act of 1975 (P L. 94-142)" as requiring scltool
districts to provide psychotherapy," catheterization services," and year-
round programs" for handicapped children, even though such re-
quirements are not specifically included in the act. In fact, as a result of
a Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals ruling," the regulations for P.L.
94 142 were amended to specifically include catheterization as a related
service that must be provided for handicapped children who cannot
participate in the educational program without such'assistance."
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Courts also have extended the impact of the requirement (contained
in federal and most state provisions) that a handicapped child must be
placed in a private facility if an appropriate program is not available in
the public forum Public school districts have been held responsible for
transportation and maintenance costs as well as educational expenses
associated with such private placements, even if in a different state."
Some courts have ordered school districts to incur noneducational costs
for such private residential placements, reasoning that a handicapped

*child's educational, social, and emotional needs cannot be separated."
The judiciary also _has been active in interpreting handicapped

children.,s rights to be educpted in the least restrictive environment. The
judiciary has placed the burden on school officials to justify the exdu
sion of handicapped s'tudents from regular classrooms, although
Substantial expense may be requigpd to accommodate a specific child's
needs in the regular school environment.'' School 'districts have been
ordered to hire additional personnel and provide inservice training in
order to mainstream handicapped children and provide them an ap
propriate education."

Judges have not hesitated to assess whether specific 'programs satisfy
federal and state statutory directives and to order school districts to pro
vide additional services for disabled children. Clearly, courts have

entered the "thicket" of determining what constitutes educational ade-
quacy for handicapped students By ruling that a handicapped child
With emotional problems must be provided psychotheiapy, the judiciary

v in , effect has declared that an 'appropriate program includes
psychotherapy if necessary to meet the child's needs. Even though tnost
judicial rulings have been narrewly drawn andlimited to a pareicular
case, they have often been uscdças the basis for administsative policies
that place new responsibilities o?1Lschool districts in fulfilling their
statutory-obligations to special-need students.

What criteria are courts using to 'determine whether a given program
is appropriate? The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals concluded that if a
child's diagnostic team attests that a program is suitable or adequate,
even though not optimum, the legal requirement is satisfied." Similarly,
a Pennsylvania commonwealth court reasoned that a handicapped child
was not entitled to a "more appropriate" program as long as there was
professional consensus that a suitable program was being provided."

However, other courts have reached a different conclusion. A Penn-
sylvania federal district court declared that programsjor handicappeel..,
students must maximize the children's chance to reach self sufficiency
and "ultimately enable them to participate as fully as possible in ap
propriate activities of daily living "95 A New York federal district court
ruled that services must enable handicapped children to reach their full
learning potent: commensurate with the opportunity provided for
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nonhandicapped Lhildren," and a Kentucky federa` 1 court concluded
that school districts must furnish the opt:mum ii the way.of education
to these to whom "nature has dealt less than a full hand."' Recently,
an Indiana appeals court held that a treatment plan, characterized by
experts as the "gest possible" program, was.in fact the only appropriate
plan, because of the severity of the person's handicap." ,

There is some sentiment that courts have gone beyond the intent of
statutory provisions in declaring that handicapped children are ent,itled

to an "optimum" or the "best possible" program, or to instruction to
maximize their potential." Critics have alleged that the services and

programs being judicially ordered to meet the diverse needs of hand-
icapped children1 are siphoning funds from the regular school
program." In 1978 a New York federal district court observed that the
federal and state mandates on behalf of handicapped children "may
necessitate a sacrifice in services now afforded chiWren in the rest of the
school system."'"

In a recent appeal to the United States Supreme Court, Pennsylvania
state officials argued that unrealistic demands have been placed on
school districts by judicial interpretations of what eOnstitutes an ap-

. r,
propriate program for handicapped pupils.'°' The Supreme Court was
asked to reverse a Third Circuit Court of Appeals ruling, requiring the
provision of summer school programs for severely handicapped
children. In a frie,nd of the court brief, the National School Boards
Association (NSBA) asserted that the precedent set by the Third Circuit
Appeltate Court "affects every school board in the country and could
result in a major revision of the very nature of the public educational
system. "102 The NSBA also estimated that it would cost $830 million
annually to run extended-year special education in this nation. In June
1981 the Supreme Court declined to review the case, thus leaving the
appellate ruling in force.'" ,

In another case the Supreme Court currently is being asked to review
a decision of the Second Circuit Court of Appeals that requires a New
York school district to provide a sign language interpreter for a child
who was making above average progress without such special
assistance.'" School officials have asserted that the child's educational
program was adequate without an interpreter: and thus the appeals
court went too far in requiring the school to provide a "more ap-
propr4ete" program. It has been estimated tha& the provision of inter-
preters for all hearing-impaired children in the state will cost $100
million annually.'" In this appeal the Supreme Court is being asked to
consider the massive fiscal implications of the lower court ruling and its
potential impact on the general education program Plaintiffs are seek
ing clear-guidance as to what services must be provided in order for a
handicapped thild's education to be csnsiclered appropriate under
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federal and state statutory provisions.
Recent litigation, in which courts have interpreted the statutory

rights of both handicapped and,English deficient students, has been im-
portant in delineasing certain components of an adequate or -ap-
propriate education for these special-need sttudents. Moreover, the

judicial activism in this area the willingness to prescribe specific pro-
grams and services to implement legislation possibly will influence the
judiciaVpOsture toward the "regular" educational program. As

legislatures and administrative agencies become more specific in
stipulating what comprises the basic education to which all children are
entitled, courts may,play an important role in interpreting such man-
dates and in prescribing specific programs and services that must be
provided in order to fulfill statutory promises.

Compulsory Attendance
Another area of litigation in which courts have addressed the defini-

tion of an adequate educatibn aud standards to assess adequacy pertains
to compulsory attendance obligations. These cases have not focused on
fiscal concerns (inequities or inadequacies) or on the rights of special-
need students. Instead, they have primarily addressed the delicate
balance between state and parental interests in determining what an
adequate education entails. il

Some parents have challenged compillsory attendance rnajidates,
asgerting that they have a right to provide an adequate, equivalent
home instructional program for their children in lieu of public school
attendance Other parents, who have been charged with violating com-
pulsory attendance mandates by refusing to send their children to a
state a ppro'ved school, have challenged the state's methods of regulating
nonpiiblic schools as interfering with the parental right to determine the
adequacy of their children's education. Thus courts have been called
upon to delineate the scope of the srate's authority to require that all
students receive an adequate education and to devise standards for
making this determination.
, We shall briefly review legal principles from these cases here, because

they have implications for consideration of program adequacy in public
_schools. For example, given that states may and do prescribe more
specific standards for public than, for nonpublic schools or equivalent
instructional programs. it can be assumed that public schools would at
least be expected to satisfy the state minimums established to ensure
that all citizens receive a basic education. Moreover, some of the recent
suits challenging the adequacy of vanous alternatives to public educa
tion have particular implications as to the state's authority to define and
assess what constitutes a sufficient instructional program. .To illustrate,
some courts have preferrecioutcome measures to judge the adequacy of
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nonpublic schoolg, leAving wide dieEretion to the schools and parents to
determine resource and programmatic inputs. Conceivably, courts
could use similar logic in viewing the state's obligation ,to provide an
adequate public education, the sufficiency of the program provided
might be judged on the basis of satisfactory student performance rather
than by input standards.

Equivalent Instruction

Compulsory attendance laws reflect the legislative sent ment that a
certain number of years of schooling is a prerequisite although not a
guaranteeof an adequate education. In upholding challenges to
compulsory education laws, courts h"ave recognized that states have the
authority to prescribe how much education is necessary (in terms of
time) to satisfy the state's interest in assuring an educated citizenry. lin
Recently, however, parents and religious groups have become increas-
ingly assertive in challenging the notion that time in school, per se, is a
valid criterion for assessing the adequacy of a child's education. In the
Inv notable case, Wisconsin v. Yoder, the United States Supreme
Co,rt ruled in 1972 that Amish children could not be forced to comply
with coMpulsory education mandates after successful completion of the
eighth grade, since such school attendance interfered with their
religious beliefs)" The Court emphasized the unique features of the
Amish faith and lifestyle and noted that yocational experiences were
provided for Amish adolescents within their self contained agrarian
comnitanity. Even though the Court's ruling was specifically limited to
the Amish, it might be argued that the Court considered an eighth-
grade educatign sufficient to fulfill state interests.

More common than attempts to obtain exemptions from compulsory(attendance mandates have been efforts to satisfy such laws through
home instruction. There is a growing home-pducation moyement
throughout the country; a national organization has even been
established to seek legal support for alternatives to public school atten
dance.'" In 1980 it was reported that over three-fourths of the states
have some type of statutory provision for home education in lieu of at-
tending a private or public school.'"

In a recent case, a Missouri appeals court placed the burden on state
officials to substantiate that home instruction (authorized by law) was
not adequate or equivalent to the public school program."° The court
concluded that a parent could not be convicted of violating compulsory
attendance mandates without proof that "substantially equivalent" in-
struction was not being provided at home. The court inferred that the
legislature should explicate more precisely what comprises an adequate
public school education so that the equivalency of alternatives could be
assessed.
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In December 1981 the West Virginia Supreme Court addressed what
is meant by "qualified instructors" under the state compulsoiky atten-
dance law. In this case the court upheld the _conviction of parents for
violating the compulsory 9endance mandate by educating their
children at home without seeking approval from the local board of
education."' The law allows an exemption from school attendance for
children instructed at home if the local board attests that the persons
providing the initruction are qualified (even though not certified) in
subjects required to be taught in public elementary schools. The court
interpreted such qualifications as extending beyond the basic skills to
''an instructor's ability to afford students diverse forms of cultural
enrichment ranging from , organized athletics, art, music, and
literature, to at) understanding of the multiple possibilities for careers
which soCiety offers." Relying On the definition of a thorough and ef
ficient education announced in Pauley v. Kelly, the court declared that
an approved home education program must "develop the minds, bddies
and social morality of its charges to prepare them for useful and happy
occupations, recreation and citizenship. . . ."1"

With mounting pressure on state legislatures to allow exemptions
from compulsory school attendance for home instruction, litigation in
volving the adequacy of home education programs seems likely to in
crease. Courts may require legislatures to be more precise regarding the
minimum program components or student outcomes considered
necessary to satisfy the state's interest in guaranteeing an educated
citizenry.

Nonpublic Schools

It is well established that parents can comply with; compulsory atten
dance laws by sending their children to a private instead of Fkublit
scIttool U4 Also, courts have traditionally held that the, state can
reasonably regulate such private schools to ensure that an adequate

A education is being provided." States have varied considerably in how
they have monitored nonpublic schools. Some States have required that
the schools receive state accreditation and thus satisfy detailed specifica
tions pertaining ,to items such as teacher certification, course offerings,'
instructional time, textbooks, and equipment. Other states have not re
quired nonpublic, schools to be accredited but have established
minimum personnel, curriculum, health, and safety standards for such
schools.'"

Courts in several recent cases have addressed the authority of the
state, acting as parens patrtae on behalf of the state's children, to im-
pose elaborate requirements on nonpublic schools. In two cases, the
Ohio Supreme Court has held that the state's minimum standards
relating to the operation of private religious schools infringed on the
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right to free exeruse of religion.' '' The key factor in these cases was the
court's finding that the regulations were so detailed and pervasive as to
eradicate any distinction between public and private schools. The court
reasoned that the extensive regulations eliminated the ability of a non
public school to establish its own philosophy, methodology, and War
riculum. While acknowledging the state's authority to enact minimum
standards to assure that each child receives an appropriate secular
education, the court ruled that religious goups must be allowed' to in
still sectarian beliefs without unreasonable governmental interference.

In 1979 the Kentucky Supreme Court added legal support to the
movement to obtain autonomy for religious academies by holding that
the state could not requii4 nonpublic schooli to meet state accreditation
standards, employ certified teachers, or use prescribed textbooks."
The court reasoned that such regtdationi applied ta private schools
violated the state constitutional prolubition against compelling parents
to send their children to a school to which they may be conscientiously
opposed If the legislature desires to monitor the adequacy of the
secular instruction in nonpublic schools, the court suggested that it may
do so by establishing an appropriate standardized achievement testing
program. Where test results show that a nonpublic school has failed to
provide An adeqUate education, then the state can initiate proceedings
to close the school. In effect, this court reasoned that as long as a non-
public school can demonstrate an acceptable output in terms of pupil
achievement, the state cannot prescribe minimum inputs to assure ade
quacy In 1980 the United States Supreme Court declined to review this
case, thus leaving the Kentucky Supreme Court's decision in force.

However, courts have not spoken in unison as to the state's authority
to regulate nonpublic schools. The North Dakota Supreme Court
recently upheld minimum state standards for private schools pertaining
to teacher certification, prescribed courses, and health and safety re
quirements?"' Similarly, in 1981 the Nebraska Supreme Court ruled
that nonpublic schools do not have a right ro be completely "unfettered
by reasonable government regulations as to the quality of education fur
rushed." ITO The court reasoned there is a compelling governmental in
terest that justifies the, imposition of minimum standards on nonpublic
schools and their personnel. On the first day of its 1981 October term,
the United States Supreme Court cilsmissed an appeal of the Nebraska
high court ruling

Since the Supreme Court has not yes, rendered an opinion pertaining
to the regulation of private schools, the scope of the state's authority to
monitor secular educational offerings to ensure an educated citizenry
remains unclear. While some minimum input requirements for non
public schools have been judicially endorsed, at least one state supreme
court recently has suggested that the adequacy of nonpublic school pro
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grams should he gauged primarily in terms of their output. That is, as
long as pupils perform well on achievement tests, state input azid pro
gram requirements should be relaxed."' It might be asserted that if the
state's interest in ensuring an educated citizenry is satisfied in relation to
private/ schools by evidence of successful pupil performance, then
similar output standards should be applied to public schools, leaving
program decisions to local communities. Such an approach would dif
fer significantly from theL current norm for assessing the adequacy of
public school programs, which essentially consists of compliance with
state input requirements.

Another more subtlt implication of this litigation pertains to ,the
state's paren.s patruie role to prescribe standards of educational ade
quacy and monitor compliance with such standards in both public and
private schools The movement io deregulate nonpublic schools has
gained momentum, and some of the arguments being raised might

f similarly be used in connection with public education. Parents might
contest the proliferation of state input requirements being applied to
public 41.hools (e g., specified percentages of instructional time devoted
to various subjects, prescribed textbooks, designated pupil teacher
ratios) as interfering with parental rights to have some voice in making
curricular decisions Conceivably, one might assert that state-
prescribed program specifications accompanying state aid should be
reduced to allow more local discretion in determining how to deliver
educational services Following this argument to its logical conclusion,
school effectiveness as well as the state's fulfillment of its eduCational
obligation would be judgea on the ba'sis of student performance.

Current Judicial Posture and Future Directions
The judiciary has played and is likely to continue to play an impor

t'ant role in educational reform efforts. Courts not only have focused
public attention on school inequities and inadequacies, they also have
required some legislatures to define the components of an adequate
education and to assure its full support In this section we summarize
major points from the litigation review and offer a few observations on
the future role of the judiciary in assuring educational adequacy

Current Judicial Posture

e United States Supreme Court has inferred that, under the equal
ction clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, students have a right

to some education, even though equity in school resources and offerings
is not required. Federal equal protection guarantees have appeared
most viable in challenging the total exclusion of certain studentefrom
school or"the misclassification of pupils)"
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The federal Judiciary has deferred to state legislatures to determine
how much education is "enough" and has upheld the use of minimum
state input standards as an appropriate means to assure a basic educa
tion for all pupils. Federal courts also have shown great respect for local
control in education, including some control over the amount of money
spent on local schools. Several state courts have followed the federal
lead in addressing the legislature's obligation in regard to edttcation
under -state equal protection provisions. These courts have concluded,
that ,t,he ,state is required to assure only a minimumnot an
equitable education for all students, and hey have deferred to
legislatures to determine what the minimum kogram entails. In some
states, legislative discretion is considered so broad that the continued
reliance on local property taxes to fund schools has been upheld, despite
significant interdistrict disparities in tax burden, revenues', expen
ditures, programs, or pupil outcomes.

In other states, however, courts have concluded that because of the
importance of education to the individual and the state, the adequacy
of a child's education cannot be a function of local property wealth.
They have defined educational adequacy primarily in terms of fiscal
resources and have accepted the premise that a relationship exists be
tween the quality and cost of a-child's educatiu. ,These courts have
focused on impermissible resource disparities aWng districts and have
not deaned the level of education that must be provided.

A few courts have viewed the state's obligation to provide an adequate
education from the perspective of pupil outcomes, such as sufficient'in
struction.to prepare individuals to function as citizens and competitors
in the marketplace These courts have emphasized the legislature's state
constitutional obligation to define and support the cbmponents of an
educational program necessary to attain these goals. Also, in some cases
involving the state's authority to regulate alternatives to public educa
tion, courts have favored an outcome approach (i.e., student achieve
ment) in defining the adequacy of educational offerings.

While many courts have been reluctant to interpret broadly the
state's constitutional obligations to ensure educational adequacy, the
judiciary has been less hesitant to interpret legislative enactmepts.
Courts in general have been more willing to review allegations of
statutory violation§ than to create new interpretations of constitutional
provisions. Once lawmakers have specified educational rights and ac
companying state responsibilities, courts have given substance to vague
statutory language and have assessed whether,specific educational offer
ings satisfy the statutory directives. Illustrative is the litigation pertain
ing to the educational rights of handicapped children in which courts
have ruled that particular programs must be provided in order,to fulfill
federal and state statutory requirements for the provision of appropriate
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programs for such children. Some courts have placed substantial fiscal
obligations on education agencies by delineating the specific services
that are required to carry out 'Statutory mandates.

Future Directions
,

It appears likely that litigation dealing with educational adequacy
concerns will take lace primarily in state courts in the future with the

diexception of cas pertaining to the federal rights of special-need
students. Federal constitutional grounds for asserting a right to an ade
quate education are pragmatic because there is no explicit constitu-
tional language pertaining to education. Although there is some senti-
ment that the due pr. ocess clause of the Fourteenth Amendment holds
promise for attacking educational inequities and inadequacies, this
legal theory has not yet been tested.'"

In contrast to the U.S. Constitution, all state constitutiOns clo contain
sRecific provisions pertaining to legislative responsibility to provide
public education, and litigation interpreting such provisions seems likely
to eicalate. A majority of the states include one or more of the terms
adequate, suitable, efficient, unifortn, and thorough in their constitu-
tional mandates pertaining to education (see Appendix B). Possibly

other state courts will follow the lead of New Jersey, Washington, afid
West Virginia in interpreting the scope of the state's responsibilities
under these mandates. Such provisions, if interpreted broadly, could
become the basis for massive judicial intervention in the interrial opera-
tions of schools. For example, courts might require legislatures to put in
operation vague constitutional directives ('e.g., "the state legislature
shall provide educational opportunities that the needs of the people may
require") by specifying what needs must be addressed and to what level
they must met. The juditiary might then review thf1eislation to en-

..esurp that ntains reasonable and sufficient m s to meet the con-
stitutional obligations.

If additional courts do require legislatures tO specify the features of
the minimum education that must be assured state support, suits
challenging interdistrict fiscal inequities will probably be affecte

"While the Rodriguez majority concluded that no evidence w
presented to substantiate that the fiscal disparities among Texas
districts resulted in the denial of a minimum education to any
student.' 24 such evidence may be available in future cases. If legislatures
define more precisely. What constitutes the minimum education that is
necessary (in terms of resources, programs, and outcomes) to achieve
state goals, courts may have concrete criteria to use in judging whether
the programs offered in some districts are deficient and whether such
inadequacies result from the state school support,system.'"

It appears that the major judicial contribution to educa-
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uonal adequacy will consist of delineating the legisla)t)Te's constnu-
.

clonal obligations apd reviewing statutory enactments to ensure that
such obligations haye been satisfied. If legislation is couched in vague
language, the judiciary may interpret the mandates as placing more
responsibilines on the public school than were actually intended by the
lawmakers. ndeed, judicial discretion is being indirectly encouraged
by the aiwiguity contained in some legislative enactments. For exam-.
pie. if a state law prescribes that educational programs should prepare
students for -erpployment, a court may be incliRed to prescribe what
specific programs and services must be provided Ai order to implement
the statute Van Geel has suggested that courts may move into the do-
main of not only identifying what types of educational programs are
necessary to prepare students for adult roles but also what specific skills
must be taught " As long as there is a gap between legislative promises
for education and the means provided to realize those promiseg, state
legislatures may be Inviting judicial intervention in the educational
policy arca.

Will courts become assertive in identifying the spectlic features of an
adequate education? Is the judiciary the appropriate branch of goYrern-
ment to make such technical deciksions, or should issues involving large-
scale social change be left to legislatUres? Is judicial intervention
necessary/because of the inaction of other branches of government?
Justices themselves do not agree on these questions. Some believe the
courts should play an activist role, others feel.that they should adopt a

, position of restra t in this arena. .

Even with the t assertive exercise of judicial interpretive powers,
however, the respon ity to give "specific, substantive content: to the
state guaranteed adeq e education remains with the legislature."'
Accordingly, the major efforts to define and establish standards of
educational adequacy seem likely to take place in legislative forums. In
the next chapter we ex'amine state statutory and regulatory acuvuy in
this area.

Alexis de Tocciueville. Democracy in 4merica, vol 1 (New York Alfred A Knopf.
1945), p 280.

2 Cases focusing primarily on taxpayer equity issues and fees for public school text-
books and tuition are not discussed in the text of this monograph as they relate
only tangentially to the thrust of the investigation However, representative cases
pertaining to these topics are listed in Appendix A
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3 Board of Edut Levittown Union Free School Dist.. Nassau County v. Nyquut, 408
N Y S. 2d 606 (Sup Ct , Nassau County. 1978). aff'd as modlfied, 443 N.Y S
2d 843 (App. Div 1981)

4 San Antonio, Independent School Dist. v Rodriguez, 411 U.S 1 (1973) [hereinafter
cited as Rodriguez]

5 Id at 45

6 Id at 72 82 (Marshall, J , dissenting) He also questioned the majority's conclusion
that the Texas minimum foundation program guaranteed an adequate educa-
tion for every child (pp 86-87), and drew attention to the problem of assessing
what is "enough" education to satisfy constitutional guarantees (pp. 89-90)

7, Id at 36-37

8 Id at 50

9 Olsen v State of Oregon. 554 P 2d 159, 148 (Or. 1976)

10 Board of Educ of the City School Dist of the City of Cincinnati v Walter, 390
N E 2d 812 (Ohio 1979). cert denied, 444 U S 1015 (1980)

11 Board of Educ v Walter, No A760275 (Ohio C P , Hamilton County, 1977)

12 Board of Edut v Walter, 10 Ohio Op 3d 26 (Ct App. 1978)

15 See McDaniel v Thomas, 285 S E 2d 156 (Ga 1981), Danson v Casey, 399
A 2d 360 (Pa 1979), Thompson v Engelking, 537 P 2d 635 (Idaho 1975),
Woodahl v Straub, 520 P.2d 776 (Mont 1974), Milliken v Green, 212 N.W.2d
711 (Mich 1975) Also, the Arizona Supreme Court in Shofstall v Hollins, 515
P 2d 590 (Ariz 1973), held that as long as the funding system meets the man-
dates of the state's constitution (1 e , uniform, free, available to all persons aged
six to 21, and open a minimum of six months per year), the system need other-
wise be only rational, reasonable and neither discriminatory nor capricious. The
Arizona case is unique in that the court exhibited judicial restraint even though
it found education to be a fundamental right

14 Danson v Casey. 399 A.2d 360, 366 (Pa 1979).

15 Thompson v. Engelking. 537 P.2d 635. 642 (Idaho, 1975).

Woodahl v Straub. 520 P 2d 776. 782 (Mont 1974), cert dented, 419 U.S. 845
(1974)

17. Milliken v Green,-.203 N W.2d 457 (Mich 1972)

18 212 N W:2d 711 (Mich 1973)

19 Thomas v Stewart. No 8275 (Ga Super, , Polk County. 1981), rev'd sub nom
McDaniel v Thomas, 285 S.E.2d 156 (Ga. 1981).
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'
20 For a detailed discussion of the strict scrutiny equal protection test. see both the ma

jorny and dissenting opinions in Rodriguez. 411 U.S 1 (1973). See also, Gerald

Gunther. "The Supreme Court Foreward. In Search of Evolving Doctrine on a
Changing Court A Model for a Newer Equal Protection." Harvard Law Review,
86, no 1 (1972).1. i.

21 Serrano v Priest, 487 P 2d 1241 (Cal 1971) (Serrano I), Serrano v Priest, 557 P 2d
929 (Cal. 1976) (Serrano II). See also Caldwell v. Kansas, No 50616 (D Kan
1972); Van Dusartz v Hatfield. 334 F. Supp. 870 (D. Minn 1971)

22 557 P.2d 929. 948-52 (1976). See text with note 4 for a discussion bf the R odngues
decision

23 Id at 953

24. Id at 939. ,

25 487 P 2d 1241, 1265 (1971): 557 P.2d 929,,947 (1976)

28 Horton v Meskill. 332 A 2d 113 (Conn. 1974).

27 Id at 118

28. Id at 117

29. Washakie County School District No. 1 v Herschler. 606 P.2d 310, 334 (Wyo
1 980). cert denied sub nom Hot Spnngs County School Dist. No, One v.
Washakie County School Dist. No. 1. 449 U.S.1324 (1980).

30. Pauley v. Kelly. 255 S.E.2d 859, 878 (W. Va. 1979). See text with note 59 for a
discussion of the court's interpretation of state constitutional mandates in this
Case.

31. Somerset County Bd. of Educ. v. Hornbeck (Md. Cir. Ct., Baltimore City. 1979),

reported in Education Dady, 21 May 1981. pp. 1-2.

32. Alma School Dist v. Dupree. No. 77-406 (Ark Chancery. Pulaski County, 1981)

33. Lujan v State Bd. of Ethic.. No. 79 SA 276 (D. Colo. 1979). -Oral arguments were
heard before the Colorado Supreme Court on 14 September 139. See also Col-
orado Legislative Council. Report to the Colorado General Assembly: Recom-
mendations for 1980 Committee On School Finance (Denver. State of Colorado,
1979). pp. 38-49.

"No
34. .13oirrd of Educ., Levittown Union Free School Dist., Nassau County v. Nyquist, 408

N.Y.S.2d 606. 636 (Sup. Ct. Nassau County, 1978). The court cited Matterof Levy,

382 N.Y.S.2d 13 (N Y. 1976), in which the New York high court had ruled that
education is noti fundamental state constitutional right as to invoke the strict

sirutiny equal protect n standard of review.

35 Id , 408 N.Y.S. 2d 636. For a discussion a the middle-level, equal-protection test

see Craig v Boren. 429 U.S. 190, 197 (1976).
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36. Id 408 N Y S 2d 644,

37. Id., 443 N.Y.S.2d 843 (App. Div 1981)
1

38 Equal protection analysu can focus on Inputs, opportunities, or outcomes from
several perspectives (e g , students, taxpayers), but courts usually have focused
on interdistrict resource disparities in equal protection challenges to state school
finance schemes.

39 Robinson v Cahill, 287 Aid 187 (N J Super 1972), affd as modified, 303 A 2d
273, 283-85 (N.J. 1973) (Robinson I).

40 Id at 295.

41. Id at 297-98

42 See Robinson II, 306 A 2d 65 (N J. 1973), Robinson III, 339 A.2d 193 (N J 1975),
Robinson IV, 351 Aid 713 (N.J 1975), Robinson V, 355 A.2d 129.(N J 1976),
Robinson VI, 358 A 2d 457 (N.J. 1976)

43 351 A.2d 713, 719 (N J 1975).

44 Id at 726 (Pashman, J , separate opinion).

45 See N.J.S.A 18A 7A-1, et seq

46 N.J.S.A 18A 7A 5 See chapter 3, text with note 20, for a discussion of this law.).

47 N.J S A 18A.7A-14 and 7A-15.

4,8 355 A 2d 129 (N J 1976)

49. 358 A 2d 457 (N J 1976) See also In re Board of Educ, of the City of 'mon, 424

A 2d 435 (N.J. 1980)

50 In fact, It has been reported that the New Jersey reform efforts have not resulted in
asinuch equalization as had been expected, especially for urban school districts,
See Fred Burke, The Four Year Assessment of the Public School Education Act
of 1975 (Trenton, N.J.. New Jersey State Board of Education, 1980), pp. I, 4,
and chaptv 3, John Augenblick, School Finance Reform in the States 1979
(Denver, Colo. Education Commission of the States 1979), p. 43 Recently, 20
students and the Newark Board of Education initiated a suit against the state,
charging that the current school law is no more constitutional than the 1970 law
invalidated in the onginal Robinson v, Cahill decision. See Education Daily, 10

December 1981, pp. 5-6.

51 Northshore School Dist. No 417 v Kinnear, 530 P.2d 178 (Wash 1974).

52 Id. at 202.

53 Seattle School Dist No. 1 of King County v. Washington, 585 P.2d 71 (Wash. 1978)
In this case, the court overruled Northshore.

54.- Id at 102-4
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,
55. Id. at 96 97 The court.dnallowed reliance on special excess levies to fund the basic

edkation program

56 Id at 95.96

57 Pau ley v Kelly. 255 S E.2d, 85 9 (W Va. 1979)

58 Id at 878

59. Id at 865, n 7

60. Id at 877

61 Id at 862.

62 Id at 865, n. 7 In 198L the West Virginia Supreme Court ruled that because of the
"constitutionally preferred status of public education" the governor could not
order a reduction in previously appropriated education funds (to avert a state
deficit) without compelling factual justification. State ex rel Board of Educ..
County of Kanawha v Rockefeller, nos. 15227, 15241 (W. Va. 1981). See

Richard Meekley, "Court Grants Education a Preferred Funding Status in West
Virginia." Journal of Education Finance 7, no. 2 (1981):227.29.

63 Id at 878.

64 See Betsy Levin, "The Courts, Congress, and Educational Adecjuacy. The Equal
Protection Predicament," Maryland Law Reinew 39 (1 979): 254.

65 McInnis v Shapiro, 293 F Supp. 327, 335 (N.D. Ill. 1968), affd mem sub nom
McInnis v. Ogilvie, 394 U.S. 322 (1969). See also Burruss v Wilkerson, 310 F.
Supp. 572 (W.D. Va. 1969). affd mem 397 U.S. 44 (1970); Le Bead v. State
Bd. of Educ 244 F. Supp. 256,(E.D. La 1965).

66 347 U.S 483, 493 (1954).

67. Brown has been relied upon as precedent in challenges to alleged discrimination in
connection with tracking schemes, testing procedures, and curricular offerings
and in cases attacking the denial of school attendance to certain children. See
Larry P. v. Riles, 495 F Supp. 926 (N.D. Cal. 1979); Mills v. Board of Educ.,
348 F. Supp 866 (D.D.C. 1972), Hobson v. Hansen. 2 69 F. upp. 401 (D.D.C.
1 967); affd ,sub nom Smuck v. Hobson. 408 F.2d 175 (D.C. Cir. 1969).

68 See Mills v. Board of Eilain, , Pennsylvania Ass'n for Retarded Children v. Com-

monwealth, 343 F 279 (E.D. Pa. 1972)

69 See 'Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, P.L. 93-112, 29 U.S C. $ 794 (1976), The
Education for All HanditaPpid Children Act, P.L. 94.142,49,U.S.C. $ 1401
(1976); Chapter 4, text with note 20.

70. , See Mahoneyv Administrative School Dist. No. 1, 601 P.2d 826 (Ore. App 1979);
Doe v. Grile, 3 EHLR 551:285 (N.D. Ind 1979); Lora v Board of Education,
456 F. Supp. 1211 (E.D.N.Y 1978); Frederick v. Thomas, 419 F. Supp. 960
(E D. Pa. 1976), affd, 557 F.2d 375 (3d Cir. 1977), Mills v. Board of Educ., 348
F. Supp. 866 (D.D.C. 1972).
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71 New York Ass'n for Retarded Children v Carey, 466 F. Supp. 487 (E.D.N Y. 1979).

72 In the Matter of Charles Hartman, 409 N E.2d 1211 (Ind. App 1980).

73 See Allan Odden and John Augenblick., School Fmwtce Reform m the States 1980
(Denver, Colo Education Commi&on of the States, 1980), p. 5

74 P L 88 352, 42 U S CS 2000d-2000d-4 (1976). See chapter 4. text with note 6.

75 414 U S 563 (1974).

76 Aspira v Board of Educ of the City of New York, No. 4002 (S.D.N.Y 1974). See
also Serna v Portales Municipal Schools, 351 F Supp 1279 (D.N.M 1972)
affd. 499 F.2d 1147 (10th di 1974).

77. United ites v State of Texas, 506 F Supp. 405 (E.D Tex 1981) See
also Idaho Migrant Council v Board of Educ.. 647 F.2d 69 (9tfi Cir. 1981) 4

78 Id . 506 F Supp 437 The judge found the states current plan to be inadequate in
that bilingual instruction was required (and state supported) only in

, kindergarten through grade three where there were more than 20 English-
deficient students in a grade The order calls for bilingual instruction for all
pupils having limited proficiency in English

7'9 Guadalupe Org , Inc v Tempe Elementary School Dist No 3, 587 F 2d 1022 (9th
Cir. 1978)

80 Keyes v School Dist No 1, Denver Colorado, 521 F 2d 465
(1.0th Cir 1975), cert dented, 423 U S 1066 (1976).

81 Martin Luther King Elementary School Children v Ann Arbor School Dist , 273 F
Supp. 1371 (E.D. Mich 1979)

82 P L. 93.380, 20 U S.C. s 1701 (J976,)

83 P L 94 142, 20 U S C S 1401 et seq (1976) See chapter 4, text with note 21, for a
discussion of this law

84 See Gary B v Cronin, 3 EHLR 551 633 (N.D III 1980), Sckic;o' I Committee, Town
of Truro v Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 3 EHLR 552 186 (Mass. Super
1980), North v District of Columbia Bd of Educ , 471 F. Supp. 136 (D D C.
1979), Matter of "A" Family, 606 P.2d 157 (Mont. 1979)

85 Tatro V. State of Texas, 481 F Supp 1224 (N D Tex 1979), vacated and remand
ed, 625 F.2d 557 (5th Ca 1980)

86. Armstrong v. Kline, 476 F Supp 583 (E.D. Pa. 1979), affd 629 F 2d 269 (3d Cir.
1980). cert dented sub nom Scanlon v Battle, 101 $ Ct 3123 (1981)4Georgia
Asen of Retarded Citizens v. McDaniel. 511 F Sup.p. 1263 (N.D. Ga. 1981),
Mahonerv Administrative School Dist. No 1, 601 P.2d 826 (Ore. App. 1979).

87. Tatro v. State of Texas, 625 F 2d 557 (5th Cir. 1980).
44e

88 See Educatton Dolly, 21 January 1981. p 3.
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89. See Gladys J. v. Pear land Independent School District, 520 F. Supp. 869 (S.D.
Tex.1981); Erdman v. Connecticut, 3 EHLR 552:218 (D. Corm. 1980); North v.
District of Columbia Bd. of Educ.. 471 F. Supp. 136 (D.D.C. 1979); Michael P.
v. Maloney. 3 EHLR 551.155 (D. Conn. 197 9): Grymes v. Madden, 3 E.HLR

.ir 552:18 3 (D. Del. 1979): Matthews v. Campbell, 3. EHLR 551:265 (E.D. Va.
1979), Ladson v. Board of Educ., 3 EHLR 551:188 (D.D.C. 1979); In the Matter
of Suzanne. 381 N.Y.S.2d 628 (Family C(, Westchester County, 1976).
However, school districts are not obligated to support such private placements, if
initialed unilaterally by parents. See, for example. Stemple v. Board of Educ. of
Prince George's County, 464 F. Supp. 258 (D. Md./1 979), affd, 6'23 F.2d 893
(4th Cir. 1980). cert. densed, 101 S. Ct. 1348 (1981); Lafko v. Wappingers Cen-
tral School Dist.. 427 N Y.S.2d 529 (App. Div. 1980): Moran v. Board of Direc-
ton, School Dist of Kansas City, 584 S.W.2d 154 (Mo. App. 1979): Lux v. Con-
necticut, 386 A.2d 644 (Conn. C.P. Fairfield County, 1977); /n re Joseph, 366
N.Y.S.2d 259 (Family Ct.; Queens Cotinty, 1975).

90 See Kruelle v. Biggs, 489 F. Supp. 169 (D. Del. 1980), gird sub nom. Kruelle v. New
Castle County School Dist., 642 F.2d 687 (3d Cir. 1981); North v. District of Col-
umbia Bd. of Educ., 471 F. Supp..136 (D.D.C. 1979).

91. See Rowley v. Board of Educ. of the Hendrick Hudson School Dist., 483 F. Supp.
528 (S.D.N.Y. 1980): afrd, 632 F.2d 945 (2d Cir. 1 980) ; Hairston v. Drosick,
423 F. Supp. 180 (S.D. W. 'Va. 1976).

92. Set Lora v. Board of Educ., 456 F. Supp. 1211 (E.D.N.Y. 1978); Frederick L. v.
Thomas, 41 9 F. Supp. 960 (E.D. Pa. 1976).

93. Springdale School Dist. v. Grace, 494 F. Supp. 266 (W.D. Ark. 1980), affd 656 F.2d
300 (8th Cir. 1981).

94. Krawitz v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 408 A.Zd 1202 (Pa. Commw. 1979)

95. Armstrong v. Kline, 476 F. Supp. 583 (E.D. Pa. 1979).

96. Rowley v. Board of Educ. of the Hendrick Hudson School Dist., 483 F. Supp. 528
(S.D.N.Y. 1 980).

97. Age v. Bullitt County Public Schools, ; EHLR 551:505 (W.D. Ky. 1980). See also
Kruelle v Biggs. 489 F. Supp. 169 (D. Del. 1980); DeWalt v. Burkholder, 3
EHLR 551:550 (E.D. Va. 1980).

98 In the Matter of Charles Hartman. 409 N.E.2d 1211 (Ind. App. 1980).

99. See Education Daily, 18 July 1980, pp. 3.4.

100. Lora v Board of Educ.. 456 F. Supp. 1211, 1293 (E.D.N.Y. 1978).

101. Armstrong v. Kline, 476 F. Supp. 583 (E.D. Pa. 1979), affd, 629 F.2d 269 (3d Cir.
1980). cut, dented sub nom. Scanfon v. Battle, 101 S. Ct. 3123 (1981).

102. See Education Dady, 22 January 1981, R. 1.

103. 101 S. Ct. 3123 (1981).
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104, Rowley v Board of Educ. of the hendrick Hudson School Dist , 483 F. Supp 528
(S.D.N.Y, 1980), afrd, 632 F.2d 945 (2d Cir 1980).

105. See Education Daily, 14 January 1981. p 4.

106 See Scoma v The Chicago Bd. of Educ., 391 F 9upp 452 (N D.111. 1974); Board of
Educ. of Aberdeen Huntingtori Local School Dist. v State Bd. of Educ., 189
N.E.2d 81 (Ohio App. 1962), Shoreline School Dist) v Superior Court for King+
County,-346 P.2d 999, 1003 (Wash. 1959), cert derued, 363 U.S. 814 (1960).

107 406 U.S. 205 (1972).

108 Ed Nagel, "Home Schooling The Epitomeof Parental Involvement," Compact 14
(1979).31 '

109 Education U S 4 22. no 50 (11 August 1980) 366

110 State of Missouri v Davis, 598 S.W.2d 189 (Mo App. 1979).

111 State of West Virginia v Riddle, 285 S.E.2d 359 (W Va. 1981)

112 Id at 366

113. Id. at 364, citing Pauley v Kelly. 255 S E.2d 859 (1979) See text with note 60

114. Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S 5 10 (1925).

115. See Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972), Lemon v Kurtzman, 403 U.S 602
(1971), Board of Educ v Allen, 39 2 U.S. 236 (1968); Pierce v. Society of Sisters,
268 U.S 510.(1925); Meyer v Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923).

11 6 See Helen M. Jellison, State and Federal Laws Relating to Nonpubhc Schools
ashington, D.C. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 1975)

117 tate ex rel. Nagel v. Olin, 415 N.E. 2d 281 (OhM 1980), State of Ohio v Whisner,
351 N.E 2d 750 (Ohio 1976)

118 Kentuc State Bd. for Elementary and Secondary Educ Kudasill, 589 S.W 2d
877 ( y. 1979), cert dented, 44 6 U.S. 938 (1980). See Martha McCarthy,
"Church and State. Separation or Accoynmodation?" Harvard Educational
Reuew 51, no. 3 (1981)182.

119. State of North Dakota v. Shaver, 294 N.W.2d 883 (N.D. 1980).

120. State of Nebraska v. Faith Baptist Church, 301 N.W.2d 571, 579 (Neb. 1981), ap-
peal dumused, 102 S. Ct. 75 (1981).

121. Kentuciy State Bd. for Elementary and Secondary Educ. v Rudasill, 589 S.W.2d
877 (Ky. 1979), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 9 38 (1980).

122. See Brown v. Board of Educ , 347 U.S. 483 (1954); Larry P. v. Riles, 495 F. Supp.
926 (N.D. Cal. 1979); Hobson v Hansen, 269 F. Supp. 401 (D.D.C. 1967), affd
sub nom. Smuck v. Hobson, 408 F.2d 175 (D.C. Cir. 1969); Mills v. Board of
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Educ . 348 F Supp 866 (D D C. 1972). Even though the federal judiciary has
declined to scrutinize state school support schemes under equal protection
guarantees. a few state courts have concluded that finance systems abridge the
federal equal protection clause because they lack a rational relationship to a
legitimate governmental goal. See text with notes 33 and 35.

,.

123 Once a state establishes a property entitlement, to certain services such as welfare
benefits or education, it cannot take the'\entitlement away without providing due
process of law. In GOW v. Lopez. 419 U S. 565 (1975), the Supreme Court held
that even a short term suspension from school impaired a student's property
right to an education. Challenges to state educational systems conceivably could
allege that Inadequacies in school offerings deprive students of their substantive
due process right to an essential service (i.e , education) that has been assured by
state law Perhaps even resource inequities among districts could be challenged
on substantive due process grounds since children with the same state entitlement
to an education are actually receiving differential benefits depending on the
school district of their residence See Kern Alexander, "The Potential of

li Substantive Due Process for School Finance Litigation," Journal of Education
Finance 6, no. 4 (1981).45640. /

124. 411 U.S 1, 36 (1973) See text with note 4

125 Several state courts have required legislatures to determine the components of a
basic or adequate education. Other legislatures have done so without any
specific judicial prodding. Some commentators believe that the legislative
response provides the judicially manageable standards that courts previously
found absent. See Levin, "The Courts. Congress, and Educational Adequacy.
The Equal Protection Predicament," pp. 253-63 See also Pauley v. Kelly, 255
S E.41 859. 878-84 (W.Va. 1979).

126 Tyll van Geel. Authority to Control the School Program (Lexington. M &SS . D C.
Heath and Company. 1976). p. 42

127 See Seattle School Dist. No. 1 of King County v Washington, 585 P 2d 71, 95
(Wash. 1978).
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3

State ,Legislative and Regulatory
'Activity to Define and Establish

Standards of Educational Adequacy

"Traditionally, state educational laws have peltained primarily to
J` school inputs and program specifications such as school funding,

personnel certification, school facility requirements, compulsory atten
dance, textboOk selection, health and safety standards, minimum
course offerings, student transportation, and the school calendar)
Recently, however, there has been increasing legislative activity regard-
ing school accountability, minimum student and teacher competencies,
and the educational rights of handicapped and other special-need
students. As states have assumed a greater share of the fiscal respon-
sibility for education, legislative requirements for schools have in-
creased. In some states statutory directives are quite specific, whereas
in others the state board of education and perhaps local school boards
are delegated authority to develop specific standards for schools within
broad legislative guidelines.

Despite the increase in state educational,..requirements, few state
legislatures have attempted to define in a direct manner what an ade
quate education entails. Over half of the states participating in the re
cent federaJly funded studies of state school finance systems reported
that there was no identifiable process for defining educational ade
quacy, and most of the remaining states indicated that adequacy was
defined in terms of minimum school input specifications usually con
tained in state accreditation standards.' Tlius the legislative posture
regarding the essential features of an adequate education one that is
guaranteed to all children within the state must be inferred from
various legislative and administrative directives.

In,this chapter we analyze ;tate statutes and administrative regula
tions that directly or indirectly address educational adequacy concerns.
The first section consists of an overview of features included in school
funding laws. We then examine in some sietail a few state statutes in
which an attempt has been made to identify wliat constitutes an ade
quate education. The next three sections focus on state input and out
put specifications for schools (e.g., program tequirements, student
competencies), which serve as "proxies" for definitions of educational
adequacy In the final section we summarize the current legislative and
regulatory activity. highlighting some of the problems associated with
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existing statutory and regulatory definitions and standards of educa
tional adequacy.

School Funding Laws in General
While most school finance laws do not define the elements of an ade-

quate general education, inferences can be drawn from the features in
cluded in these funding statutes. Indeed, it might be argued that state
aid allocation schemes reflect the prnnary legislative definition of
educational adequacy, the components of an adequate edutation are
those assured sufficient fiscal support. However, these,laws usually ear
mark funds only for targeted pupil instructional programs and support
services or for unique school district characteiistics,4 thereby offering
little insight as to the legislature's posture on what comprises an ade
quate education for the normal range student. One might contend that
an adequate general education is being defined in part by a specified
dollar figure (e.g., what $1,000 per pupil t an-purchase).

Various pupil weight factors are used in allocation schemis in several
states, and these factors provide some insight s to legislative sentiments
regarding the features of an adequate education. As of 1979, seven
states repo.Ated that the allocation of general state aid was calculated on
the basis of weighted pupils for specific . ,..: rams. Eighteen other states
reported the use of some pupil weightings t . reflect such factors as grade
levels, incidence of poverty, and broad program categories (e.g., special
and vocational education).' By allocating funds on the basis of pupil
characteristics and programmatic concerns, legislatures in these states
have indicated that it costs more to provide an adequate education for
some students thab for others. In Florida, for example, the cost factor
for a visually handicapped student is 3.56 compared to 1.0 for. regular
students in grades four through nine.'

However, there is considerable diversity among states in the way pupil
weight factors are derived and used. Some pupil weights are calculated
from a state average of expenses incurred in serving various types of
students, others reflect costs associated with exemplary programs within
the state, and still others ace basea on national research data pertaining

It the costs of particular services and programs.' The use of siich
eighting systems implies that an adequate educatioRmust take into ac

count varying pupil and program needs, but whether adequate pro
grams are actually supported depends upon the accuracy of the weight
factors employed.

All states make some ptovision in state aid formulas for targeted in
structional programs, even if pupil weight factors are not used. Most of
these targeted programs reflect federal educational priorities contained
either cri civil rights requirements or federal aid regulations. For ex'am
ple.,funds are earmarked in every state for services and programs for
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chilidren with physicil and-mental handicaps. Across all states, over
$3.7 billion in state aid was being allocated for these special-need
students in 1979.* State allocation formulas usually contain excess cost
reimbursement, categorical aid, extra classroom or teacher allotments,
or weighted pupil categories for various types of handicapffing coipai
tions. These state aid provisions for the handicapped constitute the
most explicit efforts to reflect in state school support systems the costs of
providing adequate services and programs to meet particular student
needs

State allocation schemes usually target aid for specific programs in
addition to those for the handicapped. Responding to provisions of the
federal Vocational Education Act of 1963,' all states allocate funds for
vocational education. Also, about half of.the states either include pupil
weight factors or categorical aid for compensatory education,'° and 22
states make similar proyisions for English deficient students." Several
state allocation formulas also include weight factors or categorical aid
for adult education, programs for gifted students, career education and
occupational training, driver education, and preschool programs. Thus
it can be inferred that through these provisions legislatures are defining,
at least in part, the components of an adequate-education.

Other features of school finance schemes that guarantee a minimum
level of support for items such as textbooks, instructional materials,
equipment, support personnel (e.g counselors, psychologists, school
nurses), transportation services, and school construction again reflect
legislative thought as to the comporients of an adequate education.4
Many allocation formulas take into account tea-cher training and ex
perience, and a few provide funding incentives to encourage aaditional
formal education for instructional personnel." Special weight factors
for population sparsity and cost of 4iving differentials among school
districts (included in some state aid formulas) also suggest that an ade
quate educational program is considered more expensive to provide in
some districts than in others.

Perhaps inferences for a definition of educationdadequacy can even
be drawn from the absence of certain features in allocation scheines.
For example, aid usually is not tied to the attainment of specific pupil
outcores, thus most state support systems appear to reflect an input
rattietthan an output orientation regarding the components of an ade
quate education.

Statutory Definitions of an Adequate Education
As noted previously, only a few states have made direct attempts to

define an adequate education through legislation. Some of the laws
that do so have resulted from a judicial mandate for the legislature to
define the components of the state guaranteed educational program,
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while others have been enacted without external impetus. These

statutes range in specificity, and the following are representative of
legislative efforts in this area to date."

Arkansas

The Arkansas Quality of Education Act of 1969 defines educational
adequacy primarily in terms of minimum school inputs " It requires all
elementary and secondary schools to submit to the state department of
education an annual report upon which the school will be giveno an ac

creditation classifiCation of "A," "B," or "C." Essentially, the statute
prescribes school approval standards pertaining to persdKnel qualifica
tion.4, course offerings, length of school term and instructional day,
teaching loads and Class size, graduation requirements: instructional
materials, and financial support. Although not primarily a funding act,
the law does empower the state board of education to provide sup-
plemental funds for isolated schools or districts to assist them in comply
ing with the standards The law is unusual in that it statutorily
prescribes specific school accreditation standards, Pather than
delegating the development of such requirements to the state board of
education, as is true in most states. Moreover, the law imposes a sanc-
tion if one or more of a district's schools do not meet the standards for
an "A" rating by a specified date or fall below an "A" rating for a period
of more than two years. Such districts are to be.annexed to the nearest
district that is in compliance with the state requirements.

4

Wisconsin -

In 1973 Wisconsin enacted a school finance reform package, in-
cluding state minimum standards of educational quality in addition to
significant changes in the state aid scheme." Among the purposes of
the statute were to provide property tax relief, to promote greater
equahzation of expenaitures among school districts, to limit spending
increases through cost controls, and to guarantee basic educational op
portunities for all students. To meet the objectives, the legislation pro-
vided for an increase in state level funding, using revenue sources in ad
dition to local property taxes. It also provided for equalization by
guaranteeing a standard tax base for all districts. In fact, the act vir-
tually eliminated not merely minimized the influence of a district's
property tax base on educational spending by replacing the guaranteed
minimum tax base with a standard base that substantially exceeded the
stue average equalized valuation. The law required districts with prop
erty valuation higher than the standard tax base to make payments to

the state negative aid). - .

The Wisconsin act stipurated that every school district meetlf3
'. c
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minimum standards in order to fulfill the state's obligation to provide
all students with basic educational-opportunities. The receipt of state
aid ,was conditioned upon meeting these requirements. Three of the
standards prescribed teacher qualifications, compensation, and inser
vice :training Another seven pertained to instructional offerings and
services The remaining standards concerned the provision of health
services, safety pf facilities, and required minimum levies for uncoil.
solidated distrits Although the law has been amended because its
negative aid p ()vision was declared unconstitutional by the Wisconsin
Supreme CouII in 1976,16 minimum program standards for schools have
been retainedJas a condition of receiving state education funds.''

Georgia

In 1974 he Georgia legislature enacted the Adequate Program for
Educati in Georgia Act, which is intended, in part, to assure "each
Geurgi an adequate educational opportunity to developccompetencies
nece ary . to be effective workers and responsible citizens."' The
statute requnx the state board of education to egtablish minimum,
statewide siAtfards and performance based criteria to assure each child
access to a quality program. The instructional program of each public
school is to be evaluated on the basis of these standards and criteria.
The law also requires the state board to make statewide assessments of
school effectiveness at least once annually on a minimum of three grade
levels...The state board is empowered to withhold state funds froffi any
district failing to comply with the standards.

The statute provides for a foundation program with an unfunded
district power equalizing formula. The foundation program covers 13
areas, and allotments are based on pupils in average daily attendance or
instructional Units, Included in the -calculated cost of instructional ser
vices- are items such as special education and preschool programs, in
structional, administrative, supervisory, clerical, and student support
personnel salaries and benefits, purchase and repair of instructional
media and equipment, maintenance and operation expenses, pupil
transportation, and expenses for isolated schools." Each district is re-
quired to raise a percentage of the state's total required local effort
(RLE) based on the district's portion of the 'state's property wealth.
Local mill levies in excess of the RLE are unequalized..In addition to
the foundation program, the law provides funds for capital facility im,
provements and prescribes procedures for facility invento*ies, surveys,
and planning activities. The state board ig empowered to establish
priorities for capital outlay allotments.

While the intent of the Georgia law is to enhance egualizatiOn and to
ensure each child anladequate educational opportunity, thsre are
discrepancies between how the law is written and funded. The
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legislature recognized that the availability of funds would limit the law's
implementation. In fact, the law empowers the state board to reduce
allocations to local units if legislative appropriations are not sufficient to
finance the state's portion of the foundation program. Thus the law
doe's not guarantee adequate or equitable funding, although it purports
to ensure an adequate education for all students within the state.

New Jersey

In response to the Robinson v. Cahill litigation, the New Jerser-
, legislature passed the Public School Education Act of 1975 to fulfill the
state's ,obligation to support a thorough and efficient system of free
public schools. The act specifies the following components of a
thorough and efficient systeni:

1 Establishment of educational goals at both the state and local
levels.

2 Encouragement of public involvement in the establishment of
educational goals,

3 Instruction intended to produce the attainment of reasonable
levels of proficiency in the basic communications and computa-
tional skills,

4 A breadth of program offerings designed to develop the in .
dividual talents and abilities of pupils;

5 Programs and supportive services for all pupils especially those
who are educationally disadvantaged Or who have special educa-
tional needs;

6 Adequately equipped, sanitary, and secure physical facilities
and adequate materials and supplies.

Qualified instructional and other personnel;

8 Efficient administrative procedures,

9. An adequate state program of yesearch and development; and

10 Evaluation and monitoring programs at both the state and
local levels 10

The state board of education is required to establish a statewide pupil
assessment program and specific stetewide standards of pupil proficiency
in basic communications and computational skills. These standards
must be reasonably 'related to the levels of pro ciency ultimately
necessary for individuals to function politically, economically, and
socially in a democratic society. Also, at least once every five years, the
board is to direct and publicize the results of a comprehensive needs

b
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assessment of all the students in the state in light of the state's goals and
standards. The act empowers the state commissioner of education to
obtain a court order to force local district compliance with the state re-
quirements., All districts are also required to specify local educational
goals and standards, assess needs, develop programs to meet the needs,
and evaluate the effectiveness of the programs. Local districts are en-
Louraged to go beyond the state minimum basic skills requirements in
their educational plans Local initiative is further encouraged in that
specific strategies to meet both state and local goals are left to local
determination.

Td accomplish greater equalization in school revenues and tax..
burden across districts,,the act requires a significant increase in state
level funding and a guaranteed tax yield. Local districts are allowed
some flexibility in establishing tax rates, but caps are set on annual
budget increases. I-Iowever, districts can secure cap waivers, and

,surplus funds from the previous year are not included in the budget in
.., crease limitation

South Carolina

South Carolina enacted the Education Finance Act of 1977,2' which
establishes a pupil weighting classification scheme for the distribution of
state educational aid, including incentives for strengthening the creden
tials of instructional personnel In addition, the act requires the state
board of education to develop a "defined minimilm program" to be
available to each child notwithstanding geographic differences and
N arying local economic factors. The act is intended to guarantee "to
each student in the public schools of South Carolina the availability of
at least minimum educational programs and services appropriate to his
needs." The law stipulates that the base student cost is to be established
annually by the legislature and is to approximate the cost of the defined
minimum program as set forth by the state board of educationACibc of
the details of the program are left to the discretion of the ti'ate board,
however, the act does require specific teacher pupil ratios, a state
minimum salary schedule. annual school district reports on program
man( needs in light of the defined minimum program, and state board
review of the defined minimum program

Washington

,As a result of the Seattle case,22 Washington's Basic Education Act
was amended in 197923 and represents one of the most explicit
legislative attempts to define the components of a basic or adequate
education that must be provided to all studenp within the state. The
law mandates that specific percentages of the total instructional pro
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gram must be devoted tu basic skill and Work skill instruction. Basic
skill areas are defined as reading language arts (which may incluele
foreign languages), mathematics, social sciences, science, music, art,
health, and physical education Work skill areas include industrial arts,
hvme and familv life education, business and office education, voca-
tional education, trade and industrial education, technical education,
and career education Only 50-0 of the total instructional program is
left for local district determination In delineating the components of
the basic education program, the legislature drew upon past practices
within the state Essentially, the content of the required program
reflects the norm already in operation s to the types of programs of
feted in kindergarten through grade twelve. The state board of educa

'non is required to establish rules to implement the basic program and to
ensure compliance throughout the state

To assure full support of the basic program, the act replaces
Washington's minimum foundation program with a funding scheme
based on staff units Staff units are allocated on the basis of student
population, with, modifications for factors such as population sparsity
and declining enrollment Additional staff units are provided for sup-
port services, and state categorical programs continue to funa special
education, compensatory instruction, and other targeted programs.
Local districts may supplement the basic education program up to 10%
of the previous year's level of funding Since the state funding formula
is part of the Basic Education Act, it is not subject to legislative budget
revisions unless the act itself is amended.

Virginia

Virginia is unique in that its statutory provisions pertaining to educa .
tional adequacy emanate from a state constitutional mandate fot the
state board of education to prescribe educational "standards, of
quality," subject to revision only by the Virginia General Assembly 24
The board develops these standards every two years and presents them
to the legislature for review and approval The statute specifies that all
schools must comph with the standards pertaining to curriculum,
finance, transportation, special education, facilities, textbOoks, person-
nel qualifications, and other areas determined by the.state board. The
law requires each school district to develop an annual plan to meet the
standards, a state appointed team is to assess the plan's implementa
tion Each district also is required to involve sjaff and the community in
revising and extending biennially a six year improvement plan that is
submitted to the state board of education for approval Virginia's state
formula for funding schools is based on a guaranteed level of support
per pupil to implement these standards. However, the actual per pupil
dollar amount, determined annually by the legislature, may or may uot
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represent the actual t osts associated with implementing the standards.
Thus school distncts are required to comply with the, standards
regardless of whether sufficient state aid is provided."

West Virginia r
Partially j.n response to recent litigation, the West Virginia legislature

extensiveh revised s school funding statute in 1981." The amended
law provides st e id for local districts to implement instructional im-
provement plans, revises property assessment practices, creates a new
division of facilities planning and el,aluation, revises the state minimum
salary schedule and minimum teacher pupil ratio, and requires the
state board of education to develop standards of quality that must be
satisfied by all school districts.

Like Virginia, the West Virginia Board of Education is ch.arged with
developing 'quality standards pertaining to curriculum, transportation,
special education, facilities, textbooks, personnel qualifications, and
any other areas determined by the state board Local districts are
allowed some flexibility in developing school improvement programs to
a(Idress local needs as long as the minimum state standards are met
On site review by the state board is required every fourth year to assess
whether ihe state standards are being satisfied. Three types of status
have been designated 1) full approval, 2) probationary, and 3) nonap-
proval Districts given 'probationary or nonapproval status lose part of
their state aid

State education aid is not directly tied to the newly required stan-
dards of quality in West Virginia, even though there is a financial
peibilty for noircompliance However, the foundation program does
assure support for certain program components such as specified
pupil teacher ratio, a minimum personnel salary, schedule, and
transportation costs. The funding formula also provides incentives for
staff improvement and bases allocations for capital expenditures on
district needs

Summary of State Laws

The laws discussed above represent a range in specificity and in ap-
proaches to defining educational adequacy. Essentially, the Arkansas,
Wisconsin, Virginia, and Washington statutes prescribe school ap-
proval standards that pertain mainly to resource inputs and program
specifications, thus they are similar to accreditation criteria devised by
state boards of education in many other states. The Georgia, South
Carolina, New Jersey, and West Virginia statutes, on the other hand, do
not contain specific school standards. They explicate statewide educa-
tional goals, but delegate to the state board of education the respon-

i
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sibility to estabhsh site( ilk requirements that all schools must satisfy.
The definition of eaucational adequacy contained in most of these

,.....,
statutes focuses on the school's responsibility to ensure that an adequate
program is made available to all students. In addition to reflecting this
wncern, the Georgia and New Jersey laws also emphasize the school's
responsibility to produce certain outcomes in terms of pupil achieve
ment

While these states have made an attempt to explicate what an ade-
quate education entails, such specifications are reflected in varying
degrees in the state school support schemes. For example, some provi-
sions of the Georgia law have never been funded. Both the Virginia and
South Carolina statutes stipulate that the state must ensure support of
an educational program throughoat the state that satisfies standards
prescribed by the state board, but annual legislative appropriations
have not always matched the state education department's cost figures
for implementing the standards. Only the Washington law directly ties
state aid to the statutory definition of an adequate basic education pro
gram and assures full state support of the program. But even in this
state the actual adequacy of the guaranteed program has not been
substantiated. The Washington law has had an equalizing effect.in that
all schoc\districts have been assured full funding of the basic education
program Yet the components of this program have been deterthined
by existing practices rather than by data relating program features to
the attainment of specific educational goals. Conceivady, the state
could decide to eliminate kindergarten or even an aspect of basic skill
instruction from the required program Since full state funding of
educational expenditures other than the basic program is not
guaranteed, identification of this program's components is of para
mount importance.

Program Requirements
In most states, educational ad'equacy is gauged primarily by state-

imposed program specifications. All states by law require ceriain sub
jects (e.g . American history, English, physical education) to be taught
in public schools Connecticut's statutory course prescriptions are
typical

In the public schools the program of Instruction offered shall in-
clude at least the following subject matter, as taught by legally
qualified teachers the arts, career education, consumer education,
health and safety. language arts, including recling, writing, gram-
mar, speaking and spelling, mathematics; physical education;
science, social studies, including, but not limited to citizenship,
economics, geography. government and history, and in addition,
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'
on at least t hr se«mdary level, one or more foreign languages and '
vocational education "

Although some states legislatively stipulate specific teacher, pupil ratios,
personnel qualifications, graduation requirements, etc., usually state
boards of education are authorized to develop specific criteria that
schools must satisfy In about half of the states, local boards of educa-
tion are empowered to adopt courses of study, but generally they must
secure state board approval " Thus, the standards promulgated by
state boards of education represent the most explicit data source cur-
rently available regarilig how states define an adequate education in
terms of program requirements

The bulk of these program specifications are contained in state ac-
creditation or school approval schemes. Many states have modeled such

00 schemes on standards and procedures used by private accreditingagen-
cies the pioneers in establishing input criteria to evaluate the ade-

9 quacy of schools." Indeed, most state requirements closely parallel or
actually incorporate the resource and program standards of the state's
respective private regional association. These association standards
usually are devised by-a task force of educational professionals, with ad-
vice from member schools To receive accreditation from a regional
association, schools are required to conduct a comprehensive self-study
that includes developing a plan to correct deficiencies noted. While
regional accreditation standards are flexible to provide for variations
among schools in purposes and programs, such variations are expected
to exist within a "common framework of preconditions" for quality
education.3°

Most state school approval schemes, like those of the private associa-
tions, focus pnmarily on program inputs (e.g., teacher qualifications,
course offerings, instructional time, materials, teacher/ pupil ratio,
facilities) In some states pubhc schools are required to provide
remedial programs for students with identified deficiencies, but in no
state is school approval based on the attainment of outcomes (e.g., stu-
dent mastery of minimum'competencies).

States differ as to the level of specificity included in state accredita-
tion criteria In some states the criteria include precise specifications
for instructional facilities to be provided (e.g., art room, music room,
gymnasium, science labs, etc ) and prescribe the minimum anTaunt of
instructional time in each area of ,the curriculum. For example, In-
diana's accreditation standards fpr elementary schools include specific
time allocations for kindergarten instruction pertaining to language ex-
periences (50%), creative experiences (15%), personal growth ex-
periences (10%), social living and environmental experiences (15%),
and mathematical experiences (10%)." In contrast, some state stan-
dards are couched in general terms and do not include specific criteria
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for making an assessment of whether the standard has been satisfied.
For example, a standard for kindergartens in Kentucky prescribes that
.the "program shall include desirable experiences- in social living,
physical development, emotional growth and stability, language arts,
science. music, art, and creative activities . . . in accordance with each
child's level of comprehension and maturation."" The standard does
not define the terms or specify criteria for judging compliance. The
most comprehensive state-level standards are found in states with a
history of a high level of state support, partkularly those in the
Southeast." In a few states local districts retain considerable discretion
in establishing criteria for assessing educational adequacy.

In approximately half of the states, procedures have been adopted in
which school districts engage in a process of evaluating their own educa-
tional programs with technical assistance provided by state education
department personnel." In some states school districts must engage in
this self evaluanon process as a condition of receiving state aid, whereas
in others participation is voluntary. In still other instances school
distnus are required to satisfy minimum state standards and are provid
ed the option of engaging in a self-evaluation process. In these self-
assessments school districts are required to identify their needs, design
goals and .objectives, develop strategies to meet the objectives, and
devise evaluation systems. Thus standards by which adequacy is judged
may vary among school districts according to locally identified needs
and goals.

Some states classify districts according to their compliance with
school approNal or accreditation standards and condition state educa
non aid on compliance with minimum state standards." In Texas, for
example, all school districts must satisfy detailed state requirements
("Principles and Standards") and develop a five-year plan for improve-
ment in order to qualify for state financial support." Similarly, all Col-
orado school districts must receive "standard accreditation," which
signifies that the districi satisfies minimum criteria adopted by the state

'board of education. In addition, Colorado districts can participate in
the optional "Accreditation by Contract" program in which the district
makes a commitment to implement a comprehensive and continuous
school improvement plan. Participating districts make a contract with
the state board of education to identify goals, and objectives and
strategies to attain them "

The use of self-evaluations in accreditation programs has con-
siderabk appeal becauseit allows for differences among local districts
as to specific educational objectives and strategies to attain them In-

deed, if educational adequacy were gauged entirdy by such self-studies,
one would expect standards of adequacy to vary considerably
throughout a state, based on locally identified needs and priorities. Car
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rying this strategy to its logical conclusion, the distribution of state
educational funds would reflect sttch variations among school districts.

Accountability Mandates
While state accreditation and approval schemes usually focus on en

suring that all schools satisfy minimum standards pertaininglto specific
resource inputs nd programmatic features, they are baYd on the
assumption that pliance with such requirements will have a positive
effect on school outcomes, primarily student achievement. However,
the assumption that fulfillment of certain input criteria will produce the
desired outcomes has been seriously questioned in recent years. Public
demands for accountability have accelerated becatise of dissatisfaction
with pupil academic achievement and teacher effectiveness. Inflation,
rising taxes, and the general feeling that the public is not receiving a
good return for its financial investment in education have given rise to
legislation designed to improve the efficiency of the educational enter
prise and to render schools accountable to the public that supports

t them.
This accountability legislation has proliferated during the.past two

decades Often, in their efforts to improve school productivity,
legislators have borrowed systems approaches from military, industrial,
and commercial institutions. Actually, the application of technical
industrial principles to education is not a new phenomenon. The ac
countability movement, whkh began in the latter 1960s resembles the
early twentieth century scientific management movement. In both
periods there was a climate of school criticism, economic pressure, and
the notion that improved "efficiency" might be a panacea for all ills."

Between 1963 and 1974, 30 states enacted legislation pertaining to,
educational accountability, and over a third of these states enacted
more than one law." By the latter 1970s, almost all of the states had
mandated by legislation or administrative regulation that public schools
engage in some type of process to ensure accountability for results.

While the term accountability is subject to multiple definitions and
interpretations, it generally connotes a regulatory process that includes
the identification of goals, assessment of the existing situation and the
desired state, evaluation of alternative strategies to move toward the
desired state, selection and implementation of a strategy, evaluation of
results, and initiation of corrective measures." Accountability connotes
a formal assignment of responsibilities within the process and checks to
ensure that such responsibilities are carried out. It calls for an assess
ment of each individual's impact on process and output so that account
ability can be assigned to appropriate persons or groups within the
system." Some accountability models emph2size the provision of
evaluative data on the system's operation, whereas others focus on the
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prescription of corrective measures once deficiencies are identified.
Educational accountability programs established during the 1960s

were primarily state needs assessments (funded in part under ESEA
O Title III") that were designed to identify priority educational needs

within the state Such efforts have been expanded to focus on the
naluation of programs, schools, and school districts, often using data
from statewide student lesting programs " In addition, there has been
a recent increase in legislative activity regarding teacher competency
and personnel evaluation programs Also, the application of modern
management techniques to schools has resulted from demands for fiscal
accountability Agiong the most popular management strategies have
been Planning, Programming, Budgeting Systems (PPBS), Manage,
!Tient by Objectives (MBO), Manageditnt Information Systems (MIS),
and Planning, Evaluation, Review Techniques (PERT)."

Most educational accountabilitymandates have been designed to im-
prove the school's product in terms of pupil performance. Thus they
have been grounded in the notion that an adequate education is one
that produces specified results in terms of student achievement and pro
duces such results in an efficient manner. Colorado's Educational Ac-
countability Act of 1971, for example, calls for an assessment of
"whether deusions affecting the educattonal process are advancing or
impeding student achievement."" School accountability schemes
usually have relied on the following asiumptions underlying the
technical-industrial accountability model:

I There is a consensus as to desired outcomes of production

2 There are measures for objective asiessment of progress toward
production pals

3 1here is 'a knowledge baseilhat specifies the mode of production

4 The production process can be controlled so that outside in-
, fluences on production are minimized

,

5 There is an incentive structure that motivates both labor and
management to strive for efficiency in the production process "

Attempts to apply the technical Industrial model to education have
resulted in considerable frustration, because of the inherent 'differences
between public education and business or industry Some critics of
school accountability efforts have argued that none of the above
assumptions-hold up in education," and even proponents of such efforts
agree that t);14. jotlucational system does not control one of the key parts
of the regulatory process. I.e., the estabhshment of educational goals.
Consensus does not exist on what should be the outcomes of schooling.
Goals are often ill defined or stated in such all encomPassing terms that
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operational objective's annot be developed. It seems irortic that ac-
countability schemes have been hailed as the means to ensure that the
educational system fulfill goals that have not been articulated clearly
H T James observed in 1971 that "we have been notably unsuccessful
as a society in this century in stating our aims of education "" 'Henry
Dyer similarly noted that instead of concrete goals for schools, we have
vague generalities.

Educational goals, as commonly formulated by educational
philosopher, have tended to be cast in such sweeping generalities
and remote ideals that they have left school people at a loss to use
them meaningfully for assessing the actual ongoing operations of
their institutions. The educational oratory'speaks of goals,like
-self-fulfillment." "responsible citizenship," and "vocational effec-
tiveness", the asse§sment 4f...school efficiency in specific cases usually
depends on sueh measures kis retention rate, average daily atten-
dance, and performance on reading tests Whether there are any
rational connections between the numbers and the slogans is a mat-
ter that is rarely considered The assumption seems to be implicit,
for imtance, that the longer.a youngster stays in school, the greater
will be his chances of self fulfillment, or that the higher lus reading
score, the more likely he will become a responsible citizen But
such assumptions are left largely unexamined, and in particular
cases may be obviously wrong."

Lacking data substantiating what specific knowledge, skills, and
behaviors. are needed for various adttl-t, roles, school accountability ef-
forts usually have focused on limited school uutputs that are generally
believed to be prerequisites to future success in life Since there is
widespread agreement that schools should teach students to read and
compute, most measures of student outcomes included in accountability
mandates have been restricted to student achievement in these narrow
areas " Tests traditionally employed have been norm referenced,
measuring student performance against a sample of peers However,
because of dissatisfaction with such instruments, many states have de
signed student assessment programs using criterion-referenced tests that
measure performance against a predetermined standard of proficiency.
In sonie instances the criterion referenced tests are conStructed at the
state level on the basis of state-prescribed performance objectives,"
while in other instances local school districts are charged with develop-
ing the tests on the basis of local objectives for student performance.

Several states are currently using testing materials and procedures
developed by the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP),
which was established in 1969 through a Contractual arrangement be-
tween the federal government and the Education Commission of the
States " Student achievement data are gathered by NAEP from a na-
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tional sample of students at regular intervals. Performance objectives,
with multiple test items for each objective, have been designed in'10
content areas, and over 1,700 test items keyed to these objectives have
been made available for public use. Thus a state or local school district
can select NAEP objectives and test items that match the instructional
emphasis in the specific locale. A number of states, among them
Arkansas, Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, and Minnesota, have
conducted one or more statewide assessments following NAEP pro-
cedures. Such test results have becn used in Maine to devise educational
program improvements, to determine funding Priorities, and to obtain
federal grants for remedial programt." In the early 19'70s Minnesota
pioneered in adapting NAEP materials for a state testing program in
which some test items were used statewide while others were chosen ac
cording to each focal district's instructional objectives,"

In many states testing programs have been deyelopeci without specific
reliance on NAEP materials. Michigan's student assessment program
exemplifies a progtam that is part of a comprehensive educational plan
ning model Criterion-referenced tests that relate to multiple state goals
and objeuives are used. The assessment program, adoptekin 1970,
constitutes one phase of the state educational evaluation process. Unlike

many state accountability provisions, the Michigan legislation provides
ftWthe reallocation of educationaLfunds to provide remedial assistance
for students identified as having the greatest educational deficiencies in
basic kills "

Florida's Educational Accountability Act of 1971 also inc,ludes a
pupdtesting program as part of a chmprehensive educational account
ability system. Each year specific statewide educational objectives must
be established for each grade`level and subject." The law calls for.the
use of criterion-referenced and norm referenced tests to assess pupil
prOgress Jnd the degree 6f mastery 'of the specified educational ob0c-
tives School distrius are required to furnish annual reports, and the
reports are to be made public Subsequent Florida legislation has
prescribed a comprehensive nianagement information and assessment
system. including standardized reporting procedures and cost account
ing and reporting on a school by school and distriCt aggregate basis "

Even though these accountability mandates (with their emphasis on
the assessment of student performance in academic skills) are intended
to supply data so that schools can be made more effective in terms of
results, the data gathered usually are not used to make changes in
school support systems The translation of student achievement data
into resource allocation is problematic, given current educational
technology Data relating student performance to particular
pedagogical procedures are insufficient," and much of the research on
the effectiveness of instructional materials consists of formal or informal
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Market research " Possibly, the attention directed toward educational
outcomes through accountability mandates ultimately will result in
more ertematic efforts to document the determinant/ of those out
comes.

Accountability mandates also may bring-into sharper focus the need
to formulate concrete goals for publioeducation that can be converted
into measure's of school productivity. The current dikupancies be-
tween program specifications for schools (which include areas such as
career education," physical education, and the creative arts) and
measures used to assess school effectiveness.(which are primarily con-
fined to student achievement in basic skills) might be resolved by
refocusing both program requirements and outcome measures in light
of clearly defined goals and objectives.

Minimum Student Competencies
Partly because of the ambiguity as to the des'ired outcomes of school-

ing, there has been substantial recent activity jo explicate minimum
competencies that should be acquireii by all students. These efforts
represent the indst -direct datempt to define edueational adequacy in
terms of student outcomese thai is, an adequate education assures stu-
dent acquisition of- a prespecified set of competencies. Some minimum
cor4etency programs are prescritted as part of comprehensive, educa-
tional accountability systems.

By 1976 only four states hactenacted student competency legislation,
but three years tater 36 states had either laws or administrative regula-
tions requiring pstudents to exhibit certain competencies as, a prere-
quisite to, high school graduation or promotion from one grade to the
next " Since.all remaining states have studies or proposals underway
regarding minimum student comvetencies, it cannot be denied that
minimum competency testing (MCT) has become a pervasive and con-
troversial national movement.

In a 1978 surveY of the 50 states, Today's Education defined MCT as
-any program of assessment, evaluation, certification, or testing (not
necessarily paper and pencil) that is designed to determine whether in-
dividual students have reached a minimum levd of performance
predetermined as satisfactory.-" While the focus of MCT programs is
on the individual learner, an underlying assumption is that such pro-
grams will make school districts more accountable for teaching the re-
quired skills Notable state programs include Otegon's Goal Based Pro
gram, Florida's Functional Literacy Skills Program, New York's Pupil
Evaluation Program, and Maryland's Alternative Accou'ntability Pilot
Project." There even has been a movement to establish national stan-
dards, exemplified by the Mottl Bill, introduced in Congress in 1977,
which would have established a national commission on basic education
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to develop reading. writing, and arithmetic skills tests for specified

grades." .

In sonic states competency standards are mandated at the state level,
while in others standards are devised locally There is also diversity in
how competency tests are used, In 18 states students must pass com-

petency examinations as a prerequisite to graduation from high
school." In other states local school boards have the option of deter-
mining how to evaluate Competencies and use these data, or MCT is used

solely to identify remediation needs among students. In 13 states the
MCT program requires remediation efforts for students identified as
deficient in basic skill'areas."

The Education Commission of the States reported in 1978 that all but
one of the states using MCT as part of minimum requirements for high
school graduation Included measures of competence in reading,
writmg. and arithmetic, anti over half focused solely on this triad. Only
,.
a few states reported that MCT programs addressed consumerism,
problem-solving ability, and other areas that might be classified as life
skills " Thus it appears that MCT programs primarily have been
restricted to an assessment of student performance in the basic

academic skills' Ifossibly this focus exists because of consensus that
academic skills are the most Important in assuring future success in life,
but more likely the emphasis has been due to therfact that these skills are

the easiest to assess with the curre'nt level of psychometric

sophistication."
The cost/ benefit aspect of student minimum competency re-

quirements has been the source of continual debate. Anderson reported

in 1,977 that the total costs of mandated minimum, competency pro
I

grams can be overwhelming, even when the added expenditures for
remediation programs are not included." He found that there are hid.
den costs associated with state regulatory efforts as well as direct frosts

for test development, test administration, development and

maintenance of monitoring mechanisms, and add on costs for compen
satory education programs. Critics of MCT programs have contended

that the redistribution of school resources to meet testing and remedia
tion expenses might result in a narrowing of the turriculum and the

possible elimination of experiences to nurture'creative expression7°
Concern has also been voiced that the focus nn "minimums" may be
destructive of the principle of intellectual and personal meritocracy in.
education."

However, advocates of MCT programs have countered these asser-
tions by arguing that the curriculum possibly needs to be more limited
and clearly focused to assure that minimum competencies in basic skill
areas are being mastered by students." Publicity pertaining to the high

, pet c en t age of siudents who have failed minimum competency examina
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dons has provided support for the contention that schools have been
promoting and-even graduating students who have not masteredsssen
nal basic skills. For example, it was reported in 1981 that 6,000
Washingtonp.C. students in-grades one through three failed com-
petency tests in both reading and math skills, and over half of the
chstrkt's primary school students,failed at least one of the tests." It has
been asseited that with MCT programs such deficiencies can be iden
tified early in a child's schooling 47, that remediation can be provided,"
lt,has also been claimed that MCT programs can increase school effec-
tiveness by ensuring better articulation between the curriculum and stu
dent assessment .751

The minimum competency programs in two stat\es ire described
briefly below at illustrations of efforts to define educational adequacr
from the standpoint of- minimum student competencies. Oregon
represents a decentralized'rninimum competency program and Florida
provides a highly centralized approach. These itates were 'selected
because Oregon pioneered in the minirnuin competency movement,
and Florida has implemented the most compaiensive MCT program to
date.

Student Competencies; Oregon

Oregon was one of the first states to make a systematic effott to adopt
state standards pertaining to student competencies extending beyond
academic performance in basic skills. Concern for student outcomes
was evident in the statewide goals adopted by the Oregon Bard olt
Education in 1974, The goals stipulated that "each individual will have
the opportuniq 'to develop to the best of his or her ability the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary to function effectively in
life roles. theindividual, the learner, the producer, the citizen, the con-
sumer, and the family member." The state educational Standards
reinforced this life-role ,concept in that each school's cur-
riculum. including planning and evaluation results was required to
be compatible with the statewide goals... Furthermore, in accordance
With the goals, students were required to demonstrate competence in
ten areislas well as to satisfy course requirements is a prerequisite for a
high, school diploma.

When the state board introduced the minimum competencies te-
qUieetnent. the intent was toprovide- a meanS to Aire that Oregon's
high school graduates would be able to cope adequately, with the'
demands commonly faced in adulthood. The state board daigated the
authority and responsibility for developing spetific competencies to the
local school boards, believing that competencies should reflect the
cultural and societal goals of the local comm9,nity. Such competency
lists were to be limited to those that the locarboard of education could
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support as avveptable evidence that its schools had provided studentS
with the basic minimum abilities needed to function in the six life roles
identified above Also, local-districts were given a great deal of freedom
to determine how they would meet the competency standards. For? ex
ample, districts could allow students to earn credits and, or demonstrate
minimum competencies through community service, independent
study. and woric experience Distats also could choose means of assess-
ing student competency. which might include teacher testimonials and,
course completion as well as written examinations."

Thus a school district, although required to attest to thekct that cer-
tar competencies hae been mastered by students, might use means for
nr)aking that determination that traditionally have been used in assess.-

- )fseg student performance The major difference is that with the
Minimum competency requirement the school board rhust verify not only
that certairt courses lave been completed but also that specific com-
petencies have been acquired Oregon, therefore, may htave strength-
ened the grounds fOr students to assert instructional negligence. If a
student k an produce evidence that a given competency actually has not
been mastered, although documented as having been, a court might
conclude that school authorities have been negligent in carrying out
their charge from the state."

Since Oregon school districts ano have latitude in deciding what corn'
petencies mist be mastered, proficiency standards for high school
graduation differ widely throughout the state. Thus, student transfers
pose a serious`problem, and-data on student competencies cannot be ag-
gregated across districts. These concerns could be alleviated by using a
uniform st of competencies and assessment strategies, statewide. -*
However, the latter course would threaten local decision-making
prerogatives by shifting curriculum decisions to the state level. While
Oregon policy makers have Opted for local control in establishing stu
dent competency standards, the educational and political implications
uf stite ersus local development of minimum competency programs are
generaung substantial controversy in many other states ,..

Student Competencies: Florida

Florida's program has perhaps received the most national attention
among MCT efforts Florida's commitment to educational account
abihty started in the 1960s and culminated in the Educational Account
ability Act of 1976 that pre'scribed minimum graduation standards for

Isstuderits kraduating from high school after 1979. Among the purposes.,
of the act were to.

I Provided a system of accpuntability for education in Florida which
guarantees that each student is afforded similar opportunities for educa

.
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. .

tional advancement without regard to geographic differences and varying
local economic factors, .

42 Guarantee to.each student in the Florida system of public education
that the system providei initructional programs which meet minimum
performance standards compatible with the state's plan for education,
and . /

..
3 Provide information to the public about the performance of the
Florida system of public education in meeting established goals and pro.
viding effective, meaningful, ,t rid relevant educational experiences
designed to give students at least the minimum skills necessary to function
and survive in today's society." A

to e

The act includes statewide testing and assessment components as well
avprovisions for district asirssment programs. The major outcomes of
the act have been the d'evelopment of the Basic Skills Test and the Func-
tional Literacy Test. The'ilasic Skills Test measures appropriate skills
agreed upon by educators as minimal for grades three, five', and eight.
Functional literacy has been defined by the Florida Department of
Education as the ability to apply the basic skills in reading, writing, and
mathematics to problems and tasks ora practical nature or to problems
encountered in everyday life." The Functional Literacy Test 5overs 24
skills in communications and mathematics. This test differs from the
basic skills test in that it presents practical applications of selected
academic skills. For example, in the communication section students
are asked to use highway and city maps, use an index to locate infbrma-
don, .distinguish between fact and opinion, and determine ,the cause
and effect of an action: .

Passage Of the Functional Literacy Test as a prerequisite to high
school graduation has been legally challenged. Plaintiffs charged that
the test discriminated a' gainst students on the basis of racelind ethnic
background, included items that had not been taught" in Florida
schools, and was implemented without adequate notice to students. In
1981 the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the use of the test for
remediation purposes ,but enjoined its' use as, a prerequisite for a hi'gh
school "diploma," The appeals urt concluded that such a test could
not be used as a graduation requirement without proof of its curricular
validity. In other words, the state must establish that the Functional
Literacy Test covers what actually has been taught in.Florida' school's.
Furthermore, the court held that such a test (assuming\ its validity)
could.not be used as a diplom4 sanction until the 1982-83 school year to
provide sufficient time to eliminate the effects of a Ost ,racialidiscrimination in the state. he court noted that the immediate use of
such-a test wotild be unfair minority students, whose deficiencies have
resulted in part from the prevalent schbol segregation in Florida prior to

A*
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1971 The waiting period was also considered necessary to provide
students adequate notice rega.rding the skills covered on the tests.

Both the Oregon and Florida experiences in implementing MCT pro
grams highlight many unresolved issues. What are the skills necessary
ror.success in 'arious life roIes?..How should competence be assessed?
Should compete cies be identified at the state or local levels? How
'minimum" should the competencies be?. What should be done with
students who do not demonstrate proficiency? How should competency
standards be reflected in the allocation of resources?

If an adequate education ultiniately is to be defined as one' that
assures student mastery of minimum competencies, substantial research
will be 'required for such a definition t6 be translated into state school
support schemes Currently, cost data that relate specific cornpetencies
to program features and resource inputs are not available. While
numerous states are mandating that minimum student competencies be
defined and assessed and that deficient students be provided remedia-
non, the costs of these activities usually are not reflected in state aid for-

mulas.

Summary and ImplicatiOns of Statutory
and Regulatory Activity

.Only a few states have attempted to identify by statute the specific
components of an adequate education. Even these few attempts have
been primarily input-oriented, with little documentation of the rela-
tionship between the prescribed programmatic features and educa-

tional goals that are generally couched in global terms. Instead of
defining educational adequacy by statute, most legislatures have
delegated to state boards of education the authority to prescribe specific

standards that schools must satisfy.
Accordingly, state boards have promulgated numerous educational

regulations, the majority of which are designed by state department
personnel and pertain to minimum input specifications. These re-

quirements serve as "proxies" a a definition of educational adequacy

in most states. For example, if state regulations require specific course
offerings, a school's program is considered inadequate if it fails to

include such courses. Many of these standards are reflected in state
school accreditation or approval schemes, but others are promulgated

independently of accreditation activities.
While these input standards are purported to be gniunded id a firm

knowledge base, substantiating their relationship to pupil performance,

,less than one percent of educational funds.is earmarked for research ac-

tivities in this arena '2 Mandated pupil/teacher ratios provide an exam-

ple of an input requirement that is based on inconclusive data as to the
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effects of class size on pupil achievement." Input standards in some in-
stances have been derived from the existing norm among schools within
a state. Also, through lobbying efforts child advocacy groups and
teacher organizations have been influential in determining school input
requirements. A program conceivably could be considered adequate
under an input oriented definition, even though the skills the program
is designed to impart, have not been acquired by students.

The ust4of output instead of input definitions of educational ade-
quacy appears more defensible, but this approach as currently used
does not offer a panacea. Without clearly stated goals for public educa-
tion, the desired outcomes of schooling remain ill-defined. In many
stances the goals ascribed to schools are all-encompassing, reaching far
beyond resource capabilities and the sophistication of educational
technology Moreover, attempts to assess whether schools are actually
attaining these goals have been confined mainly to measures of pupil
academic achievement in a few skill areas that lend themselves to group-
administered testing procedures. Thus the measures used to assess the
school's performance do not reflect the goals ascribed to education or
the focus of a substantial part of thec instructional program (e.g.,
physical education, the crea(ive arts, etc.). .

In an attempt to reduce this discrepancy, efforts have escalated to
identify specific competencies that should be mastered by students. Yet,
again, the success of such efforts has been impeded by political
problems (e.g , How should the competencies be identified and by
whom?) and technical problems (e.g.. How should the competencies be
assessed?). Current competency testing programs are vulnerable to
legal challenge because of insufficient data substantiating that the tetts
are bias free and valid measures of what aCtually has been taught.
Moreover, there are no assurances that the competencies being assessed
are the only..(or most important) skills necessary to ensure success in the
various adult roles for which they are purported -tci be prerequisites.t

In many states there is little apparent coordination among efforts to
design resoUrce and program input specifications for schools and efforts
to establish standards for pupil performance or to assess the effec-
tiveness of schools. Statewide student testing programs often , are
operated independently of school approval or accreditation activitles.
In some situations student performance standards seem to bear little
relationship to adopted progam requirements, or* perhaps they even
reflect different notions as to the school's purpose. What a few states
are attempting to address these inconsistencies through accountability
mandates that include input, output, and process standards as part of a
unified educational planning and evaluation model, t4 incongruities
between means. and ends have not been resolved.

0ne unanticipated result of the proliferation of state regulationi,
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specifying what hools rmist provide and produce, may be an increase
iri educational malpractice hugation To date, claims that school
districts are legally responsible to ensure a specified level of student
achievement have not prevailed." But such allegations seem destined
to continue. As legislatures and administrative agencies become more
specific in delineating the outcomes that can be expected from public
education and the components of guaranteed educational programs,
future plaintiffs may be more successful in substantiating negligence
charges Confeiv ably , courts may award damages if state-required pro
grams are not prmided, if state-mandated skills are not acquired
(although reported to have been), or if the skills taught do not ade-
quately prepare students for adult roles "

There are obvious risks associated with explicaking the components of
an adequate eduCauon one that must be provided to all students in
the state especially if snch mandates promise more than can be
delivered, given the available resources and technology Efforts to iden
ufy output measures of educational adequacy and reflect them in pro
grarri and resource specifications face substantial barriers, not the least
of %Vivi h is delineation of concrete goals for public schools. Yet It Must
be kept in mind that attempts tu define and assess educational adequacy
are in then- infancy and are experiencing predictable growth and
development pains Already sojne measurable benefits in terms of pupil
athievement have been documented in New Jersey as a result of state ac-
tivity to explicate the components of a thorough and efficient educa
tional system " Continued state efforts to grapple with educational
adequacy Issues may focus public attention on the need to specify in
firecise terms educational goals and objectives that can be translated in
to programmatic features and state school support schemes.
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Federal Role in Defining
and Establishing Standards
of Educational Adequacy

6

rrhe U S. Constitution delegates no responsibility for education to the
-A. federal government, and state constitutions place total responsibility

for education on state governments. Yet these absolutes are not
reflected in reality the federal government's involvement in public
eduvat ion has been one of indirect influence rather than direct control.
Although the U.S. Constitution is silent regardini education, Congress
is empoweted to enact laws, f2r promoting the general welfare and en
forcing constitutional guarfntees. Using these powers, the federal
government has had 4 significant impact on educational policies and
programs at the local school level Indeed, federal education regula
t ions have Increased over tenfold since 1965) Enforcement activities of
federal agencies coupled with judicial interpretations of the laws and
regulations have influenc"ed course offerings, .methods of instruction,
types of t urrit ular material, staff development efforts, student grouping
patterns, and other aspect's of the public educational enterprise. ,

Federal involvement in education is not a recent phenomenon. In
fact, federal land grants for public schools were autborized prior to
ratification of the U.S. Constitution.2 Over the ensuing years, federal
participation in education has evolLed into a complex body of legisla
don and regulations pertaining .to Ipproximately 160 individual pro
grams designed to accomplish specific purposes. Judicial activity has
provided the impetus for some of these laws, such as the Education for
All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, which incorporates actual
language from court decisions as to the programs, services, and pro.=
cedural protections that must be afforded to handica'pped pupils.' In
some instances, areas of educational need have been brought into focus
by specific ,events such as the launching of Sputnik I. resulting in the
National Defense Education Act (1958), which was designed to upgrade
instruction in science, mathematics, and foreign languages. Other laws
havq rewlted from general dissatisfaction with educational practices. II
lustrative is the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974,
which was intended to remedy abuses in maintaining and disseminating
student information. Of course, organized lobbying efforts as well as
the philosophical orientations of members of Congress have had a major
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impact on the substance of fecteral education laws Most of the federal
initiatives pertaining to elementary and secondary s hook have been in
tended to improve educational equity or quality, and various means,
ianging from funding incentives to the imposition of sanctions (1.e , the

ith awal of federal aid) have been used.to further these alms 5
Sso basn types uf federal laws (and their accompanying regulations)

a t especially pertinent to this study because they have directly influenced
dilutions of educational adequacy and standards by which to assess it.
The type pertains to the protection of civil rights, and these laws have

been enacted pursuant to congressional authority to enforce the provi
sions of the Fourteenth Amendment. State and local education agencies
must comply with federal civil pghts legislation and the accompanying
administrative regulations, wfiereas participation in federal funding,
programs is optional Among the civil 'rights laws affecting sOrool
polkies and practices are the following Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 196 (prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race, color, or na
clonal origin in federally assisted programs or activities), Title VII of
tht Civ il Rights Act of 1964' (prohibiting employment discrimination
on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or religion), Title IX of
the Education Amendments of 1972' (prohibiting sex discrimination
against participants in or beneficiaries of educational programs receiv
ing federal financial assistance), Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973' (prohibiting discrimination against handicapped 'persons m
federally assisted programs), the Equal' Educational Opportunities Act
of 197410 (mandating equal public educational opportunities without
regard to race, color, sex, .or national origin), and 'the Age Discrimina
non Act of 1975" (prohibiting age discrimination in federally asSisted
programs or activities)

Laws prohibiting discriminatory school practices have given
substance to the phrase, "equal educational opportunities Regula
ticois promulgated pursuant to these laws and court decisions inter
plc ung the prov isions have placed affirmative obligations on school
dist ra ts to provide spec ifir programs :ind services for certain students to
compensate for past disadvantages or present disabilities The Office of
Civ 11 Rights. established in 1966, currently monitors state and local
omphance with several of these civil rights acts." While most of these

statutes ale coin hed in tel ins of attaining equity goals under the Four
trench Amendment equal protection c Muse, their regulations often in

lude specific standards against win( h to assess the adequacy of educa
urinal programs These proyisioris have caused changes in student
testing procedores, grouping practices. curricular offerings, extracur
ricular aitivities. and many other facets-of the public school program

hese laws nut only have altered local,school priorities and practices,
ihey also, in many cases, have stimulated state legislation modeled after
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the federal mandates,
The second general type of federal legislation pertinent to this study

consists of categorical aid programs that proside funding incentives to
skate and-local education agencies for the improvement of educational
programs and services in light of nationally recognized priorities. Con-
grog has' fustified such categorical funding laws with the rationale that'
states and local communities, on their own initiative, haveriot ade-
quately addressed cekam curricular areas and special student needs."
In 1491 94% of the nation's public school districts received some type
of federal calegorieal aid, with most districts participaling in at leaSt
two programs '4 The largest categorical programs provide aid to
upgrade educational opportunities for culturally and Tducationally
disadv ant aged aTid icapped children and to improve vocational
and teVical educahtt, but there are numerous striaile1 categorical
programs Covering such topics as Indian education, carter education,
delinquency prevention, reading improvement, educational television.,
irlf:od sersiCes, and research and disseminatimi attivities." sthtes

'filar the option of not particiPating iu these categorical programs, if
theN; do arIcept the federal aid, they must comply with the accompdan.y
ing guidelines.

." -The detailed regulations accompanying both civil rights and
categorical' aid laws have generated substant0 t'ensitn, between the
federal govnt and State and local education' akencies. It has been
alleged thwAuch extensive federal specifications as to what. must be
taught and how it m'ust be delivered usurp state and local prerogatives
in determining the components of the curriculum." It also has+been
charged that compliance efforts among various federal programs ire
not coordinated, resulting in paperwork duplieatiOns and even conflict-
ing.program requirements." In defenie,of,the fediral regulations, it
has been"argrued that extensive'monitoring it necessary to ensbre that
fecferal funds are not diVerted rom'their intended purposes. It also hA
been asserted that detailed re lationg are necessary., particlarly in
connection with civil righis legislation; 'because states have been
recicitrant in alteribg discriminatory practices)*

Iii the011owing five sections ,of this chapter, we examine selected
federal lavSs and regulation& noting their impact .on definitions and
stapdards bf eclucational adequacy Specifically, we look at federal in-
itiatives pertaMihg to sPecial education, bilingual education, cornpen-
satory education, vocational education, and research and development
activities In'a concluding section, we offer some observaiions as to the
futuri federal r6le in' eslablishink standatds of educational.ad7quacy fot
public schools.

-'
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Special Education for HandiCapped Students

Since the latter 1950s, federarfunds haye been available Ihrough
vanous categorical programs to assist state and local education agencies
in training teachers of the handicapped and 2.ipgrading special educa
non programs and services ' While participation in such programs has
been discretionary, in 1973 Congress enacted civil rights legislation On
behalf of the handicapped Section 504 tof th Rehabilitation Act of
1973 prohibits recipients of federal Ancial assistance from
discriminating against an otherwise qt tfied handicapped person solely
on the basis of the. handicap." I bars employment discrimination
against the handicaPked in connection with recruitment, seleCtion,'
compensation. job assiAnment Lid classification, and fringe benefits. It
also requires that newly constructed' facilities, be accessible to the
handicapped. It does not mandate that all %existing facilities be
remodeled. but all programs must be readily accessible to handicapped

...
persons. Section 504 also prohibits discrimination against the handi-
capped in postsecondary education and requires public education agenl cies to provide a ,frCe appropriate edlication for all handicapped
children in the least restrictive environment.

This last requirement is closely coordinated with the provisions of
Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of
1975, which is, a funding law thatPrOvides federal assistance to defray
some of the,excess costs associated with proxiding a free appropriate
edu-catio 1 for handicapped children.'"Because of its relationship with
Section 04, P.L. 94-142 has been interpreted as creating.rights as well
as constituting a sourcyaf federal -funds. The molt precis'e federal re-
quiremerits as to progrlin adequacy for special-need students have
emanated from this 1975 act. Indeed, P. L. 94-142, in conjunction With
Section-504, wequiies more 'than rriinimum educational adequacy for
handicapped children and stipulates that educational programs must
be appropriate to meet these pupils' identified special education needs.,

Under the.provisions 4. P.L. 54-142, state aod local education agen-
cigg are to' give first priority to locating previously unserved handi- N

: capped children and providing them with appropriate programs. As a
result, extensive ''child find" campaigns have been initiated in many
states. The cext. priority under the law is to upgrade programs for

, students being served inadequately. The law stipulates that the federal
aid can only be used to assist w.ith excess costs associated with.suclit
special education services, it cannot be used to supplant state and local
funds.22`,

Public Law 94-142 is unprecedented in that it requires state and local
. educatiort agencies to assure progilam adequacy for handicapped

'students and specifies the form that such assurances must take For ex-
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ample. the mandated individualized educational program (IEP) is one .
strategy, to gitaraniee' that appropriate instruction is provided for
handicapped children Fri the' least restrictive environment. The IEP
must be designed by i planning team, including the child'sregular
teacher, specialized peisonnel, the child's parent or guardian, and if
possible the child. -She progiam must contain go#als for the handicapped

skort-term and long-range objec,tives to attain the -goals !
specification of the services that will be provided, and an ev.aluation
schedule.

Theillue process requirements contained in P.L. 94-142 represent (-
another mechanism to ensure educational adequacy. Handicapped
chilaren and their parents are guaranteed elaborate procedwil
safeguards prior to any change in a child's instructional assignment.
Thus "procedural adequIcy" must be provided in connection with all
placement decisions. Some court., have even held that the suspension of
a ,handicapped child for disciplinary reasons constittites e program
change that must be accompanied by procedures to determine an alter-
native more appropriate placement for the child." The rationale for
these extensive due process requiremenu is that they will deter improper
placements and permanent assignments to special classes or schools. .

In contrist 19 the specificity of P.L. 94-142 in regard to.the develop-
ment of Itfks.for handicapped ildren and procedural safeguards that
must be follOwed in making place ent changes, the act does not specify
the particular components of the ograms that inust be provided. Such
Components are expected to vary d pending on each-child's deficiencies.
The act-stipulates that handicapp d chi dren are entitled to specially
designed instruction, at no 'cost tb paren or guardians, to meet their
unique needs, "including classroom instrutition, instruction in educa-
tion, home instrucyon, and instructiori in hospitals and institutions.""
Furthermore, education agencies must provide related services such as
transportation and developiental, corrective, and othir supportiveser-
vices necessary for a child to benefit from special education." Ques-
tions persist, however, as to exactly what programs and services must be
provided in order to satiify these federal requirements. Thus courts are
being called upon.to interpret what constitutes an appropriate educa-
tion.

It seems clea r that "kppropriite" Me* more than merely providing
access to some educational opportunity. However, it is unlikely that this
mandate means that each handicapped child is entitled to the best
possible program a;ailable. What remains controversial is where on the

-continuum between these extremes lies the acceptable interpretation.
As discussed in chapter two, several coiirts have given broad interpreta-
tion to the statutory protections, thereby placing many new respon-
sibilities on state and local education agencies." Judicial interpreta-
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tions of what tbostitutes an appropriate education for handicapped
pupils have influented groupmg practices, disciplinary prOcedures,
staffing patterns, and a host of other traditionaly local concerns.

In response primarily to the federal mandates on behalf of the handi-
capped. the Council of Chief State School Officers has labeled the
federal government a "super school board" that is specifying not only
educational goals but also specifit meets that must be used to attain the
goals " Some state offitials have charged that the federal government's
priorities are not consistent with state and local priorities and ihat
federal laws( and regulations are imposing responsibilities on schools
that poybly should be assigned to other public agencies."

Although most states have modeled statutory niandates after the
federal legislation on behalf of the handicapped,.it. appears that such
s te action has often been the direct result of federal pressure. In no
ot er domain has the federal government's role in establishing specific

4 progi4rn requirements been.as pervasive as it has ben in connecticrn
wit h handicapped pupils. State and local education agencies have been
left little discretion in determining how; such chiidren.will be served.
The federal legislatiem and regulations (in concert with court decisions

.interpreting these mandates) have placed extensive programmatic ahd
fiscal obligations upon public schools.

Education
Federal mandates on ehalf of English-deficient children also have

gone beyond requirements of equal treatment and have stipulated that
children with English lahguage deficiencies are entitled to spectal
assistance because of their unique needs. Since 1968 federal categorical
funds have been available to assist school districts in designing and im
plementing programs for English deficient students." Such efforts were
strengthened by the Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1974,
which stipulates that "the failure of In edticational agency.tu take ap
proptiate action to overcome language barriers that impede equal par
tippatiati by its students in itsonstructional programs'; is an unlawful
denial of equal educational opportunity.'° RegulatiOns for the act
speCify that instruction in the child's nItive laTiguage must be provided
in' all subjects to the extent necessary for the child to progress through
the educational system and maiter the' Englishdanguage.

Also, theLV. Supreme Court ruled in Lau 'V. Ntchols that 7itle VI of
Ole Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits discrimination he basis
of i-ace, color, or national opgm in any activity that receives federal
rinitntial assistance, entitles non English speaking students to special in
structional avistance in mastering the English language."' f n response
to this Supreme Court ruling, the Department of Healt.h, Education
and Welfare issued anforma'l gui clines, knoWn as the Lati.gemedies, to
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aiAlocal schools Id designing programs for children with limited ability
to speak English. Controversy has continued, however, as to precisely
what obligations are placed on school districts to meet the needs of
English deficient children. Must bilinguaLbicultural programs be pro'
bided or will the prousion of compensatory English instruction satisfy

' legal requirements?"
In 1980 the Department of Education proposed regulations pursuant

to Title VI in an attempt to clarify the responsibilities placedyon school
districts, to provide appropriate programs for these'pupils." The Pro
posed Lau Rules required transitional bilingual instruction to be pro
v. ided for children with severe English deficiencies. Fon students with
some mastery of the English language, el.ther bilingual education or,
compensatory English instruction could be provided. It wasestimated
that implementation of the regulations would' cost school c1.3stricts be
tween $200 and $400 million a year in addition to ,federal and state

, funds already being spent on bilingual education '4
The Lail Rules created substantial controvers educational and

legislative forums as to the Department of Education's authotrity to
pla\ specific program requirement; upon pu lic schools. National
educat i associations charged that the prop sed regulations would
subvert the auth4ify of local school districts t design ale curriculum
and possibly set a dangerous precedent as to fut e federal regulation of

, what constitutes adequate insiruction and how Rich instruCtion must be
provicied. Congress also voiced concern over the Lau Rules by at-

' taching iiders to bills stipulating that the Department of Education
could nd issue final bilingual regulations until June 1981 to provide
lawmakers sufficient time to study the issue. In February 1981, react-
ing to massive negative sentiment, Edutation Secretary Turd Bell..
withdrew the controversial proposed rules, which he called "inflexible,

, -unworkable, and incredibly costly.""
The withdraw,a1 of the Lau Rules has elicited mixed responses. It has"

been assailed by tiVil rights acti'vists as a sign that federal yegulatory
agencies under the Reagan administration intend to be less assertive in

4 prqnnilgating regulations to prqtect the civil rights of student.l." Pro
fessional education associations have applauded the move as a victory
for advocates of local control." Although Secretary Bell has offered
verbal assurances that the Department of Education will continue to
protect the righy of English &ficien t students, he has indicated that
the department will promulgate fewer and less cumbersome regula
tions. -

,. .

Compensatory Education
The Elementary and Secondary Edtfcation Act of 1964 (ESEA).

represented the first.major involvement of the federal government in

a
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providing financial assistante to public schools." The largest parl.ion of
ESEA funds, contained in Title I. was earmarked to assist school
districts. with "concentrations of children from low income families" in
addressing the "special educational needs of educationally deprived
children."" Other titles of the original act and subsequent amend-
ments have provided funds foi library resources, textbooks, and instruc
tional materials, supplemental education centers and services, research
and training' efforts, activities to strengthen state educatien agencies,
basic skill impraement programs, and special, services and programs
for the handicapped, English-deficient, and other groups') of children
with special needs After passage of the ESEA, federal appropriations
tripled between 1965 and 1966.

Title I signaled federal recognition that 'poor children need addi-
tional resotirces, and compensatory instruction in ordei to receive an
idequate education, To be eligible- for Title I funds, school districts
must comply with detailed program specifications. Local districts must
assess the special needs, of educationally deprived -pupils,a.assign
priorities to these heeds, and develop a plah (which mUst 'receive state
.approval) to meet the needs. Title I also requires school districts to
substantiate that )ocal expenditures in Title I schools 'are coniparable to
those in non-l'itle I schools. This requirement is intended to ensure
that lirderal ,funds supplement rather 'than supplant local and state
funds. .

About half of the states have followed the federal lead in earmarking
state aid for compensatory education programs. Guidelines for local
districts"have been niodeled after the federal regulations in some states.
Most of the compensatory programs have concentrated on basic skill
development in reading and mathematics, because these have been
identified as' the areas 9f greatest need among the target students."
Without question, the federal gove mentkas hid a significant impl'a

.R on the development o cnria to a ss program adequacy for culturally
and educationally de wed students.

4 '

In some inst'inces saloOl districts,have been required to provide com
pensatory instructional programs (with or avithout federal financial
assistance) to fulfill federal constitutional and statutory obligations to
minority students who have been the victims of past discrimination. In
1977 the U S. Supreme Court specifically recognized the authority of
the federal judiciary to place such instructional requirements on school
districts." It approved lower court rulings that required programs in
remedial reading and .communciation skills, Ainseling and career
guidance, inservioe teacher trainN. Sand nondiscriminatory, resting as
part of the desegreption plan for the Detroit schdol system. Following
th-is cle)cision, compensatory programs hee been required in desegrega
tion prans for nurnerous school,, districts, including Wilmington,

1*
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Delaware, and Cleveland, Ohio." Recently, the judiciary has reflected
the sentiment the student reassignment alone cannot counteract the ef-
fects of discriminatory practices, minority students 4ave a. federal right
to instructional programs that adequately address their educational
ckefkiencies. .

,

Title IV of.J.1 e Civil Rights Act of 1964" and the Emergency School
Aid Act of 1972 ' also have encouraged the establishment of compen-
satory education programs in schools undergoing court-ordered or
voluntary desegregation. Under both acts, federal funds are available

. to assist in providing such programs. However, the funds may not be
released to any school district if it has policies or procedures (such as
pupil grouping practices) that result in discrimination based on race.
Thus these legislative acts not only have encouraged the provision of
cOmpensatory education but also have required school districts to
eliminate certain discriminatory practices.

...... Vocational Education
The provision of funds to tipgrade vocational and technical education

has been a long-.standing federal priority." Federal aid has been made
available through variolis acts, the Vocational Education Act of 1963
has been the largest source of funds for elementary and secondary
education." To receive aid under thismact.states must Ovelop five-year
plans foilederal apProval arid submit annual reports specifying objec-

, tives and TiZtailing progress in mee,ting the objectives. Each state must
establish a system to monitOr the law's implementation, including its
prohibition against sex discrimination in vocational education. At the
local level advisory councils must assess the vocatjonal education nee
of the cbmmunity and develop an instructional plp to ee ose

needs. In distributing ,federal funds, states must give priority to
ecouomIcally 'depressed areas and schooPdistricts with high unemploy-

- ment rates or concentrations of low-income families or special-need
students." The funds nray not be used for any program that does not
prepare studOts for employment or assist them in making informed
vocationai anorcareer choices. F,unding priorities include the construc-
tion of vocational falities, advancement Of equity goals, and. Ciir-

s.
"ikt riculum development.

In 1980 the Office of Vocational and Aduli Education, which ad-
ministers the 1963 act and vocational programs incldatcl in various

. , y
other laws, reported that almost '20 million persons received.some type

4")

of vocational tradng in federally assisted programs." The federal em-
phasis on vocational education has stimulated considerable state activity
as well. Stamspecifications as to Rrogra,% adequacy in the area of voca-
tional education ate more detailed than in many ocher curricular atcas
because of the plaiining and mOnitoring activities required by the

'
ta ^
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federal regnlatioris Moreover, state and local funding for vocational
education almost tripled from 1972 to 1979, even though federal aid for
vocational education Increased less than 50% during this same time. "Period 51

Research, Development, and
Dissemination Activities

Federal research, development, and dissemination efforts often have
indirectly influenced definitions and standardsfzfed,ucational adequacy
at state and local levels. The Department of Education's Office of
Educational Research and Improvement (0ERI) operites over 40 pro-
grams that support research to improve the quality of educiition, par-
ticularly for studentS with sRecial needs." One component of OERI is
the National Center *for Education Statistics (NCES), which collects
statistical data on the condition and quality of American education.53
Such data are analyzed to identify trends, problems, and policy issues
needing federal, state, or local attention. Another OERI unit is the Na-
tional Diffusion Network, which emphasizes 'the installation of in-
novative educational programs of proven effectivenegs. This network
funded 79' basic skills projects in 1980 to disseminate to schools and col
{cps informatiOn aboat exemplary new approaches to teaching and
*learning."'

The National Institute of Education (NIE) was established in 1972 to
provide leadership hi research and development activities, to advance
edk,..icational eqiiity goals, arid to improve educational practices at the
local district level 55 Through contracts and grants, NIE has funded
numerous research projects, such ag the Effective Schools ,Project, to in- -
vestigate why certain,schools are successful in raising student ,achieve-
ment scores." Also, the NIE Big-City Schoot Superintendents' Network
on Urban Education has pizpvided e forum for superintendents to
dqusi and seek solutions to common problems." Another responsi-
bility,assigned to NIE is to conduct a' regular assessment of student
achievement, this is carried ,out through a contractual ari="aement
with thc Education Commissipn of the States to administer the National
Assesment of Educational Progress (NAEP).11 Such assessment ,data,
as well as the NAE-P ci13jectives art& test itstns, have, been used'in
establiihifig glace adchocal*standards for pupil perforMance in design-
ing assessment programs.

Perhaps a more subtle federal influence on standards of educational
adequacy has resulted from its sponsorship of curriculum development

12 and dissemination projects. For example, through t he Nation4I Science
Foundation (N'SF), 'the federal goverpment has sponsored curriculum
develdpment projects since 4957." While the intent of these projects

,
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has not been to linpoSe A national cur rICUIUM On local school districts,
such federally supphrted cUrriculum materials possibly have a com-
petitive advantage because they can be marketed at a lower cost than
materials without federal support and because they carry an inference
of federal endorsement 6° Curricular programs, such as "ScienceA
Process Approach" and "Man A Course of Study," developed through
NSF grants, have been widely adopted by school districts. These pro-
grams emphasize particular instructional strategies as well as value
orientations

Also illustrathe of federally sponsored development activities are
chose funded under the Womeri's Educational Equity Act (WEEA),

-which has supported derelopment, demonstration, and dissemination
projects to advance equity for women 6' Model projects to eliminate
education barriers for women, to enhance Title IX compliance, and to
reduce sex role stereotyping have had an impact on the pUblic school
curriculuin and hare resulted in changes in scbo61 policies and practices
to eliminate sex bias

Federal futds have been made available for other targeted 'educa-
tional research and derelopment efforts, some administered by OERI
and others administered by the Office of Elementary and Secondary
Education For example. Section 842 of the Education Amendments of
1974 provided funds to assist states in assessing the condition of school
finance systems and in designing new approaches to achieve greater
equalization of resources among school districts." Many categorical aid
programs in areas such as career education, Indian education, metric
education, environmental education, gifted and talented education,
and educational telecommunications have contained research, develop-
ment, and dissemination components." -Data from such research ac-
tivities have been used to m_ake educational program modifications,
sometimes on a statewide basis Indeed, it has been asserted that almost
all educational Innovations since the latter 1960s hav'e resulted from
federal-research and development initiatives."

Futiire Federal Role
To date, the rueljor federal activity in defining and establishing stan-

dards & educational adequacy for public schools has pertained 'to
special need stvidepts and targeted curricular areas, The federal
gmernment has noyeitterripted 'to prescribe the components of an ade-

-quate general education that must be a'ssured all children within this
nation, However, federal lav40, agency regulations, and court decrees
interpreting the federally protected rights of special-need students have.
influenced state legisl&tio ki4 iniIuj1in school finanCe-schemes. For ex-
ample, all states have enacted 1 gislation oiadministrative regulations,

modeled after the federal mandates, that guaraniee the rights of hand-

'
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icapped pupils to receive spec ial'education services Every state also has
included some provision for such programs in state aid formulas. In-
deed, the three programs most often receiving targeted state

aid special education, compensatory education, and vocational
education represent federal priorities.

Possibly, the federal mandates outlining the components of an ade-
quate education fin special-need students may stimulate similar
specificity in delineating the components of a basic or adequate educa-
tion for all pupils. Moreover, some of the services currently required for
handicapped students may be prescribed for the nonhandicapped as
well. A double standard is operating at present, in that the adequacy of
the regular school program usually 4 judged by minimum input stan-
dards Yet programs for special-need students must be more than
minimally sufficient, they must be appropriate to meet the needs of the
learner This "individual needs" orientation toward determining what
constitutes an adequate education represents another perspective in ad-

dition to the input and output approaches.
. If states should follow the ,federal lead and adopt a needs-based
definition of adequacy, it is conceivable that nonhandicapped as well as
handicapped children in the future might be entitled to individualized
educational programs (IEPs), )iear-round instruction if needed, and
special services to "maximize their learrling potential." Already a
small schodl system in Nebraska has reported positive' results froth its use

of IEPs for all pupils within the district." Nebraska has made state
fugds available for other school systems- that wish to implerdent such a
program. Also, a Wisconsin statute suggests, but does not require, that
the equivalent of an IEP be developed for truant students," and in New
Jersey an individualized imProvement plan is required for students iden-
tified as deficient ily.the basic skills." If state legislatures ultimately
should specify that school districts must provide approprtate programs
to meet the unique needs of-all pupils (as curr' ently required for only
certain special-need children), a substantial increase in educational
funds would be required. Also, fir more sophisticated pupil weighting
schemes would be necessary so that funding formulas could accurately
reflect the costs associited witfeaddressing the Complete range of
students' needs.

It seems likely, however, that the federal.role in public education may
be reduced or at least refocused durin'g the coming debacle. Thus con-

.
tinuing federal. leadership in championing school access and educa-
tional equity for all children cannot be assured. Several recent actions
by the Department of EduAtion have provided signtls that the federal
government intends(' tO take a more conservitive approach to pio-
mulgating and ovforcing civil rights regulations. Floc example, the
departmenes,withdrawal of the Lau Rules has been assailed by civil
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rights groups " Similarly, the department's recent decision to recon-
sider the' validity of its regulations protecting educational employees
from sex bias under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 has
been viFwed as a retreat in the civil rights areas." Also, pursuant to Ex-
ecutive Order 12291, in 1981 the department began reviewing regula-
tions for P L. 94-142 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
to identify overly prescriptive provisions and reduce the burdens and
costs of federal regulatory activity.'' It appears that the Department of
Education, or its noncabinet level successor, will place fewer and less
restrictive civil rights requirenients on state and local education agen-
cies 1,\.

The movement to convert federal education aid from categorical to
block grants also has implication for the future federal role in
establishing priorities and standards of program adequacy for public
schools The Reagan administration proposed the consolidation of 44
categorical programs into, two block grants." While Congress made
substantial modifications in the administration's proposal,for fiscal year
1982. in us original form the consolidation plan would have provided
federal fundssfor states with few restrictions as to their use. The plan's
underlying assumption was that states have now enacted legislation con-
sistent with federal priorities, 'so extensive federal monitoring is no
longer required " The proposed plan would have dramatically altered
the federal government's invohement in establishing programmatic
specifications for public schools.

The modified block grant plan adopted by Congress for fiscal year
1982 maintains the major elementary and secondary categorical pro-
grams intact. The block grant excludes Title I programs, the Educa-
tion for All Handicapped Children Act, vocational and adult educa-
tion, and impact aid. However, 28 sinaller categorical programs are
combined in grants to tho states, 80% of which must flow through the
states to loc.al education. agencies. Unlike the Reagan proposal, the
modified plan maintains restrictions on the use of,the federal aid. There,
is some sentiment that the adopted plan contains the worst of both
worlds in that federal aid has been reduced but federal red tape and
restrictions have been retained."

Although Congress has not yet been persuaded to convert all
categorical aid for education into block grants, movement in this direc
tion, already begun, seems likely to continue.. If such federal block
grants ultimately should be awarded to state and local education agen
cies without restrictiOns as tolhe use of the funds, the federal role in
establishing social policy including standards of educational ade-
quacy through categorical grants 'might diminish significantly.
Assuming that the federal, government does disengage itself somewhat
from the educational domain, interpretation and enforcement of state
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'
lay. will become, even mole pivotal in delineating the scope of students'
rights to an adequate education

Without federal pressure and incentives to provide appropriate pro
glarns for certain types of pupils, states may also modify their Provisions
pertaining to special need students In a period of increasing financial
constraints. it cannot be assumed that,state and local education agen
cies will mauitain their commitment to targeted pupils and curricular
areas without the federal impetus.ls

There js some sentiment, however, that federal involvement in educa
tarn will continue, with a change in focus. Priorities suc student
achievement in basic skills and support fOr private educatio'p might
heplace the recent equity and access thrusts." Secretary Bell has ob-
served that in attempting to ensure equal opportunity and ccess to
education, literacy and academic competency have decline6. He has
encouraged local districts t. adopt policies establishing "maximum
competency tests- for students and rewards for teachers to challenge
students and teachers to reach their highest potenti&," Also, in August
1981, Bell announced the formation of a National CommisSion on Ex

Educ,ation. The commissionS charge is to examine and tom
pare curriculum, standards, and expectations for sohoors in thiS' country

and other countries and to hold public, hearingS on' how to foster ex-
cellence in American education "

It is possible that the general education program (instead of targeted
programs) will feel the major federal influence during the 1980s. Et',

forts to establish national cotnpetency standards for students may
receive additional surport If the federal government does Move into
the domain of establishing:output specifications for the general ediAta
non program, state definitions and standards ,of educattional adequacy
could beAignificantly affeCted: This might promote a change from the
current Input orientation to an outcome approach in defining the state's

. .educational obligations.'
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.

' Conclusion

'The school finance reform movement has evolve into an educa-
.1. tional reform movement, with mounting support for the notion that

equalization of resources alone cannot remedy deficiencies in state educa
tonal sysis. Courts, legislatures, and idminjstrative agencies have become
co med about whether instructional programs are sufficient to attain state
educational goals. Educational policy makers considered knowledgeable in
the area of school finance, responding to a national survey in 1980, reported
that adequacy issues were the most pressing problems in financing public
schools.' The quest for educational adequacy has generated substantial legal
activity, however, the meaning of the term "adequacy" has eluded consensus.
The key question is no longer .ether educational adequacy will be ad-
dressed but, rather, how it will 1VE defined, measured, and translated into
funding schemes.

.In the first stction of this chapter wesummarize major points from the
preceding three chapters. Then we explore brifefly some obstacles to defining
and assuring an adequate education. In this concluding section we offer a
few observations on future judicial, legislative, and administrative directions
with respect to educational adequacy. .

Summary of Legal Activity
What, legally, is an adequate education? Courts, legislative bodies, and

administrative agencies have not yet provided a complete answer to this ques-
tion. The law is still evolving, and only a few state legislatures have directly
defined the components of the educational program that must be
guaranteed by the state. Nonetheless, partial defintions of what constitutes
an adequate education (in terms of resources, offe gs, and/or outcomes)
can be gleaned from various state and federi3l laws and regulations that
prescribe standards for schools and from jullicial interkretations of contitu
nonal and statutory provisions. The following generaliiA, oni are supported
by the legislative, administrative, and jvlicial Mandates analyzed in this

study.
i

Litigation ..

1. The U.S. Supreme Court has inferred that there is a federal constitu-
tional entitlement to some education (necessary for the exercise of free ex-
pression and participation in the political process), but has deferred to gte
legislatures to determine the level of education that must be assured, by the
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states. Also, federal courts have ruled chit there is no righl under the Four-
teenth Amendment equal protection clause to equity in educational
resources, prograins, tax burden, br outcomes.

2. All state constitntions contain explicit language pertaining to the
legislative dur to provide fur public education, but statecourts,have.varied
considerably ft- interpreting the scope of this obligation.

S. In some states, courts have concluded that as long as' the legislature
makes some provision for a minimum education for all students (e.g., a
minimum foundation program), legislative discretion shbuld be respected in
deciding how much education will be provided and,how it Will be supported.In these states, legislatures often have given substaittial latitude to local school
districts to determine what constitutes an adequate education.

4. In other states'an adequate education has been judicially defined interms of equity in tax burden and educational revenues. Legislatuies 'have
been required to devise school support systems that are fiscally neutral in that
educational funds are not tied to local property wealth. In these states,
courts have emphasized that education is ultimately a state responsibility.

5. In a few states an adequateeducation has been judicially defined as one
that fulfills the state constitutional obligation to provide a thorough and effi-
cient or basic education for all students. These courts have required
legislatures to identify and fully fund the components of an educational pro.
gram that will meet the state's educational goals.

6. Some courts have held that the adequacy of private school programs .
should be assessed usingoutcome measures (i.e., sentient achievement data)rather than the input specifications (e.g.', teacher' quali.64;tions, course
prescriptions, etc.) that are commonly used to assess the sufficiency of public
school programs. Other courts have upheld the state's authority to impose
minimum prbgram and personnel requirements on nOnputilic gchools to en-
sure an educated citizenry.

7. In general, courts have been more willing to interpret statutory direc-
tives than to create new constitutional law.

8. In cases involving special-need students, courts have been quite assertive"in interpreting the statutory jights of theie children and the accompanying
obligationi placed on education agencies to address their unique needs.

9. Courts have been unsympathetic when fiscal constraints have lieen of-fered as the rationale for ngt fulfilling statutory obligations.

State Statutory and Regulatory Activity

I. Statutory enactments pertaining to education have become more
detailed and broader in scope.

2. Most state education'laws pertain to input requirements (e.g., teacher
qualifications, school.calendar, pupil/teacher ratio, prescribed courses, etc.),
but the number of 'statutes pertaining to school accountability, student com-
petency requirements, and. the rights of special-need students has increased
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2

in recent years
3 Despite the proliferation of state laws, few state legislatures have at-

tempted to idehtify the specific components of an adequate education for the

general school population.
"- 4 The- most

detailed-standards-of-educational adequacy are found in

state board of education regulations. The input requirements contained

in school approval or accreditation scherhes substitute for definitions of

educational adequacy in most states

5 Many state imposed program standards are not reflected in state

schdol suppOrt' schemes, and the relationship between- some input

specifications and the anainment;of ncational outcomes is not well

documented '1

6 gffort's to improve the efficiency of sc hools through accountability

mandates have been hampered by ill-defined edu&tional goals.

7 Receni efforts to define an adequate education in terms of school

oxputs pcmarily have entailed the identification of minimutn student

cdmpetoncii.s The limits of psychometric kndwledge, coupled with the

Lick ot consensus as to desired (Incomes of schooling, have resulted in a

narrow focus for most minimum competency programs (mainly reading

and cojnputation skills)

' 8 With the exception of limited provions for remedial programs,

. most state school support systems Øo not reflect school output standards.,

9 In many states efforts to est blish input and output specifications

for schools are not sufficiently coordinated
J

Federal Role

t.

I The federal role in defining and establishing standards of educa-

nimal adequacy mainly has involved targeted curricular areas and

categories of pupils
2 Through civil rights legislation and regulations and- court deci-

sions interpretin'g these mandates) educati" agencies have been re-

guyed to provide specific services and programs to overcome past disad-

vantages or present disabilities of students.

3 Regulattons attached (13 federal categorical aid programs and

federal research, developnient, anti dissemination activities also have

influenced def4ntions and standards of educational adequacy.

4. Themost specific federal pronouncements on the components of

ati adequate education have pertained to programs and servi s that

must be provided for handicapped children'.

5. Federal mandates have nurtured a double standard in,assess ng '

educational adequacy, in that the general educational program is

usually considered adequate if it satisfies minimum state input re-

quirements, whereas programs for special-need student§ must be ap-

propriate to address the students' unique characteristics.
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6 Targete' feileral educational priorities (e.g , special education,
compensatory education. Nocaticinal education) are reflected in most
state school support scheme's

7 There' are recent indications that the federaLgovernment_intends
to reduce Or at least refocus its role in determining public educational
policies and practice§.

Obstacles to Defining and Establishing
Standards of Educational Adequacy

Most legal activitypertaining to educational adequacy is relatively re
cent, and such actiCity understandably lacks sufficient coordination at
this time. Many unresolved issues have been noted in the precedijag
chapters. A coupl; of these issues pose particular barriers to efforts to
define and assure educational adequacy for all\students.

Lack of Consensus Regarding Adequacy for What and for Whom

The term "adequacy,- by definition, means sufficiency for a given
purpose Thus the adequacy of educational programs or school support
systems cannot be assessed accurately until there is some agreement
regarding for what the programs and resources muit be sufficient. The
purposes currently ascribed to public education are often ambiguousOr
all encompassing. Global pal statements that schools should prepare
,students for adult, roles or maximize their potential provide little
guidance with respect to the specific compOnents of the educational
program that should be assured to all children.

By couching edUc ational goals in glohal language, some controversial
issues can be avoided. Should individual or societal, equity or libeny in
terests prevail? Should professionals play a major role in determining
educational priorities, or should such decisions be left solely to political
determination? Should educational purposes be prescribed at the state
level or determined locally on the basis of local preferences and needs?
Until these and other difficult questions are addressed, it seems likely
that educational goals will continue to be phrased in language intended
to satisfy everyone, thereby promising far morethari schools reasonably _
can be expected to deliver.

It is not uncommon for a state's educational goMs to assure equal
educational opportunities, adequate instruction to prepare all children
for citizenship and competition in a free enterprise econorny, a range of
educational offerings to produce Well rounded adults, and instruction
tailored to the needs of each individual child. ,It is difficult at best to
translate such all encompassing goals into specific instructional pro
grams and iervices. For example, what skills are necessary for an in
divitlual to compete successfully in the labor market? What level of
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competition is considered sufficient, and for what marketplace must
one be prepared?

_Wittout concrete goals- to provide the -foundation for definitions And"
standards of educational adequaq, school priorities are being deter-
mined by local', state, and federal input and Output requirements that
are imposed on scliools. Some of these requirements seem to be giound-

ed in conflicting notions 0out the purposes of public ethication Addi-
tional responsibilities arl being placed on schools by different levels of
government without a consensus that public schools can (or should)
assume these responsibilities. Public schools cannot solve all of society's

problems. Realistic purposes for public education need to be identified
so that resources can be Concentrated on finding the most appropriate
means to attain them.

W+n they identify goal's and objectives for public schools, policy
makers must also decide for whom instructional programs should be
adequate. At present the standards to assess program adequacy vary ac-
cording to the students being served. ' For normal-range students, the
educational program is considered ):1equate if it satisfies minimum in
put requirements, but the program for certain pupils must be,tailored
to meet their unique needs. Sensitive issues must be addressed regard-

ing the scope of the school's responsibility to meet the entire continuum

. of pupils' needs. Should a substantial portion of limited educational
resources be expended to toilet train students or to provide catheteriza

tion and psychotherapy services? Should gifted as well as handicapped
students be.entitled, to a publicly supporled private education if the
public school is not meeting their needs? Should public schools be
responsd3le for, preschool and adult education prosrams? Are schools
attempting to perform some functions that could°%e handled more ef-

fectively by other public agencies? Without answersto these and similar
questions, the components of the instructional program and standards
of educational adequacy may be determined in part by the strength of

lobbying efforts.
An apparent paradox must be resolved: Legislatures have been

reluctant to establish concrete jgoals and objectives for schools, but at
the same time Input and output requirements have been established at
an escalating,rate. In essence, educational adequacy has been defined
by the standardsimposed, even though such standards may be based on
faulty assumptions regarding for what and for whom educational pro-
grams should be adequate. Solutions have been implemented without
thorough exploration of the problems they are designed to solve or the
outcomes they are intended to acfiieve.2 Until the incongruities between

means, and ends are addressed, the proliferation of legal mandates
establishing educational input and output standards will not assure that
educational programs are indeed sufficient for a gtven purpose
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Translation of Input and Output Requirements into Funding Schemes

In the absence of legislative specification of the components of an
adequate education, minimum input standards usually serve as "Prox
les" for a definition of educational adequacy. It is assumed that schools
are providing sufficient programs for normal range students if such
Minimum criteria are satisfied. In general, input standards are prom
ulgated by state boards of education and developed by state department
perrnnel relying on the collective judgment of experts in the field or on
data pertaining to past practices within the state., There is little
documentation to show that many of the input standards currently irn
posed on schools are directly related to the attainment of specific out
comes. A program might be considered adequate On the basis of input
standards, even though the envisioned outcomes of the program have
not been attained (e.g student mastery of basic skills).

While there is an escalating movement to develop output measures of
educational adequacy, substantial controvexsy persists over what out
comes should be assessed. For example, should outEome standards be
defined in terms of basic academic skills or on the basis of other criteria
such as employment or income? Because of the difficulties associated
with Measuring the long range outcomes of schooling, Most output
measures have been confined to student achievement in basic skill areas,
primarily reading and mathematics. Even in this limited domain the
estblishment of student performance standards and statewide assess
ment programs has not been sufficiently coordinated with school ac-
creditation or approval standards. Thus conflicting input and output
specificItions have been simultaneously imposedkon some schools. For
example, a 03.41 school may be required to devote a certain percentage
of the instructional day to creative and applied arts, while the effec-
tiveness of the school is being judged on the basis of whether students
master minimum skills in reading and mathematics.

Other problems are asrciated with output standards of educational
adequacy. 'The proceduies used to assess pupil performance have been
vulnerable'to attack on both legal and educational grounds. Student
testing programs continue to be plagued by questions pertaining to the
curricular validity and racial and cultural bias of the instruments used.
Also, data are not currently available to link student perfórrnance (in
the narrow domain that is assessed)-to specific programmatic features or
pedagogical practices.

Moreover, the input and- output specifications being imposed on
schools are often not reflected in state school support systems. Wicost

states do not assure fult support of the ed4ational pipe-am that must
be provided to satisfy state regulations. In several states standards im-
posed upon schools by state boards of education have become more
detailed without significant changes in educational funding schemes. In
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tat t, in a few t ases the petcentage of school funds supplied at the state
level has actually declined in recent years. although state imp.osed re
quirements pertaminpo program components hay become more ex

-
tensive '

If all students are expected to master certain competencies b'efore
leas ing public 'schools, provisions should be madc for the students who
will lequire remedial programs and perhaps additional yedrs of school
ing Similarly it the basic edaation program is expected to satisfy
specific state imposed standards, there must'be assurances that 'suffi
c lent funds are available for those standards to be met: Furthermore, if
educauonal adequacy is to be assessed on the basis of whether schools
are meeting the needs of each individual learner, more sOphisticated

systems of reflet ting the tosts associated with addressing various types of
students' nee0 will have to be devised. Unless input and ourput re
quirements are directly reflected in school funding schemes, school

ts may be faced with ontmually increasing demands and decreas
ing resources with which to meet those demands

Outlook for the 1980s
It seems likely that school finance reform efforts increasingly will

tot us on adequat y in addition to equity concerns This change in em-
phasis can be attributed to a combination of factors. For example, as
state legislatures have assumed a greater share of the fiscal responsibility
for education, they ihave 1;ecome more interested in the substance of
educational offerings., Responding to court rulings, committee recom
mendations; anti public demands for accountability ,,legislatures seem
destined to become more active in defining the components of the-
minimum educatton that must be assured throughput the state.

Also, the federal government has given some indication that its

eduCational prioritles may be shifting from equity toward adequacy
oncerns The Reagan administration has taken the position that
hool access and equity goals have been s_ufficiently addressed by state

and local educ anon agencies, therefor, burdensome federal regula
tions are nu longer needed in this arena While it appears unlikely that
Congress will totally abandon its efforts to attain educational equity,
there is some sentiment that the federal government will focus greater
attention on providing incentives (and pressure) to improve educational
outcomes in terms of pupil achievement.'

In addition, the notion of adequacy has more appeal than does equity
to those interested in the preservation of local. control. Wise has
asserted that local schools "should be held responsible for the produc
non of education, while other levels and branches of government should

be held responsible for ensuring equity within schools. . Although
equity issues require sonie degree of centralized policy intervention,

0
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there is mounting sentiment that local comnfunities shoUld not be disen
franchised in educational decision making.Thus, the inherent conflict
between the concepts of liberty and equity has been brought into focus '
A commitment to make edlicational opportunities equitable amolig all
school districts within a state often results in e reduction in discretionary
powers of local school-districts to provide educational offerings at a level

... of they own choosing However, it is possible to mandate that an ade
+tate eduCation be provided throughout a state without equitable op
portunales being required. Indeed, this is essentially the position
assumed by the United States Supreme Court.in Rodriguez ' The Court
concluded that intercbstrict disparities can be overlooked as long as the
state, ensures that a.II students receive a minimum education necessary
for the exercise lzf constitutional rights and full participation in the
democratic process

The difference between the Rodriguez rationale and future judicial
rulings seems likely to center on an intevretation of the "quantum" of
education required. The Rodriguez majority assumed that the state's
minimum foundation prOgram supported the necessary basic educa
tional program and that state accreditation standards provided
assurances that all school districts were providing an adequate educa
non. Such assumptions may not be accepted by future courts as readily

is they ,haye been in the past Courts may be more inclined to require
legislatures to specify the envisioned outcomes of schooling and to iden
tIfy the components of /he educational program necessary to attain
those outcomes. .

As legislatuies become increasingly specific in prescribing the skills,

, behaviors, and knowledge that should be acquired by student's, it 'seems
tnevitable drat support systems will have to reflect school outputs as well
as inputs.- For example, provisions will need to be made for remedial in
struction for students who do no-t demonsirate mastery of designated

skills Some states already require an individualized educational pro
gram to be developed for' students with identified basic skill

deficiencies ' The et4hasis on outcomes may ultimately lead to more
precise measures of student need

..)
An outcome orientation toward the state s obligation to provicra-n

adequate education might also generate substantial litigation iii which
courts will 'be asked to evaluate whether particular programs are suffi
tient to assure student mastery, of prescribed skills and whether these t

skills arc sufficient fur the state's educational goals to be-attained (e g .
to prevare students for employment) If legiilatures promise more than
can be delivered, school districts may become vulnerable to instruc
tional negligence suits. This type of litigation might bring into focus the
need for additional research documenting what skills (school outputs)
are needed for success in various lifi. roles (school outcomes) and:what '

.1
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instructional lesoutt CS a 1 t ne«.ssary to teat h the ski& ukntified.
Research currently as ailable in this arena is deficient m both fiwus

and rigor findings often are nom onfirmatory or contradictory Ior ex
aniple teat hing experience and adcan«.d degrees are maim deter
minants of,teac hers salaries, but these Yariables are not clearly related
to improsements in sc hool outputs ' Perhaps a "second generation" of
production function studies Will intArlde a reliable body of infortnation,
isolating the !lima( t of changes in it sollr«.s on changes in school
effects

Such inforanation is needed to safeguard education from suittannal
budget cuts as public funds shrink Edlit ation has not been able to pro
side cost benefit data as readily as hase some other public send( es. and
the citizenry appeats less sangucne about the efficacy of public schools
than Was true in the past " In 1981 the Education Corn-mission of the
States teported that nearly two thuds of the states face critical shortages
in educational funds, resulting from a combination of inflation, the
genet al state of the economy. tax limitation measures, and efforts to
trim goyernmental spending ii

, I he legal ac tisity to define and establish standards of edut anonal
adequacy possibly will result in realistic and c ont tete educational goals
and lesearch relating progranitand resources to the attainment of those

I. goals Legislatne committees in seYetal states such as Montana and
South Dakota air currently attempting to define the components of an
adequate edit( anon As additional states identify such program
feat utes and guatanter their full support perhaps the rhetoric of

educational dequacy will be«mte a, reality

,
Cynthia Ward S. hod Fnuncr horst Opinion Survey Journal of Education

Fmame ts no 4 ( 1981) 505 11

2 artM hs Wes h equal), in Mutational PTOgIarits A Legal Penpecove ri

Perspectives in State School Support Systenu ed K F Jordan and Nelda Cam
Mon (Cambridge Masi Ballinger Pub Co 1981)

ln Virginia t example the state mandated standards of quality have become

time elaborate but the portion of educational revenues supplied by the state has
decreased See Rtchard Salmon and Ralph Shotwell "Virginia School Finance

Reform Status Quo Maintained Journal of Education Fmance 3 no 4

(1978) 527

4 See David Clark and Mary Anne Arniot 'The Impact of thc Reagan Adminutration
'on Federal Educaoon POlicy,' Plu Delta Kappan 63 no 4 0 98t) 258 59
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Appendix A

Selected Cases Pertaining .to
Educational Adequacy in

-Public School Programs*

School Finance Cases

State Sapport Schemes ,
it' Alma School Dist. v. Dupree, No 77:406 (Ark. Chancery, Pul'a;ki

County. 1981)

Board of Educ , Levittown Union Free S400l Dist., Nassau County v
Nyquist, 408 N Y.S. 2d 606 (Sup. Ct., Nassau County, 1977 aff'd

odtfied, 443 N Y.S.2d843 (App Div 1981).

Boston teachers Union v. City of Boston, 416 N.E.2d 1363 (Mass.
1981

Depart ent of Educ. v School Bd. of Collier County, 394 So. 2d 1010
(Fla. 1981)

Thomas v. Stewart, No 8275 (Ga. Super., Polk County, 1981), rev'd,
McDaaiel v. Thomas,'285 S.E.2d 156 (Ga. 1981).

Board of.Educ. of the Cit;T School Dist. of the City of Cincinnati v
Walter, 390 N.E.2d 812 (Ohio 1979), cert denied, 444 U.S. 1015
(1980).

In re Board Of Edulir of the City of Trenton, 424 A.2d 435 (N.J. 1980).1

Washakie County School District No. 1 v. Herschler, 606 P.2d 310
,(Wyo. 1980), cert dented sub nom. Hot Springs Comity School Dist.

. No. 1 v. asha 'e County ScIN1 Dist. No. 1, 499 U.S. 842 (1980).

BOard of Edu ownship High SchOol Dist. No. 206 v, Cronin, 388
N.E.2d 72 (Ill. App. 1979).

Centennial School Dist v. Commonwealth Dep't of Educ , 408.A.2d
211 (Pa., Commw. 1979)

*Cases are cited in reverse chronological order under each section.
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Danson v Casey, 399,A 2d .360 (Pa 1979).

Karcher v. Byrne, 399 A.2d '644 (N J. 19,79)
. ,

Lujan v. State Bd. of Educ... No. 79 SA 276 (D. Colo 1979).

Newcome v. Board of Educ. of Tucker Cky, 260 S.E.2d 462 (V Va.
App. 1979)-:

O'Donnell v Casey, 405,A.2d 1006 (Pa Commw. 1979).

Rauley v Kelly, 255 S.E.2d 859 (W. Va. 1979).

Somerset County Bd. of Educ. v. Hornbeck (Ma: Cir. Ct., liaItimore
City; 1979); reported in Education Daity, 21 May 1981, pp. 1-2.

State ex rel. Conger'v Madison County, 581 S.W.2d 632 (Tenn. 1979).

Board of Educ. v. Walter, 1.0 Ohio Op 3d 26 (Ohio App. 1978).

Home v Louisiana State Bd. pf Educ., 357 So. 2d 1216 (La. App.
1978), writ denied, 359 So 2d 621 (La. 1978).

Seattle School Dist. No. 1 of King County v. Washington, 585 P.2d 71
(Wash..1978). r

Township of Princeton v New Jersey Dep't. of Educ., 394 A.2d 1240
(N.J. Super. App. Div. 1978).

Bdard of Educ v. Superintendent of Public Instr.. 257 N.W.2d 73
(Mich. 1977). r

Board of Educ. v Walter, No A760275 (,Ohio C.P., Hamilton County,
1977)

Oster v. Kneip, No. 77-365 (S D. Ci Ct., Hughes County, filed 1977).

We1vrikion No 77-652 (S-.13-. CiCt ,
filed 1977).'

Knowles v. StateBd. of Educ , 547:P.2d 699 (Kan. 1976)., ,

Matterof livy, 382 N.Y.S.2d 13 (N.Y 1976).

Olsen v. State of Oregon, 554 P.2d 139 (Or. 1976).

People of the State of Illinois ex rel. Jones v. Adams, 40 III. App. 3d ,
189 (1976).

Robinson VI, 358 .A.2d 457 (N J 1976).

Robinson V. 355 A.3d 129 (N.J. 1976)

Scarnato v. Parker, 415 F. Supp., 272 (M.D: La. 1976)

Serrano v Priest, 557 P.2d 929 (Cal. 1975) "Serrano II."
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Boothbay v. Langley, No..75-918,(Me. Super., Kennebec County, 1975)
(dismissed as moot).

Northwestern School Dist. v. Pittenger, 397 F. Supp. 975 (W.D.ya.
1975).

Robinson IV, 351 A.2d 713 (N.J. 197'5).

Robinson III, 339 A.2d 193 (N.J. 1975).

Thompson v. Engelking,,537 P.2d 635 (Idaho 1,975).

Horton v. Meskill, 332 A.2d 113 (Conn. 1974):

Northshow School Dist. No. 417 v. Kinnear, 530 P.2d 178 (Wash.
1974).

Woodahl v. Straub, 520 P.2d 776 (Mont. 1974), cert. denied, 419 U.S.
845 (1974).

Blas'e v. State, 302 N.E.2d 46 (I11..1873).

Robinson II, 306 A.2d 65 (N.J. 1973).

Robinson v. Cahill, 287 A.2d 187 (N.J. Super. '1972), affd as modified,
303 A.2d 273 (N.J. 1973) "Robinson I."

San Antonio independent School Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973).

Shofstall v. ,Hollins, 515 P.2d 590 (Ariz: 1973).

State ex rel. Brotherton v. Blankenship, 207 S.E.2d 421 (W. Va. 1973).

Caldwell v. Kansas, No. 50616 (D. Kan. 1972).

Milliken v. Green, 203 N.W.2d 457 (Mich. 1972).

Parker v. Mandel, 344 F. Supp. 1068 (D. Md. 1972).

Serrano v. Priest, 484 P.2d 1241 (Gal. 1971) "Serrano I."

Van Dusartz -v. Hatfield, 334 F. Supp. 870 (D. Minn. 1971).

Board of Educ. of Elizabeth v. City Council, 262 A. 2d 881 (N.J. 1970).

Burruss v. Wilkerson, 310 F. Stipp. 572 (W.D. Va. 1969), aff'd mem.,
397 U.S. 44 (1970).

Hargrave v. Kirk,'313 F. Supp. 944 (M.D. Fla. 1970), vacated on other
grounds sub nom. Askew v. Hargrave, 401 U.S. 476 (1971).

McInnis v. Shapiro, 293 F. Supp. 327 (N.D. Ill. 1968), affd mem. sub
nom. McInnis v. Ogilvie, 394 U.S. 322.41969).

LeBeauf v. State Bd. of Educ., 244 F. Supp. 25g (E.D. La. 1965).
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People V Deatherage, 81 N.E.2d 581.(I11. 1948):

Louisville v. Board of Educ., 195 S.W.2c1-291 (Ky. 1946). "

Commonwealth ex rel. Baxter v. Burnett, 35 S.W.2d 857 (Ky. 1931).

Board of Educ. v. McChesney, 32.S.W.2d 26 (Ky. 1930).

State ex rel. King v. Sherman, 135 N.E.2d 625 (Ohio 1922).

Dickinson v. tiontison, 178 S.W. 930 (Ark. 191).

Taxation

Po lick v. Chicago School Finance Authority: 402 N.E.2d 247 (III. 1980).

School Dist. No. 25, Bannock County v. State Tax Comm'n, 612 P.2d
126.(Idaho 1980).

Inhabitants of Town of Stonington v. Inhabitants of Town of Deer Isle, ,
403 A,2d 1181 (Me. 1979).

Paul L. Smith, Inc. v. Southern York County School Dist., 403 A.2d
1034 (Pa. Commw. 1979).

Thompson v. Anding, 370 So. 2d 1335 (Miss. 1979).

Amador Valley Joint Onion High School Dist. v. State Bd. of Equal-
ization, 149 Cal. Rptr. 239 (Cal. 1978).

Citizens for Fair Taxes v. Brockette, No. A-77-CA-106 (W.D. Tex.
.1978).

Swanton Local School Dist. -Library v. Budget Comm'n of Lucas
County, 378 N.E.2d 139 (Ohio 1978).

Too ley v. O'Connell, 253 N.W.2d 335 (Wis. 1977).

Buse v. Smith, 247 N.W.2d 141 (WA. 1976).

Dornacker v. Olson, 248 N.W.2d 844 (N.D. 1976).

Harte v. Lehnhausen, 328 N.E.2d 543 (Ill. 1975), cert.. denied, 423

U.S. 912 (1976).

Lafayette Steel Company v.,City of Dearborn, 360 F. Supp. 1127 (E.D.
Mich. 1973).

Board of Educ. of Louisville v. Board of Educ. of Jefferson County, 458
S.W.2d 6 (Ky. 1970).

Rainwater v. Haynes, 428 S.W.2d 254 (Ark. 1968).

Pingry Corporation v. Township of Hillside, 217 A.2d 868 (N.J. 1966).
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Brennan v. Black, 104 A.2d 77? (Del. 1954).

State ex rel. Vd. of Educ. of City of Minneapolis v. Erickson, ,251
N.W.519 (Minn: 1933).

Board Of Supervisors of King and Queen County v. Cox, 4 56 S.E, 755

(Va. 1931).

McNair v. School Dist. No. 1, 288 lk. 188 (Mont. 1930).

Fiedler v. Eckfeldt, 166 N.E. 504 (Ill. 1929).

Moseley v. City of Dallas, 17 S.W 2d 36 (Tex. App. 1929).

Richardson v. Liberty Independent School Dist., 22 S.WAd 475 (Tex

Civ. App. 1929).

Miller v. Korns, 10 N.E. 7'3 (Ohio 1923).

In re Scliool Code of 1919, 108 A. 39 (Del, 1919).

Society for EstabiishigAJseful Manufactures v. City of Paterson, 98 A.

440 (N J. 1916),

Associated Schools of Independent Dist. No. 63 v. School Dist No 83,

142 N.W. 325 (Minn 1913).

Fenton v. Board of Cornm'rs of Ada County, 119 P. 41 (Idaho 1911).

McIntire v Powell. 125 S.W. 1087 (Ky. 1910).

City of Louisville v Commonwealth, 121 S.W 411 (Ky. 1909).

Evers v. Hudson, 92 P. 462 (Msont. 1g07).

Re;e11 v. Annapolis, .31 A. 695 (Md. 1895).

Fees for Textbooks and Courses

Do& v. Plyer, 628 F.2d 448 (5th Cir. 1980), cert granted, 101 S Ct.

2044 (1981) ..

.Board of Educ of Freeport Union Free School Dist. v. 'Nyquist, 430

N.Y S.2d 266 (N.Y. 1980).

Sneed v. Greenseoro City Bd. of Educ., 264 S.E.2d 106 (N.C. 1980).

Crim v. McWhorter, 252 S.E.2d 421 (Ga. 1979).

Foster v. County School Bd. of PrinceWilliam County, 48 U.S.L.W.

3128 (Va. 1979), cert denied, 444 U.S. 804 (1980).

Cardiff v. Bismark Public School Dist., 263 N.W.2d 105 (N.D. 1978).
..
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Chapp v. High School Dist. No 1 of Pima County, 574.P.2a 493 (Ariz.'
App. 1978),

Sodus Central School v Rhme, 406 N.Y.S.2d 175 (App. Div. 1978).

Concerned Parents v. Caruthersville School Dist., 548 S.W.2d 554 (Mo:
1977).

Beck v Board of Educ of Harlem Consolidated School Dist., 344
N.E.2d 440 (III' 1976)

Marshall v. School Dist Re No. 8Morgan dounty, 553 P.2d 784 (Colo.
1976)

Norton v. Board of Educ. of School Dist. No. 16, Hobbs Municipal
Schools, 553 P.2d 1277 (N.M. 1976).

Carpio v. Tucson High School Dist. No. 1 of Pima County, 524 P. 2d
948 (Ariz. 1974).

Chandler v. South Bend Community School Corp., 312 N.E.2d 915
(Ind App 1974).

Vandevender v. Cassell, 208 S,E.2d 436 (W. Va. 1974).

Granger v. Cascade County School Dist., 499 P.2d 780 (Mont. 1972).

Johnson v. New York State Educ. Dep't, 449 F.2d 871 (2d Cir. 1971),
vacated and remanded, 409 U.S. 75 (1972)113er curian7).

,Scope of Legislative Authority
Regarding Provision of EduCation

Bryne v. Alexande'r, 425 A.2d 602 (Pa. Commw. 1981).

Corliss v. Soloman, 427 N.y.S.2c1 868 (App. Div. 1980) .

o v. Cooper, 272 S.E.2d 274.(Ga. 1980).

Salin County Bd. of Educ. v. Hot Spring County Bd. of Educ., 603
S.W.2d 413 (Ark. 1980).

,

Walker v. Board of Educ. of Olean City School Dist., 433 N.Y.S..2d 660
(App. Div. 1980).

Blumer v. School Bd. of Beresford Independent School Dist., 250
N.W.2d 282 (S.D. 1977).

Cronin v. Lindberg, 360 N.E.2d 360 (III. 1977).

Hootch v. Alaska State Operated School System, 536 P.2d 793 (Alaska
1975).
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Jeter v Ellenville Central School Dist , 377 N.Y.S.2d 685 (App. Div.

1975).

Morris v. Board of Educ. of Laurel School Dist., 401 F. Supp. 188 (D.

Del 1975).

Corder v. City of Milford, 196 A 2d 406 (Del. Super., Sussex County,

(1963)

Howard v. County School Board of Allegheny County, 122 S.E.2d 891

(Va. 1961)

Harrison v Day, 106 S.E.2d 636 (Va. 1959).

Wooky v. Spalding. 293 S W.2d 563 (Ky. 1956).

State ex rel Trent v. Sims, 77 S.E.2d 122 (W. Va. 1953).

Board of Supervisors of Chesterfield County v. County School Bd. of
Chesterfield County, 28 .E.2d 698 (Va 1944)

American Nat gank of Idaho Fa 11i v. Joint Independent SchOol Dist.

No 9, 102 P.2d 826 (Idaho 1940).

Ehret v. School Dist. of Kulpmont, 5 A.213-188 (Pa. 1939).

Commonwealth ex rel Meredith v. Norfleet, 115 S.W.2d 353 (K)r.

1938); ,

Malone v. Hayden, 197 A. 344 (Pa. 1938).

State ex rel Lien v. School Dist No 73, 76 P.2d 330 (Mont. 1938).

Grant v. Michaers-, 23 P.2d 266 (Mont. 1933).

Board of Educ of City of Minneapolis v. Houghton, 233 N.W. 834

(Minn. 1930).

Manley v. Moon,.6S W.2d 2.81 (Ark. 11128).

Flory V. Smith, 134 S E. 360 (Va. 1926).

Board of Educ. v. Moorehead. 136 N.W. 913 (Ohio 1922).

People ex rel. Russell v. Graham, 134 N.E. 57 (Ill. 1922).

State ex.rel ,Mcthodist Children's Home v. Board of <due.. 138 N.E.

865 (Ohio 1922).

Houston v. Gonzales Independent School Dist., 202 S.W. 963 (Tex. Civ.

App. 1918).

'Herold v McQueen, 75 S E. 313.(W, Va, 1912).

Florman v. School Dist. No. 11, 40 P. 469 (1895).
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In re Kindergarten Schools, 32 P. 422 (Colo. 1893),

Kuhn v..Board of EduC. of Wellsburg, 4 W. Va. 499 (1871).

Compulsory Attendance/Equivalent Instruction
State of Nebraska v. Faith Baptili Church, 301 N.W.2d 471 (Neb.

1981), appeal dtsmtssed sub norn 'Faith Baptist Church v. Douglas,
102 S.,Ct. 75 (1981).

State of West Virginia v. Riddle, 2815 S.E.2d 359 (W. Va. 198.1).

Committee for Public Educ and Religious Liberty v. Regan. 444 U S.
948 (1980).

Hanson v. Cushman, 490 FASupp. 109 (W.D. Mich. 1980).

Kentucky State Bd. for Elementary and gecondary Educ, v. Rudasill,
589 S.W.2d 877 (Ky. 1979), cert denied, 446 U.S. 938 (1980).

McKeesport Area School- Dist. v. Pennsylvania Dep't of Educ., 446
U.S. 970 (1980). -

?
State v Shaver, 294 N.W.2d 883 (N.D. 1980).

State.ex rel. Nagle v. Olin, 415 N.E.2d 281 (Ohio 1980).

State Fire Marshall v. Lee, 300.N.W.2d 748 (Miclf App. 1980).

Wells v. Banks, 266 S.E.2d 270 (Ga. App. 1980).

C; of Akron v. Lane,4416 N.E.2d 642 (Ohio App. 1979).

Hill v. State, 381 So. 2d.91 (Ala. App. 1979):

In Interest of Rice, 285 N.W. 2d 223-(Nebi. 1979).

, State v. Vietto, 252 S.E.2d 732,(N.C. 1979).

State of M*ouri v. Davis, 598 S.W.2d 189 (Mo. App. 1979).

"Cleary y. Lash, 401 N.?.S.2d 124 (Nassau County Ct. 1977).

In the Mauer'of Franz, 391 N.Y.S.2d 940 (App. Div. 1977).

Wolman v. Walters, 433 U.S. 229 (1977).

' In re Gregory B 387 N.Y.S.2d 380 (Fam. Ct. 1976).

In re McMillan, 22,6 S.E-.2d 693 (N.C. App. 1976).

State v. LaBarge, 357 A.2d 121 (Vt. 1976),

State of Ohio v Whisner, 351 N.E:ici 750 (Ohio 1976).

In re Eric and Liisa Davis. 318 A.2d 151 (N.H. 1974).
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-In re Thomas 11 , 357 N Y.S 2d 384 (Fam. Ct. 1974).

Scoma v. The Chicago Bd. of Educ., 391 F. Supp. 452 (N.D. III. 1974).

F & F v Duval County, 2734o. 2d 15 (Fla. Dist. Ct App. 1973).

Wisconsin v Yoder, 406 U.S 205 (1972).

Zebra v School Dist of City of Pittsburgh, 296 A.2d 748 (Pa. 1972).

Lemon v Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971)

Board of Educ Allen, 392 U S 236 (1968).

State v Garber, 419 P.2d 896 (Kan. 1966), cert denied, 389 U.S. 51

(1967)

State.of New Jersey s Massa, 231 A.2d 252"(Morris County Ct.11967)

City of Chicopee v Jakubowski, 202 N.E.2d 913 (Mass. 1964). (
State v Lowry, 383 P.2d 962 (Kan. 1963).

Board of Edue of Aberdeen Huntington Local School Dist. v. State Bd
of Educ 189 N.E.2d 81 (Ohio App 1962)

In re Shinn. 16 Cal Rptr. 165 (Dist. Ct. App. 1961).

Shoreline SLhool Dist. v. Superior Court for King County, 346 P 2d,999
(Wash 1959), cert, denied, 363 U.S. 814 (1960).

State v Pilkinton. 310 S.W,2d 304 (Mo App. 1958)
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Appendix B

State Constitutional Provisions
Pertaining to the Legislative Duty
To Pro Vide for Public Elementary

and Secondary Education

Abridged Constitutional Mandates by State

Alabama
It is the policy to further and promote the education of its citizens in a man

ner cormstent with its available resources, and the willingness and abihty of the in
chindual student, but nothing therein] shall be construed as creating or recognizing
any right to education Art. 14, 5 256 as amended by Amendment 111

Alaska
The legislature shall by general law establish and maintain a system of public

sehools open to all children Art 7, s 1

Arizona te

The legislature shall . provide for the establishment and maintenance of a
general and uniform public school system Art 11. S I.

Arkansas
Intelligence and virtue being the safeguards of libersy and the bulwark of a free

and good government, the state shall ever maintain a general. sunable and effi-
cieM system of free public schools and shall adopt all suitable means to secure to
the kople the advantages and opportunities of education. Art. 14, 5 1

Califoinia
A general diffusion of knowledge and intelligence being essential to the preser

vation of the rights and liberties of the people. the Legislature shall encourage by
all suitable means the promotion of intellectual, scientific, moral, and agricultural
improvement Art 9, S i

Colorado I-_
The General Assembly shall . . provide for the establishment and maintenance

of a thorough and uniform system of free public schools throughout the state
v

Art 9. S 2

1:2G .
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4 Connecticut i
There shall always be free pubhc elemental), and secondary schools in the state

The general assembly shall implement this principle by appropriate legislation
Art 8. S 1

Delaware
The General Assembly shall provide for the establishment and maintenance of a

general and efficient system of free public schools Art 10, S I

Florida
Adequate provision shall be made by law 'Wm a uniform system of free public

schools Art 9. S 1

Georgia
The provision of an adequate education for, the citizens shall be a primary

obligation of the state of Georgia. the expense of which shall be provided by taxa
non. Art 8. 5 I

Hawaii
The State shall provide for the establishment, support and control of a statewide

system of pubhc schools free from sectarian control , Art 9, S 1.

Idaho
The stability of a republican form of government depending mamly upon the in

telligence of the people, It shall be the duty of the legislature . to establish and
maintain a general. umform and thorough system of public, free common schools
Art 9, S I

AO

,.. Illinois _ A

The State shall provide for an efficient system of high quality public educational
institutions and services, Art 10, S 1

A Indiana

t

Knowledge and learning, generally diffused throughout a community, being
essential to the preservation of a free government, it shall be the duty of the
General Assembly to encourage. by all suitable means, moral, intellectual. scien
uric. and agricultural improvement, and to provide for a generaland uniform
system of common schools, wherein tuition shall be without charge, and equally
open to all Art 8. S 1

Iowa
The General Assembly shall encourage by all suitable means, the promotikn of

intellectual, scientific, moral and agricultural Improvement Art 9, 2nd, S 3

Kansas
The Legislature shall provide for intellectual, educational, vocational and scien

uric improvement by establishing and maintaimng pubhc schools Art 6. S I

A
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Kentucky
The General Assembly shall, by appropriate legulation, provide for an efficient

system of common schools throughout the state S 183

Lotkisiana
The goal of the public education system Ls to provide learning environments and

experiences that are designed to promette excellence in order that every in-

dividual may be afforded an equal opportunity to develop to his full potential
The legislaMre shall provide for the education of the people of the state and shall
estabhsh and maintain a public education system Art 8, Preamble and S 1

Maine
A general diffusion of the aleWantages of education being essential to the presen

cation of thillirights and hberties of the people to promote this unponant object
a shall be their duty to require the several towns to make suitable provisiod, at

their own expense for the support and maintenance of public khools Art 8,
S

Maryland
rhe General Assembly shall by law establish throughout the state a thorough

and effluent system of free public schools, and shall provide by taxation. or other
wise, for their maintenance Art 8, S 1

Massachusetts
Wisdom and knowledge. as well as virtue. diffused generally among the peo-

ple. being necessary for the preservation of their rights and hberties, aml as these
depend on spreading the'opportunities and- advantages of education , it shall be

the duty of legislatures and magistrates. to cherish the interests of literature
and the sciences Ch 5 S 2

Michigan
Religion. morality and knowledge being necessary to good government and the

happiness of mankind schools and the means of education shall forever be en
couraged The legislature shiall Maintain and suppon a system of free Public
elementary and secondary schools Every school district shall provide
without discrimination as to religion. creed.'race. color or national origin Art 8,
SS I and 2

Minnesota
The stability of a republican form of government depending mainly upon the in

te4igence of the people. it is the duty of the legislature to establish a general and
uniform system of public schools The legislature shall secure a thorough and
efficient system of public schools throughout the state Art 13. S 1

t
Mississippi

The legislature may, in its discretion, provide for the maintenance and
establishment of free public schools for all children between the ages of six (6) and.

twenty one (21) years. . and with such grades as the legislature may prescribe'
The legislature has the sole power of establishing a free school or schools in each
county Art 8. S5 201 and 205
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Missouri
A general diffusion of knowledge arid intelligence being essential to the preser

vation of the nghts and liberties of the people. the general assembly shall establish
and maintain free public schools . Art 9. S 1(a)

Montana
It Is the goal of the people to establish a system of education which will develop

the full educational potennal of each persori Equality of educational opPortinuty
is guaranteed to each person of the state The legislature shall provide a basic
system of free quality public elementary and secondary schools. It shall fund
and distnbute in an equitable manner to the school districts the states share of the

cosu of the basic system Art 10, S 1(1) and (2)

Nebraska
The legislature shall provide for the free Instruction in the common schools

of all persons between the ages of five ancktvienty-one years Art 7, S 1

Nevada
.,

The legislature shall encourage by all suitable means the promotion of intellec
tual,. literary, scientific, mining, mechanical, agricultural, and moral im-
provements Art 2, S 1.

New Hampshire
,.

Knowledge and learning, generally diffused .through a community, being essen-
tial to the preservation of a free government. and spreading the opportunities and
advantages of education through the various parts of the county, being highly Con
ducive to promote this end, it shall be the duty of the legislators and magistrates
. . to cherish the Interest of literature and the sciences . . , to Countenance and

inculcate the principles of humanity and general benevolence, public andprivate
chanty, industry and economy, honesty and punctuality, sincerity, sobriety, and
all social affections. and generous sentiments among the people. . Pt 2.

Ait. 83

New Jersey
The Legislature Jhall provide for the maintenance and support of a thorough

and efficient system of free public schools for the instruction of all the children in
the State between the ages of five and eighteen years The fund for the support of
free public schools - ind the income thereof. . shall be annually ap-
propriated to the support of free public schools, and for the equal benefit of all the

.people of the State Art. 8, S 4(1) and (2)

New Mexico
A uniform system of free public schools Jufficient for the education of, and open

to, all children of school age in the state shall be established and mainGined Art
12, S I

(.........,
New 'York

The legislature shall provide for the maintenance and support of a system of free
common schools, wherein all the children of this state may be educated Art 11. S I

1 9 9
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North Carolina
Religion morahty. and knowledge being necessary to good government and the

happiness of mankind schools, libraries, and the means of edueatM5shall forever
be encouraged The General Assembly shall provide by taxation and otherwise for
a general and uniform system of free public schools wherein equal oppor
tunnies shall be provided for ail students Art 9, Preamble and 5 2

,North Dakota
A high degree of mtelligence patriotism, mtegrity and morality on the part of

every voter in a government by the people being necessary the legislative

assembly shall make provision for the establishment and maintenance of a system
of public schools which shall be open to all children of the state . The

legislative assembly shall provide for a uniform system of free public schools
throughout the state The legislative assembly ;hall take such other steps as
may be necessary to prevent illiteracy. secure a reasonable degree of uniformity in
course of study and to promote industrial scientific. and agricultural im
provements Art 8, SS 1,,2, and 4

Ohio
The general assembly shall make such provisions by taxation, or otherwise, as,

with the income arising from the school trust fund, will secure a thorough and effi
cient system of common schools throughout the state Art 6. S 2

Oklahoma
The Legislature shall establish and maintain a system of free public schools

wherein all the children of the state.may be educated Art 12, 5 1

Oregon
1 he Legislative Assembly shall provide by law for the establislament of a uniform

and general system of Common schools Art 8, S 3

Pennsylvania
The General Assembly shall provide for the maintenance and support of a

thorough and efficient system of public education to serve the needs of the Com

monwealth Art 3, S 14

Rhode Island
The diffusion of knowledge, as well as of virtue, among the people, being essen

tial to the preservation of their rights and liberties, It shall be the duty of the
general assembly to promote public, schools, and to adopt all means which they
may deem necessary and proper to secure the advantages and opportunities of

education Art 12 5 1

South Carolina
The General Assembly shall provide for the maintenance and support of a

system of free public schOnls open to ail children in the state and shall establish,
organize and support such other institutions of learning. as may be desirable Art
11. 5 3
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South Dakota
..lhe stability of a republican form of government depending on the morality and
MIligence of the people, it ;hail, be the duty of the legisla(ure to establish and
maintain a general and Uniform system of public schools wherein tuition shall be
without charge. and equally open to all, and to adopt all suitable means to secure

to the people the advantages and opportunities of education. Art 8, S 1

Tennessee
The State .. recognizes the inherent value of education and encourages its sup-

port. The General Assembly shall provide for the maintenance, support and
eligibility standards of a system of free public schools. Art. 2, S 12.

Texas
A general diffusion of knowledge being essential to the preservationof the liber-

ties and nghts of the people, It shall be the duty of the Legislaure . . , to establish

and make suitable provision, for the support and maintenance of an efficient
system of public free schools. Art. 7, 5 I.

Utah
The Legislature shall provide for the establishment and maintenance of a

uniform system of public schools, which shall be open to all children of the state.

. Art. 10, 51.

. Vermont - .
LaWs for the encouragement of ue and prevention of vice and Immorality

ought to be constantly kept in foçs , and duly executed, and a competent number
of schools ought tO beraintained in each town unless the general assembly permits
other provisions for die convenient instruction of youth. Ch. 2, S 68.

Virginia
The General Assembly shall provide for a system of free public . . schools . .

and shall seek to ensure that an educational program of high quality isestablished

and continually maintained. Standards of quality . . shall -be determined and

pre,scnbed from time to time by the Board of Education, subject to revision only by

the General Assembly. The General Assembly shall determine the manner in
which funds are to be provided for the cost of maintaining an educational program
meeting the prescribed standards of quality. . . Art. 8. 55 1 and 2.

Washington
It is the paramount duty of the state to make ample provision for the education

of all children residing within ts borders, without distinction or preference on,ac
count of race, color, caste, or sex. The Legislature shall provide for a geueral and

uniform system of public schoo/s. Art 9, Preamble and $ 2.

West Virginia
The legulature shall provide, by general law, for a thorough and efficient system

of free schools. Art 12. S I
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Wisconsin

The legulature shall provide by law for the establishment of district schools,
what shall be as nearly uniform as practicable, and such schools shall be free and
wnhout charges for tuition Art 10, S 3.

Wyoming
The right- of the citizens to opportunities for education should have practical

recognition The legislature shall suitably encourage means and agencies
calculated to advance the sciences and liberal arts. Art. 1, 5 23 The legislature
shall provide for the establishment and maintenance of a complete and uniform
system of public insaruction The legislature shall . create and maintain a
thorough and efficient system of public schools, adequate to the proper instruction -
of all youth of the state . Art 7, 55 1 and 9

i
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Selected Words Appearing Across State Mandates

Thorough
(System)

Efficient
(System)

General
(System)

Uniform
(System)

&suable
(Means)

Adequate or
Sufficient

(Educ )

1-Isgh

Quality
(Educ.)

"

Anzona x x

Arkansas x x x

California x

Colorado x x .

D4aware x x

Florida x x

Georgia x

Idaho x x x

Illinctis x x

Indiana x x x.

Iowa x

Kentucky x

Maine x

Maryland - x x

Minnesota x x x x

Montana x

Nevada 1 x

New Jersey x . x

New Mexico x x

North Ca rohna x x
,

North Dikot a x
s

Ohio x x

Oregon x x

Pennsylvania x x

SOuth Dakota
'

x x x

Texas x x

Utah
-

x

Virginia x

Washington x x

West Virginia x x

Wisconsin x

Wyoming x x. x x x
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